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PREFACE.
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youngest branch of agriculture, viz. Rubber, in particular. From the monographs and statistics an idea can be formed ts to the conditions under

which this culture is carried on. The undersigned desire to take this opportunity of expressing their thanks for the support accorded by the various

contributors, and in particular to acknowledge his indebtedness to Mr. J. W. Stewart, His Britannic Majesty's Consul for Java, for his assistance

in connection with the translation of the English text.
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J^ETHERLANDS EAST INDIA.

Sifuafion, Area, Population.

The Dutch possessions in Asia are situated in the Indian Archipelago,

between 6' N, and U' S. latitude and 95'40", and about 141' E. longi-

tude. They comprise Sumatra with adjacent islands, the Archipelago

of Bintang or Riouw, the archipelago of Lingga, the Karimon, Tambelang,

Anambas, and Natoena islands, the Islands Banka and Billiton, Java and

Madoera, the Southern part of Borneo, Celebes, and all the other islands

eastward of Borneo and Java to 141° E, longitude, with the exception

of the eastern part of Timor (Timor Deli). Java and Madoera extend

over 50,745 square miles, the other islands together over 688,435 square

miles.

England and Wales 58,324 square miles

Scotland 30,405

Ireland . 32,360

Isle of Man . 227

Channel Islands 75 „ „

total 121,391 square miles

With regard to the legal position, the population is divided

into Europeans, with those who are considered equal to them

(half-castes, Armenians, Japanese), and natives, with those who are

considered equal to them (Chinese, Klings, Arabs, &c.). On the 31st

December 1903, the total number of Europeans and of those who are

considered to be equal to them was 80,910, not including 12,595 in
.

the Army and 2,112 in the Navy. They are of different nationalities.

On the 31st December, 1905, there were 9,480 Dutchmen, born in

Europe, 1,405 Germans, 315 Belgians, 312 British, 184 Frenchmen, 197

Swiss, a fev/ from different countries in Europe, America &c., and

64,314 descendants of Europeans and half-castes born in Netherlands

India. The number of Chinese in Netherlands India on the 31st De-
cember, 1905, was 563,449, of whom 295,193 were in Java and Madoera.

The natives on the same date numbered 29,715,908 in Java and Madoera,

and the total number of natives on all the other islands together was
then calculated at 7,403,552. The number of Arabs was 29,588, of

whom 19,148 were in Java and Madoera, and that of other foreign

Orientals (Moors, Bengalese, Klings, Malays, and African negroes)

22,970, of whom 2,842 were in Java and Madoera. The increase of

the population from 1890 to 1900 was for the Europeans 30,9 per cent.,

Chinese 16,5 per cent., and Arabs 26,6 per cent.

The population of Great- Britain at the census taken April 1, 1901

was:

England and Wales. 32,527,843

Scotland. 4,472,103

Ireland. . 4,458,775

Isle of Man. . 54,752

Channel Islands. . . 95,618

Army, Navy, and Merchant Seaman
abroad. .... 367,736

Java and Madoera 31 Dec. 1905

total 41,976,827

30,098,008

A great part of the Europeans are employed in or retired from

the Government service; next in number are the planters, traders and

industrials. The Arabs, Chinese, and other Orientals are almost all



tradesman, but it must be mentioned tliat some Cliinese are in pos-

session of or employed on plantations in Java, and tliat upwards of

54,000 Chinese are worl<ing as labourers on the tobacco estates on

the East Coast of Sumatra, and that thousands of Chinese labourers are

employed under European superintendence in the exploitation of the tin

mines of Banl<a and Billiton. The natives are cultivating the soil; in the

large places they also are mechanics, but the practice of the handi-

crafts is for the greater part in the hands of Chinese.

History, Government.

When the Dutch in the last years of the sixteenth century esta-

blished themselves in the Archipelago they found there the Portugese.

In order to be strong against other European rivals the Dutch East

Indian Company was established in 1602 by charter of the General

States of the United Netherlands, granting a monopoly for the trade

in all the countries east of the Cape of Good Hope to the Strait of

Magellan and the right to make treaties with Indian princes, to make

war, build fortifications, and give commissions to civil and military

officers, etc. The East Indian Company was nearly independent and

disposed of large capital. The first proceedings were commercial,

but soon the Company extended its power and conquered territory

in Java and the JVloluccos. The first „loge" was established at Bantam,

then at Jakatra, where the Governor- General J. P. Coen, made a

fortress which he called Batavia (1619). After a long period of great

prosperity the Company fell into decay, the difficulties increased under

a heavy burden of debts, and in 1800 the States- General cancelled

the charter and took the administration of the posessions into their

own hands. At the same time the British, during the war with France

and the Netherlands, conquered the greater part of the Dutch colonies.

In 1802, by the treaty of peace concluded at Amiens, the colonies,

with the exception of Ceylon, were restored to the Batavian Republic,

as the Netherlands were then called, but during the war with England

that was soon afterwards declared the Dutch again lost all their

possessions. After the fall of Napoleon, in 1816, the greater part

of the colonies were restored to the Kingdom of the Netherlands

and by Ihe London treaty of 17th March, 1824, Malacca and the

establishments on the continent of India were exchanged for Benkoelen.

Netherlands India is now governed in the name of the Queen of

the Netherlands by a Governor- General, who is obliged to ask in

some cases the advice of the Council of India, consisting of a Vice-

President, four members and a secretary. He is Commander- in- Chief

of the Army and Navy, and is seconded by a Lieutenant- General,

Commandant of the Army and Chief of the War Department and a

Vice- Admiral or Rear- Admiral, Commandant of the Navy and Chief

of the Marine Department, and further by the seven Directors

of the Departments; of the Home Government; Finance; Justice;

Education, Public Worship and Industry; Agriculture; Government

industries, and Public Works. The Department of Agriculture, established

1st January, 1905, is a combination of the gardens (botanical and

experimental), laboratories, musea, etc. known until that date as „Lands

Plantentuin" with the Bureau of Forestry, the Veterinary Service and

the Government Coffee and Cinchona plantations.

Netherlands India is divided into provinces, under the administra-

tion of Governors or Residents and their Assistant Residents, and

„Controleurs". The direct Government of the population is entrusted

to natives with the titles of Regent, Wedono, and Assistant- Wedono
in Java and other titles in the other islands. In appointing the native

officials it is considered a rule that the people in the different islands,

residencies, or districts must be governed if possilbe by their own
chieftains. In Soerakarta and Djocjakarta in Java and in a great many

residencies of other islands, the native princes have still to a certain

degree the rule of the country in their hands, but in fact their power

is only nominal and they are dependent on the Government of Nether-

lands-India.

The Supreme Court is located at Batavia and Courts of Justice

are established at Batavia, Samarang, Soerabaja, Padang, Medan and

Macassar; there are also Residential Courts in al the Residencies,

except at Macassar. The Courts of Justice for the natives are in the

capital of Residencies and districts; they have different names, as

landraad, rapat, proatin, regentschapsgerecht, district s-

g e r e c h t.



Royal Magnetical and Meteorological Observatory at Batavia.



The Royal Magnefical and Meteorological

Observatory at Batavia.

It is climate tliat primarily governs every country and to it botti

People and Authority are subject.

Climate formed and is reforming tlie soil, nurtures vegetation,

maintains the rivers or denies these waterways, covers the land with

fruitful pastures or dries it up to a wilderness.

Knowledge of the climate is the first desideratum for those who
will draw profit from the land, extract by means of cultivation the

treasures of the soil or from its waterfalls the motive power for their

manufactures or even defend their country from the enemy.

Although in old days this truth was realised and there is no absence

of information as to the climate of the Archipelago in the descriptions

of their travels by the old East-Indiamen and the merchants of the

Company, still these reports were scanty and not based on measurements

or statistics.

Junghuhn, the Humboldt of Java, was the first to take methodical

observations and in the middle of the nineteenth century he gave

exact descriptions of the climatic variations in the most important of

the Sunda islands.

It was not however till 1866, that an observatory was founded

and a beginning made with regular observations, which would give a

precise knowledge of the coast climate of West Java.

One of the reasons for establishing the observatory in Batavia was

that Batavia provides a fairly pure type of coast climate and the results

obtained there are free from the various complicated influences exercised

by the proximity of mountains or by height above sealevel.

The mass of observations which began in 1866, embraced atmos-

pheric pressure, temperature, humidity, wind, clouds, rain and thunder.

Hourly readings of the instruments and calculations were made by

five Javanese, who had been trained by DR. P. A. BERGSMA, the

first Director of Observatory, and to the present day the system remains

the same. Certainly during the half century more instruments and

especially self-registering instruments have been installed but there has

been no change in the system of hourly readings and calculations.

The results of these hourly observations are published annually in

a series of volumes entitled „Observations made at the Royal Magne-

fical and Meteorological Observatory at Batavia", the 31st. volume

of which has just appeared.

As may be supposed it has been the intention from the beginning

to establish subsidiary Meteorological Stations at other points in view

of the equal necessity of acquiring a knowledge, not only of the typical

shore climate of Batavia but also of the climate of the islands of the

Archipelago, of the mountains and valleys, the plateaux and the plains.

It was a pity indeed that the first organization of such climatolo-

gical stations failed and only later could this great want be to some
extent supplied by means of voluntary observations by various indivi-

duals, and at the experimental gardens or the meteorological stations

of the Department of Agriculture. Many of these observation records

have been and are published by the Observatory, for the most part in

the yearly issues of the Natural History Journal of Netherlands India.

The Observatory has also organised observations of atmospheric

pressure, temperature and humidity, wind and rain intensity, but it

has not yet reached an ordered system of subsidiary stations, though

it must be mentioned that continued endeavours are being made to

reach this end.

For two observations - and two of the most important - namely

rain and wind, the Observatory has however established a series of



stations. In 1879 Bergsma placed 79 raingauges in Java and 46 in the

Colonies outside of Java, and by continual extension these numbers
have now risen to 145 and 217. The daily figures of rainfall at all

these stations and various averages and other results are published

annually in the "Rainfall Observations of Netherlands India; Part I,

Daily Rainfall; Part 11, Results"

Also by 1886 a beginning had been made in publishing in the

Natural History Journal of Netherlands India the numerous rainfall

observations taken on estates and at other points, but it is only in

recent years that this has been pushed with more vigour, as a result

of which there appeared in 1908 a work on the Rainfall of Java,

comprising the observations at 700 points and including many statis-

tics and charts. By the steady progress in the collection of these

rainfall figures - so that now observations are regularly received from

1359 places in Java -it will shortly be possible to make a beginning

with a new manipulation of all this material.

Dr. J. P. VAN DER STOK, the second Director of the Observa-

tory, established a wide system of stations for the observation of

wind, tides and currents and made many excerpts from warships'

logs. All this materia! he collected and published in 1897 in an im-

portant book with charts entitled "Wind and Weather, Currents, Tides

and Tidal Streams in the East Indian Archipelago", in which work

appear countless data and descriptions of the Coast Climate.

In 1909 the Observatory took up the most recent branch of

meteorological observations, namely that of the upper air, by means

of unmanned balloons and kites, which furnished knowledge of the

wind variations of the monsoons in high altitudes. Mention should

also be made of the investigation of Dr. BRAAK, Assistant Director

of the Observatory, as to the dependence of the power of the mon-

soon winds upon the distribution of atmospheric pressure in Asia and

Australia and, connected therewith, the influence which the intensity

of the monsoon exercises over the rainfall in the Archipelago.

I have sketched above some features of the history and scope of

the observatory in its climatological work and would devote a word or

two to a description of the institution itself. Its situation in an ordinary

Indian dwelling house, surrounded by a large garden in the midst of

the residential quarter of Weltevreden, is due less to scientific motives

than to a combination of various circumstances. From a climatological

standpoint the situation is not unfavourable since the surroundings are

fairly typical of an average example of the lowlands of Java. The main

building, which is the old dwelling house, contains the offices of the

Director, Assistant Director and his colleague, 3 European calculators

and a clerk, and 16 native assistants. Behind the main building several

pavilions have been added which shelter the various instruments. The
first is the wind department (the only one of two storeys) which

carries the vanes and windmills, and from the flat roof of which the

course of the balloons is followed with a theodolite.

To the West of the main buildingis the thermometer cage, placed

under an open shed, sothat the direct rays of the sun at meridian should

not warm the cage too much and make the midday temperature appear

too high. Close by is a standard on which is hung the Assmann

aspyratic psychrometre, the readings of which determine the tempe-

rature and humidity of the atmosphere. The thermometers in the cage,

placed there in 1866, are in unchanging system read houriy, night

and day.

In the pavilions are the dark room, laboratory, seismograpich and

magnetic variation apparatus.

On the stretch of grass between these pavilions and behind the

mainbuilding are various models of rain gauges and a ray recorder as

well as a passage instrument for time observations.

Lastly in the rear of the premises is an airy wooden building

entirely free of iron, wherein by means of special instruments the

magnetic elements of the earth ar'e determined weekly.

In the eariy years of the Observatory's existence the Director inha-

bited half the main building, but in 1876 a dwelling house was built

for him in the front half of the two hectares of garden which the

Observatory possesses.

The Director of the Observatory,

Dr. W. van BEMMELEN



Climate of Netherlands India."

The Malay Archipelago extends from 6" North to 10' South

latitude, and from 95° to 141° east longitude, by far the greater portion

lying in the Southern Hemisphere. The high mountain ranges which

traverse the islands and spread out in several directions give to their

outlines the fantastic forms. They also influence the climate very

strongly and make a general description somewhat difficult. When
rainfall is due to great atmospheric disturbances, as in moderate

climates, it is much less dependent upon local influences than the

tropical showers which mostly occur where the air is forced to rise

by local heating or elevation of ground.

The situation of the islands in their relation to the continents of

Asia and Australia Is the greatest factor in determining the weather

they shall enjoy. Owing to the influence of these continents, situated

to the north and south monsoon winds blow steadily during alternate

seasons. These winds inscrease the localisation of rainfall considerably,

and in the greater part of the Archipelago well- marked wet and

dry seasons occur. Temperature changes are small, and are principally

due to presence of heavy or light clouds. An abundant rainfall is the

principal feature of the climate and its extravagances are practically

the only way in which the inhabitants of this land of eternal summer
are reminded of the power of the elements. As it is chiefly the

direction and force of the wind that determine the rainfall and sunshi-

ne a preliminary chapter dealing, in some measure of detail, with

this subject will form the basis for a description of the climate.

Direction and force of wind.

A general survey of the winds prevailing in the Indian Archipelago

in different months may be best obtained by a discussion of the

monthly means of wind direction and wind force. These have been

taken from observations mede at sea and are only slightly subject to

local influences. In the month of January the sun, heating intensely

the Australian deserts and the shallow Torres Strait, gives rise to a

strong barometric minimum in these regions. Then, over nearly the

whole Archipelago northerly winds prevail. On the equator they

deviate only slightly from this direction, but owing to the influence

of the earth's rotation and the cyclonic and anticyclonic wind systems

above the continents, they are more northeasterly on the northern

and north- westerly on the southern hemisphere. In March the winds

become less stable; the general distribution of monthly means, howe-
ver, remains unchanged. In April, over the whole southern part of

the Archipelago the wind changes its direction and prevailing south-

east winds appear. This turning of the monsoons is marked by a time

of relatively feeble and very variable winds accompanied by thun-

derstorms and oppressive weather. In May southerly winds prevail

over the whole region. Over the minor Sunda Isles and Java the

wind is south- easterly, being nearly but not quite the opposite to

the western wind of the west monsoon. These conditions last several

months, increasing in stability and vigour till July or August, then

decreasing till November when over the whole area the direction of

the wind is unstable. In December again northerly winds prevail and
the same features as are noticed in January are assumed with the

exception of Java and the minor Sunda Isles where the south-west

winds of the Indian Ocean are still blowing. The force of the wind
is very small; it does not often attain the velocity of a gentle breeze

while records of wind forces attaining the vigour of a strong breeze

are extremely rare.

1) Extract from the

Netherlands India".

article in "Twentieth Century Impressions of

6



Temperature.

There is no place on earth where the temperature is so uniform

over so large an area as in the Malay Archipelago. It is almost
the same throughout the year. On the coast the mean tempera-
ture oscillates between 26' C. (Batavia) and 27° C. (Palembang). The
smallest difference between the mean temperature of the warmest and
coldest month is 1° C. (Batavia; Padang) while the greatest difference

amounts only to 2' C. (Amboina). The mean daily variation is also

small being 6'—7' in the dry months decreasing to 4"—5° during the

wet season.

Rainfall.

As differences in temperature are very slight, the seasons are deter-

mined by the amount of rainfall and the year roughly speaking is

divided into » wet and dry season. These seasonsi however, possess

different characteristics and occur at different times in various localities.

In the northern part of Sumatra the monsoon brings a minimum of

rain in February. At places near the Equator, rain resulting from the

rising air currents, is almost constant. In the southern part of the

China Sea, in the Java Sea, and over the Sunda Isles, welldeveloped

monsoons bring an abundant rainfall in December, Jan ilary, and February,

with the maximum in February. In the western part of Java and the

southern part of Sumatra, the dry season has more rain than is the

case with the dry season in East Java, but nevertheless the difference

between the two monsoons is always well marked. On the Little

Sunda Isles this difference is still greater and attains its maximum in

Timor where in Koepang the September rainfall is 2 mm the January

fall 439 mm. In the Moluccas, however, where north-westerly winds

prevail in January and south-easterly winds in August both monsoons

bring an abundance of rain. Such are the general conditions although,

of course great deviations are often caused by local influences.

The amount of rainfall in the Dutch East Indies is considerable.

At no station, from where observations are taken, with the exception

of Assembagoes, are there less than 1000 mm of rain during the year.

At Assembagoes on the north coast of the most easterly part of Java

the annual rainfall is 855 mm. In the greater part of West Java and

Celebes, and in the whole of Sumatra and Borneo, the average rainfall

during the twelve months exceeds 2000 mm. Of the 700 stations in

Java where observations are made, 132 record a rainfall of 3000 to

4000 mm; 61 from 4000 to 5000,7 from 5000 to 6000 mm. and one from

6000 to 7000 mm. per annum; while at the 127 stations scattered over

other parts of the Archipelago, the rainfall in ten instances amounts to

more than 4000 mm., while at Oeloe Limau Manis which is situated in

the mountains near Padang, Sumatra, the average fall for the year is

over 5000 mm. Tombo, however, on the northern slopes of the moun-
tains of Central Java has the distinction of being the wettest place in

the Archipelago, The average amount of rain there is 7195 mm., the

maximum fall, which occurred in 1903 amounting to 9824 mm. This

abundant rainfall and the constantly high temperature bring forth an

extraordinary luxuriant vegetation, with which only tropical South

America can vie.

The influence of the mountains on rainfall is shown very clearly by

the yearly rainfall of the stations Edam, Tandjong Priok, Meester-

Cornelis, Pasar Minggo, Depok, Bodjonggede and Buitenzorg, respec-

tively 1738, 1805, 1843, 1973, 2341, 3157, 3568 and 4375 mm., increasing

regulary as the distance to the mountains diminishes. Very strongly

this phenomenon is demonstrated by the stations Amahei and Wahai,

resp. on the South-and north coast of the mountainous isleofCeram.

In Wahai rainfall is a minimum in the east-monsoon, in Amahai the

distribution of rain over the year is just the reverse.

The Climate of Java.

Describing the climate of the lower levels of Java, Junghuhn, who
for thirteen years was engaged in meteorological observations in dif-

ferent parts of Java and Sumatra says: „The difference between the

dry season with the good monsoon and the wet season with the

bad or rainy monsoon is not so well defined, even on the coast places,

as is usually thought. Different years differ in regard to the amount

of their rainfall in the same way as, in Europe, they differ in the

severity and mildness of their winters. The results of observations

extending over many years, however, show that the months December
to March are the more rainy, while those from June to September

are driest. In some years it happens that in January and February the

weather is clear for weeks together, but when the rainy monsoon does

come to full development in January, the west or north west wind

carries rain clouds along with it and the whole sky is frequently covered

with canopy of a dull gray colour. Water streams from the clouds

often for 24 hours continuously, and then splashing of rain overpowers



the human voice, the brooks and rivers overflow their banks, the frogs
croak day and night, and even the lizard and snakes leave their holes
and creep into the houses for shelter. It is hardly possible to keep
any place dry for where the rain cannot penetrate the warm sultry

air is so charged with humidity that everything quickly becomes co-
vered with mildew. The difference of the temperature during the day
and night is only a few degrees Fahrenheit. A striking contrast are

the months of July and August. There is no west wind and in the

lower air the land and sea breezes prevail. The nights are calm and
clear, the atmosphere becomes gradually cooler, and an abundant dew
sprinkles the grass and bushes. Sometimes when the temperature sinks

below 2r C. a thick mist 1-—2 M. high, covers the earth. Much greater,

however, is the humidity of the marsh and woodcovered alluvial

plains of the south coast than the cultivated plains of the north coast.

Not only these plains but the neighbouring plateaux also are covered,

after every clear night, with white banks of mist 15 to 30 meters

high. After sunrise the mists pour from the plateaux like a waterfall,

into the plain.

„With the ascending sun the dew dissolves into vapour and rises

to the higher strata of the air. At about ten o'clock it re-appears as

little white cumuli-clouds swimming along in the blue sky. The sea-

breeze now springs up as the land is gradually heated. The tops

of the cocos palms begin to rustle, the air appears white and

hazy, and drifting clouds become more numerous and larger. The

breeze gently increases and towards one or two o'clock the blue spaces

of the sky begin to grow smaller and smaller. Later in the afternoon

they are completely hidden. Then brilliant lightning flashes break

through and, under the rolling of thunder, a refreshing rain pours down".

The west monsoon belongs to the lower air-strata. Though in

the free atmosphere it extends upwards till 5000 meters, on the outside

slopes of the mountains it is seldom perceived higher than 1600 meters,

and in the interior districts of Java, surrounded as they are by a high

mountain range, is hardly felt. The difference between the dry and

wet seasons, therefore, diminishes, as one proceeds farther inland or

attains a higher level. The beautiful plateaux of Central Java have a

very uniform climate and rain is more equally distributed than in the

northern plains, where the west monsoon develops its full force.

Batavia.

There are very tew places in the world, where the climate has been

so accurately gauged as in Batavia, where observations have been

carried on at the Royal Magnetical and Meteorological Observatory

since 1866. The climate of the towns situated on, or near, the coast

line of Java is very similar so that a description of Batavia's climate

will apply equally well to them all.

As in other tropical regions the barometric changes are very slight

and regular. The absolute extremes are 764.41 mm. (Jan 22. 1885) and

752.39 mm. (Feb. 19. 1898). The daily oscillation is very constant

and varies between 5.56 mm. and 1.40 mm., the mean value for 1866-

1905 being 2.81 mm. No cyclonic depressions occur.

The temperature is very constant. The daily oscillation is about

the same as in the summer of temperate sea climates. It has its maxi-

mum at 1 or 2 o'clock in the afternoon. The amplitude varies between

5=.20 C, in February and 7° 68 C. in August, the mean for the period

1866 to 1905 being 6' 58 C. The yearly difference of monthly means

is only 1" 10 C. the warmest month being October, the coldest February.

The nights are coldest in August to October, and warmest in February.

It is a remarkable fact which shows how easily the human body is

adapted to the constant high temperature, that often in the morning

when awakening one shivers with cold and wraps the blanket more closely

round one. With the same temperature during a summer night in Europe

one would be unable to sleep on account of the oppressive atmosphere.

The absolute temperature maximum is 35" 6. C. (Nov. 6 1877 at

1 p.m.) the absolute minimum 18" 9 (Sept. 9, 1877 at 6 a.m.). The maxi-

mum daily oscillation is 13' 5 C. (Sept. 26, 1877). It may be mentioned

that the year 1877 was an extraordinarily dry one.

As is the case everywhere in the Archipelago, the humidity is very

high and varies from 78% in September to 88% in February, the mean
being 83%. It is highest at 6 o'clock in the morning (mean 93%), then

decreases rapidly till noon (69%) and afterwards increases slowly

again. It is this large amount of moisture which, in connection with

the high temperature, causes the great sensibility to temperature changes

referred to above.

Rainfall is the least constant of meteorological elements. It oscil-

lates between 2396.5 mm in 1872 and U76.7 mm in 1891, the number

of rainy days being 213 in 1880 and UOin 1877 and 1891. The more

easteriy coast places are drier especially during the dry monsoon.

Climate of the plateau of West Java.

In 1891-92 meteorological observations were made from six stations.



Bandoeng, Tjimahi, Padalarang, Garoet, Tjiandjoer, and Soekaboemi,
respectively 714, 760, 685, 459 and 600 meters above sea-level. In the

following table the principal meteorological data are combined. For

purpose of comparison the data for Batavia obtained from observations

in the same year are added.





The minima of relative humidity for Batavia from January to June
1889 were 56%, 58»/,„ 61"/o, 62%, 57o/„, and 56"/,,.

Tjibodas seems to be in the densest part of the cloud region.

The cloudiness and relative humidity are extraordinarily high and
consequently temperature changes are only small and temperature low.

Conclusion.

The meteorological features are practically the same over the

whole Archipelago with merely local deviations due to the particular

situation. The extent of such deviations in regions of varying altitude,

however, can be gauged with proper accuracy from a few stations

only. The data given here are by no means as full as they might be,

but they point out nevertheless the general characteristics with

sufficient clearness.

Dr. C. BRAAK.



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

When in 1817 the Hollanders regained possession of the Colonies

in Asia, which for d few years belonged to Great Britain, the depu-

tation appointed to take possession of the Colonies was accompanied

by a Professor of the Amsterdam University, C. G. C. REINWARDT,
who had conceived the plan of laying out a botanical garden at

Buitenzorg, in order to obtain a better knowledge of tropical flora.

Whilst the staff of the Government Botanical Gardens at first especially

aimed at collecting plants from different parts of the Archipelago,

Dr. J. C. BLUME, really the first director of the Government Botanical

Gardens, in 1825 and 1826 issued some very valuable publications,

vu. ..Contributions to the Knowledge of the Netherlands Indian Flora".

This prosperity however did not last long, for the Government

Botanical Gardens also suffered from the various economical measures

which were taken by the Government in about 1827, and the Garden

lost its existence as an Independent institution to become part of the

gardens of the Governor-Generals palace. This conjunction lasted

until 1868, when the Government Botanical Gardens regained their

Independence on the appointment of Dr. R. G. H. SCHEFFER.
From this time a period of continual extension commenced, till

it ultimately ended its existence in 1904 by Its amalgamation with

several other branches of service into the Agricultural Department

of nowadays.

Below we will briefly explain how the various sections of the

Agricultural Department sprung Into existence and developed and what
they have brought into being during their careers.

The oldest division from which the establishment before 1905

derived its name, the Government Botanical Gardens, covers an area

of 170 acres, and has at its disposal besides a European staff of two
persons (curator and assistant curator) more than 100 native
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labourers and foremen. As far as possible all plants occuring in

Netherlands India are represented by two specimen in the Garden; and

these plants are systematically arranged so as to facilitate the study

of the various groups of plants. The garden not only supplies material

for the laboratories of the Agricultural Department, but many foreign

naturalists pass some time In Buitenzorg studying tropical flora, while

moreover a large quantity of living plants and seeds is despatched

annually to foreign scientific institutions.

As the garden, being situated at the low level of Buitenzorg, was

not a fit spot for growing plants Indigenous to the higher regions in

Netherlands India, a second garden was laid out on the slopes of the

volcano Gedeh, where the plants of colder climates were collected.

Near this garden a virgin forest of about 700 acres has been conserved,

by which means an opportunity Is afforded of studying easily the

original flora of forest trees.

The annual budget for the garden is f 30.698.

For a more detailed description of the Government Botanical

Gardens at Buitenzorg we beg to direct your attention to the „Guide

to the Garden" also obtainable at the exhibition.

Adjoining the Garden, Teysmann established in 1844 a Herbarium,

the collections were temporarily housed In a wooden building which

however was replaced In 1871 by a handsome and practical stone

building which is still In use. Originally the library and other collec-

tions of the Government Botanical Gardens were also contained in

this building, but special buildings have now been erected for these

purposes.

The herbarium chiefly contains collections from the Malay ArchI-



Ferns and Bromeliaceae.

pelago and contiguous parts of the world, of which the flora is of

importance in the study of the flora in the Malay Archipelago.

The plants found bij Teysmann all over the Archipelago form

the basis of the collections, whilst we may also mention the collections

formed by Koorders in Java, Sumatra and Celebes, the collection of

Hallier in Borneo and West Java, of Nieuwenhuis in Borneo, of Backer

in the neighbourhood of Batavia and ultimately the Herbarium of plants

cultivated in the Government Botanical Gardens.

The scientific staff is engaged on:

/. study of the flora in Netherlands hidia and in connection the-

rewith the care for and extension of the Herbarium;

2. the hiving of advice regarding names of plants, uses, etc.

3. complying with the numerous requests from scientific institutions

all over the world for experimental material;

4. giving lessons to several training schools belonging to the De-

partment.

13



Publication of experimental results is made in „Icones Bogorienses"

an illustrated worl< with descriptions of new or little known plants

in the Archipelago. This periodical was founded by Boerlage in 1901

and was continued at his death by his successor, with the assistance

of the other officials of that department. Three volumes, of 100 plants

each, have already been published, besides a first instalment of the

4th. volume.

This division has furthermore issued „Contributions to the

Knowledge of the Flora of Java Forest Trees" by Reorders and Va-

leton, and monographs of different kinds, amongst other, the Orchids

of Java and Ambon" by Smith, Malay Ferns by van Alderwerelt van

Rosenburgh, whilst numerous articles have appeared in the „Bulletin

du Ddpartement de I'Agriculture"

The European staff of this division consists of one Chief, two
assistants, one conservator and an assistant conservator, who are

assisted by about 15 native employfe.

The annual budget for the division amounts to f 26,830.

The third division which is engaged on botanical research,

is the Museum for Technical and Commercial Botany established in

1904 out of funds supplied by commerce and industry in the colo-

nies and the mother country and presented to the Netherlands Indian

Government for the purpose of forming at Buitenzorg a collection of

the vegetable products of the Colonies and of technical and statis-

tical information with regard to such products, so that this institu-

tion may serve as an intelligence office for economical botany.

The buildings in which these collections are housed and the

administration conducted were finished in 1906, after which the pro-

cess of collecting was seriously taken in hand. As early as 1907 the

collections, although by no means complete, could be opened to the

public, and extension of the collections is slowly but steadily increas-

ing.

It stands to reason that this young instituton was at first chiefly

occupied with its inner organisation but at the same time a few
researches of an economical nature were instituted.

The first research was in regard to the economical aspect of

cocoanut-oil and copra in Java and efforts were made to improve
the trade in these products, which suffered severely from too keen
competition and a few Reports were published. The institution also

interested itself in researches into the fibre-supplying plants in Net-

herlands India, which resulted in the introduction by this division

into Java of the Hibiscus cannabinus (Bombay Hemp) a fibreplant

which will most likely play an important role in Java as the producer

of the raw material for the bags required by agricultural enterprises,

which are nowadays imported from British India.

The staff of this division consists of one European Chief assisted

by some natives.

The annual budget amounts to f 9900.

—

In 1888 a pharmacological division was added to the Government

Botanical Gardens, which is engaged on chemical and pharmacological

experiments with poisonous and medicinal plants, as also the study

of pharmacognosia. The head of this division is also in charge

of the conduct of a course of Indian botany, toxicology, pharmacognosia,

etc. for military dispensers newly arrived from Holland.

The principal publications of this division can be found in the

Mededeelingen van 's Lands Plantentuin No. 's VII, X, XIII, XVIII, XXV,
XXXI, LII" and in the „Bulletin du D^partement de I'Agriculture aux

Indes Neerlandaises" No. 's VII aud XVI.

The staff consists of a scientific naturalist and some native as-

sistants, whilst the annual budget amounts to f 10.744.

The agricultural chemical laboratory, which was formerly closely

related to the Experimental Garden but now forms an independent part of

the Department, is occupied in examining the composition of the various

economical plants and the soil qualities they need. In the course of time

extensive researches have been made concerning Rubber- and Gutta-

percha trees, grounds suitable for coffee growing, ethereal oils, coca

and also tea, before a separate tea-experimental-station was opened.

Besides independent researches this laboratory made multitudinous

analyses for private planters and the trade. A few years ago however
the Government established a special office where planters and the

trade can have analyses made against payment.

An agricultural chemist is at the head of this agricultural chemical

laboratory, with an assistant chief, besides several European assis-

tants and natives. A special chemist is appointed for the analytical office.

The annual disbursements of the laboratory are about f 10.400

whilst those of the analytical office amount to about f 7200.

The aim of the Experimental Garden of the Department, comprising

14



an area of about 150 acres, is to make experiments with new cultures, to

import new plants into Netherlands India and, in case of success to

distribute the planting material freely amongst planters. Through the

agency of this garden and the Goverment Botanical Gardens many
plants have been imported into the Netherlands Indies, and during the

last ten years the Experimental Garden has also been a prominent factor

in the tuition given by the various Educational Institutions of the

Department of Agriculture.

The European staff of this garden consists of two persons, whilst

about 60 native labourers care for the maintenance of the garden.

The zoological division, which was established in 1894 chiefly for

investigation of insect-pests, was until 1899 no more than a small

laboratory intended for that purpose, but now consists of first, the

Zoological Museum at Buitenzorg, containing a collection daily increasing

of animals from the different parts of the archipelago and several

working rooms, amongst which there is one especially reserved for

naturalist guests; second, the laboratory for marine investigations at

Batavia which is situated near the old harbour in the immediate

neighbourhood of the Java Sea; this laboratory also gives an oppor-

tunity for biological researches to travelling scientists; third, the stea-

mer „Gier" especially adapted and fitted for fishery-investigations and

experiments with all sorts of nets, etc.

The following publications (in the Dutch language) have been

issued by this division;

1897. The natural enemies of the coffee trees in Java (Part I) by

Dr. J. C. KONINGSBERGER;
1898. First aspects of the noxious and beneficial insects of Java, by

Dr. J. C. KONINGSBERGER;
1901. The natural enemies of the coffee tree in Java (Part II) by

Dr. J. C. KONINGSBERGER; & Prof. A. ZIMMERMANN.
1901. The birds of Java and their economical importance (Part I) by

Dr. J. C. KONINGSBERGER;
1902. The Mammals of Java, by Dr. J. C. KONINGSBERGER,
1903. Insect enemies of Rice, Tobacco, Tea and other economic

plants, by Dr. J. C. KONINGSBERGER,
1904. Tripang and Tripang Fishery in the Dutch East Indies, by

Dr. J. C. KONINGSBERGER,
1908. Second aspects of the noxious and beneficial insects of Java,

by Dr. J. C. KONINGSBERGER,

1909. The birds of Java and their economical importance (Part II), by

Dr.
J. C. KONINGSBERGER,

1909. Tools and implements employed in native seafishery in Java

and Madura, by Dr. P. N. van KAMPEN.
1906. and onwards „Reporfs from the Fishery station in Batavia"

containing contributions of Dr. P. N. van KAMPEN, Lieut.

A. M. van ROOSENDAAL, and others.

Numerous smaller pamphlets on different zoological and econo-

mical subjects in „Teysmania" and in the Bulletin duD^partement

de TAgriculture aux Indes NSerlandaises by Dr. J. C. KONINGS-
BERGER, Dr. P. N. van KAMPEN, Maj. P. A. OUWENS and

others.

The botanical laboratories, viz. the laboratory of the Head of the

division, the laboratory at Buitenzorg for foreign naturalists and the

laboratory of the mountain garden at Tjibodas, belonged to the oldest

divisions of the Government Botanical Gardens.

The firstnamed laboratory chiefly occupied itself in studying the

living conditions, cultivation and diseases of tropical cultures, and

important researches were made as to the diseases of sugar cane, rice

and pepperplants, of which the respective publications are to be found

in the „Mededeelingen van 's Lands Plantentuin en van het Departement

van Landbouw" and in the abovementioned Bulletin.

The so-called foreigners laboratory, established in a first rate

scientific station and fully equipped with the necessary requirements,

gives foreign naturalists who come to work some time in Buitenzorg,

whether financially supported by their Government or not, an excellent

opportunity for making extensive researches concerning tropical flora

and fauna. German, Russian, Swiss, American and Dutch scientists

regularly avail themselves of this opportunity, and their researches are

generally published in „the Annales du Jardin Botanique de Buitenzorg."

In November 1896 a coffee-experimental-station was added as a

kind of subdivision to the Government Botanic Gardens, the aim of

which was to make researches for the benefit of the Java Coffee

Cultivation, the experiments being made at the cost of those interested.

Dr. J. G. KRAMERS became Chief and Prof. Dr. A. ZIMMERMANN
botanist.

Dr. KRAMERS made a study of the composition of soils suitable
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for coffee cultivation and the effect of manure, whilst Prof. ZlMMfiR-

MANN chiefly occupied himself in phytopathological researches.

In 1901 an experimental coffee garden was laid out in Bangelan

(East Java) which not only served for ai^ricuKiiral researches as to

shadow, planting distances, working of the ground, etc. but also (or

collecting as far as possible every kind of coffee variety.

An European administrator was appointed for the garden, vvilh

later on an afsislant. After the establishment of the Department

of Agriculture in 1905 these researches for the benefit of the coffeecul-

tivalion were continued by Government.

At the death nf Dr. KRAMERS his successor. Dr. K. GORTER,
iiiaLie a sIulU' nl the cinstituents of coffee and the fermentation process,

wliile Dr. P' J. S. CRAMER, the successor of Prof. ZIMMERMANN,
occupied himself as well with phytopathological researches, as with

Coffea arabica, years old under shade trees (Leucaena glauca).
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the selection question, for which purpose the experimental garden at

Bangelan offered an excellent opportunity, and for this purpose a

selection garden was also laid out at Buitenzorg.

Besides the European staff two native assistants were engaged for

the coffee-experimental-garden.

For the publications which resulted from these researches, which

chiefly treated of the various diseases met with in coffee cultivation,

the composition of coffee extract and the manuring of coffee grounds,

we beg to refer to the numerous publications of the Government

Botanical Gardens, the Agricultural Department and to the Bulletins of

both institutions.

The budget for this division amounts to f 15.000.

Before its fusion into the Department of Agriculture, the Government

Botanic Gardens possessed in addition to the aforementioned insti-

tutions and laboratories, a central office, where the extensive cor-

respondence was treated, a library which contained a choice collection

of books more especially on botany, and also a photograpic studio.

When in 1905 the establishement of the Department of Agriculture

was resolved upon, which in fact merely consisted of the amalgamation

of the existing technical and administrative branches of service, a few

new divisions were simultaneously opened, viz. an experimental station

for rice and secondary cultures, the manager of which was at the

same time Inspector of Native Agriculture, and divisions for micro-

biological and geological researches.

The first named division was more especially charged with carrying

out the idea which had in the main been prominent at the Department

of Agriculture, viz. the taking of steps whereby the native agriculture

could be permanently assured of more satisfactory results, and also

the distribution of agricultural knowledge amongst the native population.

In the numerous scientific researches the manager of the division

is assisted by two botanists and one chemist, whilst a certain number

of European and native agricultural experts are distributed all over

Java and Madura to keep in touch with the population and native

authorities. Furthermore several so-called „Demonstration fields" have

been laid out in different districts, by means of which the population

in the surrounding locality is shown how to grow the different cultures

in the best way.

The officials of this division are also charged with the impro-

vement of the native products by means of selection.

The second of the above named divisions has as its object inquiry

into the nature of the activities of various bacteria, which play

a part in the chemical changes taking place in the soil, but this

plan had soon to be given up owing to the necessity of starting

attempts towards the extermination of field rats, which each year

cause serious damage to the native cultivations, rice especially suffering

severely from their attacks.

All efforts which have hitherto been made to spread an infectious

disease amongst the rats by means of various bacteria have failed,

and until now the Indian fieldrat appears to be proof against all

known exterminatory measures.

Much time was also spent in making experiments concerning

the rotting of various fibre plants, the preparation of ferments prac-

ticable for use in the tropics and the extermination of rats by means

of sulphurdioxide.

The staff of this division consists of a scientist trained in research,

an European assistant and 3 natives, the annual budget being f 9190.

For the geological division, whose annual budget amounts to f 14470

we refer to the separate pamphlet annexed.

In 1908 a chemical engineer was temporarily appointed for three

years to the Department for the purpose of making an inquiry into

the fibres of different plants in Netherlands India and their market

value. The laboratory instituted for that purpose makes analyses, free

of charge, of fibre samples sent in by private individuals, and gave

effectual assistance to the department at the time experiments were

being made to extend the cotton growing in Palembang. The results

show that in Palembang the selection applied might lead to the

cultivation of a cotton variety of a higher market value. Experiments

were also made as to the utility of various other fibres, amongst

others of the Hibiscus cannabinus, which proved that these, as well

as the fibres of the Manila hemp, which is cultivated on a large scale

in Java, were of excellent quality.

An extensive investigation was also instituted as to the presence

in Netherlands India of raw materials for the manufacture of paper,

when it appeared that rice-straw, „ampas" of sugar cane, Albizzia

Moluccana and bamboo, could be used with success. These investiga-

tions may lead to the supply by Java of the paper used in Nether-

lands India. Recently the first mill has been started at Sourabaya,
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which is however fur tlie present diiIv enncerniiiL; itself witli the

fahrieation nf inferior t|ualities of paj^ier.

In \'ie\\' of the plans to enlarge the Department of Aj^rieullnre tiy

adding a division for hidnstry and Coninieiee, a prelimniaiv step was

taken in 1910 by the issue of a forfniijhtly periodical entitled „Short

Notes on Agriculture, hidustry and Connnerce". (K(jrte tu'riehlen voor

Landbouw, Nyverhcid en Handel).

The aim of this publication is in the first instance to draw the

atteidioii of parties inlerested in Netherlands India to important ar-

ticles rei;ardini; commerce in fineign periodicals, and secondarily to

(jbtain ;i closer touch lret\^'een Government and tlie Trade.

Snice January f<ll I the monthly statistics of the Import and

lixport of Java, Madiua anil the Outlying Islands, have been pub-

lished as an appendix.

Geological laboratory.
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The Department of Aijrieiilture possesses 3 Government Estates,

\'iz.

;

1- for the cultivation of gutta|ierclia trees, (at Tjipetir, Preanger

Regencies, Java)

II. tor the cultivation of Para Rubfier (at Langsa, Smiiatra)

III. for the cultivation of Cinchona, (Preanger Regencies)

The two former being of special importance for this exhibition

separate pamphlets regarding these cultures have been written; we will

therefore limit oinselvcs to the f(jllowing observations regarding the

Cinchona Estate.

The first Cinchona plant was imported into Java in 1852, having

been forwarded by the Botanical Gardens at Leiden (Holland), where

previously a few jTlants had been received fri)ni Paris.

Tcysniann succeeded in getting a couple of cuttings from this

._ -f.

y^.'ia^^yk

House of the Director of the Government Cinchona-plantations.
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imported plant whicli yielded the first lertile seeds in 1865. In the

meantime J.
K. HASSKARL brought a numlier of plants to Netherlands

India in 1854 for aceount of the Government, which was the actual

inception of the cinchona cultivation, since when it has steadily increased.

The Government cinchona plantations comprised an area of 2350

acres and yielded nctt 1.787.809 half kilos cinchona bark in 1909.

The followini; table shows the nett proceeds and disbursements of the

government cinchi.ina estates during 1904,,'8.

1904 1905 19(36

glds. gids. glds.

Kelt proceeds 302. («)l) 271.(Xl0 3l5.ai0

Disbursements 329.000 312.000 275.000

1907



The seed obtained in these estates which is not needed for

extension of the plantations is regularly sold to the public.

The estate is managed by a Director, assisted by a co-director
(chemist), a botanist and an entomologist, in addition to the native
labourers.

The researches of the scientific staff of the Government Estate
are regularly published in the annual reports, formerly issued by the

estate itself but lately by the Department of Agriculture, so that they are
also at the disposal of private chinchona planters.

The largest and most important division of the Department of

Agriculture is still the Forest department. Considering that its sphere of

activity has up to the present been almost exclusively confined to

Java, the figures below giving the staff employed at the end of 1909
will prove the importance of this branch.

/.

4.

38.

5.

13.

7.

77.

3.

46.

5.

260.

403.

Chief Inspector (Head of the Division)

Inspectors

Deputy Conservators of Forests,

Probationary Deputy Conservators of Forests,

Assistant „ „ „ „

Chief Overseers,

European Overseers.

Native Overseers,

European apprentice Overseers,

Native „ „

Native Police

Foresters,

whilst for surveying and making forest maps there are:

2. Head Surveyors,

8. Surveyors,

/. Apprentice Surveyor,

24. Native Surveyors,

This Forest Division Service dates from as far back as the

beginning of the 19th. century and owes its existence to the care of

the Government for the valuable teak forests. Nowadays the exploi-

tation of these forests still forms the principal work, but other forests

have lately occupied attention owing to their importance for climate

and rainfall in those regions where they are situated, and also owing

to the need for a supply of cheaper kinds of timber.

In order to supply the lower territories regularly with the water
which the native population so urgently needs for the cultivation of

rice, the Government has lately proceeded to replant forests on the

barren tops of hills, whilst endeavours are made to discourage as

far as possible further deforestation of Java.

The Government as well as private contractors exploit the Java
teak forests and at present there are 18 forestries which may be con-
sidered as working units, while Java is also divided into 28 forest

districts, in each of which a Deputy Conservator of Forests furthers

the interests of the Forest Division.

At the close of 1909 the Java teak forests had an approximate

area of 1.500.000 acres, yielding 263.000 M^ timber and 891.000 S.M^
firewood.

The rubber estates laid out by the Forest Division had at the

end of 1909 an area of fully 18.000 acres, viz. about 16.000 acres

planted with Ficus elastica, 1900 acres planted with Hevea and fully

100 acres with Castilloa elastica. During the same year the Ficus

plantations yielded more than 7000 kilos, say 16.000 lbs.

The expenditure of this division in 1909 amounted to f. 3.482.190,—

,

whilst the receipts were f. 5.380.606.— leaving a credit balance of

f. 1.898.416.—

The Civil Veterinary Service forms a second important division of

the Department of Agriculture. It is evident that in a Colony having

such an extensive agriculture as Netherlands India, live stock takes

a prominent position in everyday life, chiefly on account of the

agricultural work performed by animals.

It follows as a matter of course that the care of the live stock

quickly demanded the attention of the Government, and especially

since this branch of service has been incorporated in the Department

of Agriculture various measures have been taken which may lead to an

improvement in the condition of the stock, which in many respects

is pitiable. For this purpose several bulls were imported from British

India to improve the breed, whilst inferior indigenous bulls were

castrated on a large scale. The number of European ' Veterinary

Surgeons was not only increased to 33, including an Inspector, Head
of the Division, and two assistant inspectors, but in addition a veterinary

school was established for natives, whilst a very well equipped

laboratory at Buitenzorg furnishes an excellent opportunity of experi-

menting for remedies against the various infectious diseases tormenting
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the slock. It can already be said Ihat salisfactmv results mav be expected

from this institutmn.

Besides ail tlie abo\e nieiitiuned sub-di\is]iins n|" the Department

ul Agriculture there are stiM two nmre Idr which the liiuds are provided

by private estates. The Dneetor uf the Department ol A,L,'riciihure is

authorized by the (juvernnient tu furnish naturahsts at the request uf

such estates, who especially occupy themselves with researches

rei^'ardm^ the cultures of the plants concerned, and the expenses of such a

station are tlefrayed by these planters. Two cultures have availed

themselves of this facility, viz. the tea culture in the Preanger Regencies

and two large tobacco companies in the Vurstcnlandcn (Mid Java).

As far back as bS93 some teaplanters put a certain sum of money
at the disposal of the Government Botanical Gardens to enable hjni

j'.o^^--

Veterinary laboratory and hospital.
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to appoint an assistant for ttie Head of tlie Agricultural Chemical

Laboratory, who would especially occupy himself under the guidance

of the Head of the Laboratory, at that time Dr. VAN ROMBURGH,
with chemical experiments in tea, and since then the results of these

researches have been published in the Reports of the Government
Botanical Gardens and the Department of Agriculture. Many improve-

ments in the cultivation and preparation of tea resulted from this scientific

advice and gradually these researches increased so much that lately

a complete experimental station has been established with a chief

who occupies himself with the botany and entomology, and a chemist

who is charged with investigation of chemical questions.

The experimental station for the Vorstenlanden tobacco, establis-

hed in 1898, has much resemblance to the above tea-station. It employs

a botanist who is chief, and a chemist as assistant. The botanist

especially makes a study of selection, which has given most satis-

factory results while the recent appointment of a chemist was chiefly

to get a better insight into the question of manuring. The staff of

this division passes one half of the year in Klaten (Mid Java) situated

in the midst of the tobacco plantations, and the other half in Buitenzorg.

The parties interested in the maintenance of the above experi-

mental stations for tea and tobacco, each year place an amount of

respectively f 20.000.— and f 24.000.— at the disposal of the Director

of the Department of Agriculture.
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THE RUBBER PLANTERS ASSOCIATION.

It was in 1906/7 that the want of unity and combination began

to be badly felt at the time when many rubber estates were suddenly

opened in the Bandjar neighbourhood in the East of the Preanger Re-

gencies, far away from the districts hitherto occupied by commercial

enterprises, and the establishment of the Bandjar Rubber Planters

Association at Bandjar was the result. In 1909 when more rubber

estates were opened all over the Preanger the headquarter of the

Association was moved to Bandoeng, so as to obtain more subscri-

bers and the name became simply „The Rubber Planters Associ-

ation".

In 1910 The Bantam Planters Association was dissolved and its

members joined the Rubber Planters Association, so that West Java

now has the benefit of one large association specially for Rubber

Planters.

The aim of the Association is to advance the interests of Rubber

Cultivation by discussion and consultation at the quarterly meetings

of members, held at Bandoeng, Soekaboemi or Batavia.

At these meetings all matters technical or practical of direct or

indirect interest to rubber planters, such as transport facilities, telep-

hone communication, police, etc. are brought forward and by its af-

filiatiation with the General Agricultural Syndicate of Netherlands

India the Association has a vote in that body and is enabled to cir-

culate amongst its members all the publications issued by the syn-

dicate.

The headquarters are at Bandoeng and the Committee consists

of a President and Secretary - Treasurer, who attend to the general

management, a vice -President and three members who, when ne-

cessary, take the place of President or Secretary and give general

advice.
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The annual budget amounts to about f. 2500.—, the income being

derived from individual subscriptions of f. 20.— per annum from each

member and a contribution of 10 cents per bouw planted on all those

estates whose managers are members.

The number of members is 54, and 40 estates with a planted area

of about 15.000 bouws were contributing at the end of 1910.

Hevea is practically the only Rubber variety cultivated, Ficus

elastica and other Rubber yielding trees being practically unknown
(perhaps 5% of the total) on the estates connected with the Association.

These estates comprise various soil formations, mostly heavy,

and various climates. Most of them are from 50 to 1500 feet above

sealevel and have an annual rainfall of between 3000 and 5000 M. M.
(120—200 inches).

All labour is entirely free as there is no special Coolie Ordinance

in Java, and wages run from 25 to 50 cents per day (5 to 10 pence) for

full grown men. The rate of wages is rising owing to the rapid and

extensive increase in Rubber and Tea Cultivation in the last 5 years.

Great attention is as a rule paid to opening work and planting

is not generally proceeded with until the land has been through the

process of cutting and burning of jungle, two diggings including removal

of weedroots and treestumps, laying of roads and drainage systems

and making of the planting holes.

There is general satisfaction over the growth of the Rubber and

it is generally accepted that Hevea comes into production in. Java a

little earlier than in Ceylon, but a little later than is the case in the

Federated Malay States.

Little trouble is spent on catch-crops, though some estates have

had good profits from planting Cocoa between the rows of Hevea.

Many managers consider that Hevea is its own best catchcrop



and plant it close with the idea of reducing the cost of upkeep, obtaining

a more valuable estate after careful thinning out by selection, and
getting early crops out of the trees thinned out.

On a widely planted estate where no trees are lost profitable

Harvesting can be started at the beginning of the sixth year, whereas
on a purposely close planted estate, where half the trees have to be
thinned out, crops can be made in the beginning of the fourth year

and practised tappers obtained.

Tapping is mostly done with patent tapping knives and by women
as well as men.

Most of the crops of the estates connected with the Association

are exported via Batavia, and only a small amount via Tjilatjap.

C. M. HAMAKER.

SOEKABOEMI AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The abovenamed Society, which was founded on 20th. December

1881, is established at Soekaboemi. The membership which to com-

mence with only numbered 11, has gradually increased and now totals

178. Of this number there are:

—

4 honorary life members,

9 honorary members,

129 ordinary members, and

33 extraordinary members.

Employees on Estates, the managers of which are ordinary members,

may be elected as extraordinary members. Of the 129 ordinary members,

89 are managers of Estates in the Residency Preanger Regencies.

The estates connected with the Association are mostly Tea and

Cinchona Plantations; a few are however Rubber estates, altho' as

regards these in the majority of cases rubber is only planted as a by-

product.

The total subscriptions of the ordinary members in 1911 amounted

to f. 5700.— ; those of the extraordinary members to f. 185.— ,
while for

affiliation with the Netherlands Indian Agricultural Syndicate a further

sum of f. 2700.— was subcribed by ordinary members, so that the

annual budget of the Society deals with fully f. 8000.—

A separate Committee from the members of the Soekaboemi Agri-

cultural Society has been constituted to look after the interests of a

large number of members, all tea-planters, who have established an

experimental station for the study of various problems in natural

science. This experimental station which forms a special division

under the Department of Agriculture, is already referred to in the

Article treating of that Department.

The present Comittee of the Soekaboemi Agricultural Society,

consists of:

—

Dr. J. Bosscha,

A. R. W. Kerkhoven

D. de Jongh Hzn.

J. Rolufs,

C. M. Hamaker,

H. A. van Erp,

L. H. du Perron,

H. Adam,

G. A. Boorsma

Chairman,

Vice-Chairman,

Secretary,

Treasurer,

Members.
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BATAVIA AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Headquarters;

Founded:

Buitenzorg.

25th. July 1889.

Object: The Batavia Agricultural Society has as its object the advan-

cement of the interest of freehold estates hy means of discussion

and cooperation.

Committee of Management on 1st. January 1911

:

President . . D. F. S. Mulder

Vice-President Jonkheer N. T. Westpalm van Hoorn,

Secretary . . J. C. Valette.

Treasurer J. P. Sol.

Membership

:

Honorary Members 4

Ordinary Members . 28

Subscription :



SOLO & DJOCJA LEASEHOLDERS SOCIETIES.

The cultivation of agricultural produce for the European markets

in Soerakarta and Djocjakarta, which residencies are briefly called

the „Vorstenlanden" (Principalities) is carried on by numerous estates,

the majority of which are connected with the Solo and Djocja

Leaseholders Society, respectively.

These Societies have their respective Head Quarters at Solo and

Djocja, the capitals of the two residencies named.

The Committee of the Solo Society is composed of 12 members,

that of the Djocja Society of 6 members. The Committees are elected

annually by the members, and retiring members of Committee are

eligible for reelection.

The President of the Solo Society is Mr. A. H. van der Myll

Dekker, and of the Djocja Society Mr. J. van Koesveld.

The Committee represents the interests of the subscribing estates

in relation to third parties and also to the Netherlands Indian Go-

vernment and the Native Government, and has an advisory voice in

all Government Regulations relating to the leasing of ground.

The annual subscription to the Solo Society is f 60.— and to

the Djocja Society f 100.— per estate.

All expenses of the Society are paid out of these subcriptions.

In Soerakarta 73 estates and 8 individuals interested in agricul-

ture are subscribers and in Djocja 37 estates and 10 individuals.

The total superficial area of the grounds leased for the cultiva-

tion of European produce in Soerakarta is 232.989 bouws and in

Djocjakarta 93.570 bouws, as per accompanying statement.

The leasing of grounds in both residencies is governed by special

Regulations as revised in 1906, and differs considerably from the leasing

of grounds in Government Lands, where same is regulated by Leasehold

Ordinance. In the mountainous regions of the Government Residencies

the grounds are mostly granted in lease for 75 years.

In Soerakarta and Djocjakarta the reigning princes are absolute

owners of the soil, of which a part is granted in appanage to relatives

and officials of these rulers.

These grounds and the remainder retained by the Princes are

leased in part to Europeans for the cultivation of produce for the

European markets.

The appanagist, or farmer (who has the same rights as the appa-

nagist) obtains with the ground a claim on the partial services of the

resident native labourers, in return for which the last named receive

land for dwelling houses and cultivation of native produce.

As this feudal system is however no longer in accordance with

the present ideas of Colonial Government, plans for reorganisation are

in preparation, by which the leasing of grounds will be put on an

entirely different footing and feudal services will be done away with.

The Government Leasehold Regulations will mainly serve as a model,

while the defects attaching to this system will be avoided as much

as possible in the new regulations for the Vorstenlanden.

In Soerakarta cultivation is carried on both on the low-lying grounds

and on the mountain slopes of the Merapi, Merbaboe and Lawoe,

whilst in Djocja, almost exclusively lowland cultivation is found.

The principal cultures in the low-lying regions of both residencies

are Sugar and Tobacco, while the cultivation of Indigo, which previous

to the discovery of synthetic indigo was carried on on a very large scale,

is now greatly reduced and has had to give way to the cultivation

of the two firstnamed products.

Above 1000 to 1200 feet the so-called upland cultures are carried

on, the principal being coffee, cocoa, kapok, pepper and cinchona,

and in recent years fibre and rubber.

The lowland estates as a rule grant the use of 3/5 of the leasehold

ground to the natives and obtain in exchange a right to certain ser-
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vices, the exact extent of which is accurately defined in the Leasehold

Regulation.

The estates which carry on Upland Cultures generally have more

ground than they can cultivate with the scanty population and the

share of the inhabitants in generally is larger than in the low- lying lands.

Before the coffee - leaf disease broke out (1883) coffee was the

principal mountain produnt.

Since then however most estates have altered their views and

planted large areas of old coffee gardens with fibre and rubber.

In recent years a new sort of coffee, viz. Robusta, has been

planted on many estates and so far has given satisfactory results, so

that there is every expectation of Robusta Coffee being an important

article of export for both Residencies in the future.

Where the feudal services of the inhabitants are insufficient for

the laying out and upkeep of the gardens, and this tendency is becoming

every year more marked in the case of the upland cultures, the inha-

bitants and the population of neighbouring lands not leased to Europeans

have begun, although only on a small scale, to work for daily wages,

which amount to about 25 cents for men and about 15 cents for women.
For plucking and preparation of produce however piecework is

usually resorted to, and the earnings, stated above are then often

considerably exceeded.

Where the grounds for the most part are situated on the slopes

of the Merapi, Merbaboe and Lawoe and principally irrigated by

streams from these mountains, they coqsist mainly of volcanic sand,

which especially to the South- and East of the Merapi is more or less

disintegrated by atmospheric influence and is thus very suitable for

the cultivation of tobacco and sugar.

The soil on the Eastern slope of the Merbaboe consists mostly

of light and dark red clay, whilst on the plateau between this mountain

and the Lawoe black clay is abundant. The soil on the Lawoe towards

the summit also consists of disintegrated volcanic sand, but lower

down of very fine red clay.

Average raingall for 25 years at 27 stations in the Soerakarta

Residency, of which:

12 stations on and about the slopes of the Merapi and Merbaboe :—

average altitude 450 metres,

rainfall 2683 Millimetres,

„ No. of raindays 1288.

4 stations on the slopes of the Lawoe:

—

average altitude 255 Metres,

„ rainfall 2654 Millimetres,

„ No. of raindays 1269.

11 stations situated in the low-lying plains;

—

average altitude 127 Metres,

rainfall 2654 Millimetres,

No. of raindays 114

7 stations situated in the Residency Djocjakarta, for 25 years 1879/1905

:

average altitude about 100 Metres,

„ rainfall 1942 Millimetres,

No. of raindays 1307

Statistics of 4 rainstations showing the highest and lowest rainfall

for 31 years from 1879/1909.

Klaten (Soerakarta) plateau 180 M.:—
Jan. Febr. Mch. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total

1909 343 389 415 293 130 147 194 132 73 128 241 341 2826

1891 64 119 365 186 22 1 22 4 76 203 1062

Bojolali (Soerakarta) Merapi 420 M.

Jan. Febr. Mch. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total

1879 465 356 578 204 352 426 121 237 105 85 332 579 3840

1891 256 442 386 104 22 34 2 100 330 1676

Solo (Soerakarta) 93 M.:

Jan. Febr. Mch. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total

1879 482 222 373 173 138 291 157 225 61 64 365 304 2855

1902 348 455 275 40 83 10 22 34 71 248 1586

Djocja. 113 M.:

Jan. Febr. Mch. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total

1909 410 386 229 485 324 327 90 36 139 286 146 353 3211

1891 191 167 484 54 7 4 6 1 56 195 1165
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Recapitulation
for the years 1909 and 1910.

Summary for the year 1909,

relating to the Solo Leaseholders Society showing the area of

ground leased, the areas planted with crops for the European market,

the yield thereof and the rent and taxes of the residency Soeral<arta:

1. Members of the Sole Leaseholders Society, 73 ordinary members
and 8 extraordinary members,

2. Members of Estates (leaseholds) 73.

3. Total area of leaseholds 232990 bouws,

4. Total area planted with crops for the European market 41212 bouws:

a) for sugar cultivation

b) „ tobacco „

c) „ indigo „

d) „ coffee „

e) „ rubber and other upland cultures

f) „ paddy

Total produce yielded as per sub,

a) Sugar

Tobacco

Indigo

Coffee

Rubber

11232 bouws,

8495

1658 „

19927

13308

b)

c)

d)

e)

Various produce such as fibres, paddy, cocoa, etc.

1.488.298 piculs

13.577.686 lbs.

138.378 „

10.876 piculs

Summary for the year 1910,

regarding the Djocja Leaseholders Society, showing the area of

ground leased, the lands planted with crops for the European market,

the yield thereof and the rent and taxes of the Residency Djocjakarta.

1. Members of the Djocja Leaseholders Society, 38 ordinary members,

2 honorary life members and 8 extraordinary members,

2. Number of Estates (leaseholds) 37.

3. Total area of leaseholds 93570 bouws.

4. Total area of lands planted with produce for the European market

21130 bouws:

a) for sugar cuhivation 15744 bouws

b) „ tobacco „ 3713 „

c) „ indigo „ 927 „

d) „ coffee „ 259 „

e) „ rubber and other upland

cultures 487

5. Total produce yielded as per sub. 4:

—

a) Sugar

b) Tobacco

c) Indigo

d) Coffee

e) Rubber (not yet produced)

1.741.150 piculs

2.933.000 lbs.

33.200 „

732 piculs.
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THE PLANTERS SOCIETY SEMARANG-KEDOE.

The Planters Society Samarang-Kedoe has for its object the

bringing together of Planters in these Residencies (and neighbourhood)

with a view to the advancement of upland cultures.

The Headquarters of the Society are at Samarang.

The Committee is composed as follows:

—

President: G. F. I. Bley,

Secretary and Treasurer: P. Kraal,

I G. Elink Schuurman Gzn.

Members. Ch. Mac Gillavry Sr.

I S. Soeters.

while 3 members have been appointed as delegates and as such have

a seat in the Central Committee of the Netherlands Indian Agricul-

tural Syndicate, viz:

Mr. C. W. Baron van Heeckeren,

Ch. Mac Gillavry Sr.

P. Kraal.

The annual subcription is F. 12:— per member plus 5 cents

annually per bouw as a subscription to the Netherlands Indian Agri-

cultural Syndicate.

The amount annually subscribed by 41 members is F. 1700:—.

The total number of estates connected is 27, with an aggregate area

of 22800 bouws.

As regards the origin of the Society, it may be mentioned that

a club of several planters met together at BODJA twice a year in

the seventies, in order to keep in touch with one another and exchange

ideas. It was in these years (beginning of the eighties) that the

coffee leaf disease assumed serious proportions. It was then per-

ceived that independent action would be futile, and the necessity of

concerted measures were realized.

This club gradually became larger and was registered as a

Society in 1888.

The membership further extended beyond Bodja and now in-

cludes members from the Samarang, Pekalongan & Kedoe Residencies.

Where Java Coffee was formerly the principal culture, after the

leaf disease other cultures were resorted to and the following Sta-

tement shows the various cultures, with the area and production,

carried on by the estates connected with the Society:

Area in bouws



Coifee. The Coffee at present cultivated is Liberia, ttie gardens of
which are now 20 years old, and which in turn are being replaced
by Robusta and Kalimas Hybrid Coffee (with the exception of one
large new Estate of virgin ground, where the Liberia Coffee trees

still flourish.)

Cocoa. Various Liberia Coffee gardens have been replaced by or in-

terplanted with Cocoa, which is either regarded as principal or by-
product.

Kapok. The culture is mainly carried on by interplanting and is very
seldom met with as a separate culture.

Nutmegs, are also mostly interplanted with other crops.

Pepper, coca, kola & fibres, are mostly looked upon as byproducts.

Rubber.

Ficus elastica mostly planted on the boundaries or along streams

and also planted as a separate culture.

Hevea often as by-product also as main product.

Ceara mostly as a by-product.

Castilloa mostly as shade trees or by-product.

Tea & Cinchona mostly on the upland estates (from 2500—6300
feet) as main crop; a few Java Coffee gardens are still to be found

here.

The rainfall in these regions is sufficient and in recent years

over abundant; from 2500 to 6400 feet on an average 3500 Milli-

metres, on several high estates even 6400 Millimetres.

The method of upkeep of gardens in general use is the so-called

Mid Java method, which differs from the East Java in that the soil

is not entirely kept free from weeds.

The washing away of the soil is therefore on a relatively small

scale, and the land, although now in cultivation for years (in some

districts 100 years), can in general still be regarded as fertile.

The average composition of the OENOARAN soil is as follows:

Stone

Moisture

Loss by heating

Combined water

Organic matter

Nitrogen

Surface soil

to 48 centim.

/o

0.1

6.74

15.23

10.68

4.26

0.21

Sub soil

48—96 cm.

/o

0.1

6.95

15.45

12.03

1.46

0.09

Carbonate of lime



Generally labour can be obtained in sufficient quantities, although

here and there a scarcity is felt and higher wages are paid tempo-

rarily.

Samarang is the shipping port for most products from these

regions, and most materials and necessaries for the Estates are

obtained from this town.

MALANG AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

(1) The Committee of Management is composed of:

an Honorary President,

a President,

a Vice-President,

a Secretary,

a Treasurer, and

three Members of Committee.

The Headquarters are at Malang, the capital of the District of that

name, situated in the Residency Pasoeroean.

Organisation: The Society includes with the exception of three,

all the plantations situated in the district, the managers thereof having

become members.

(2) The budget in 1910 amounted to:—
Receipts f. 3590.—

Expenditure f. 2890.—

The subscription for membership amounts to f. 15.— annually per

member. In addition f. 15.— is paid annually as contribution to defray

the cost of a Seed Selection Experimental Garden, situated in the centre

of the planting district. Forty five plantations also paid 5 cents per

bouw (in the aggregate over 40075 bouw) to the association, being

membership fee of the Netheriands Indian Agricultural Syndicate.

(3) The number of plantations, of which the managers are

members of the association is 51, with an area of 45233 bouws.

(4) The Society was first founded in 1882 without registration

however. Very soon owing to the small interest taken the Society

became dormant. On the 10th. January 1893 the operations were
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resumed with energy and, the Articles of Association having been

submitted for approval of the Governor General of Netheriands India

and sanction having been obtained by Order in Council dated 25 th.

May 1893 the Society obtained locus standi in law.

Object. The Society aims through discussion co-operation and

through organising or assisting in exhibitions at advancing as much
as possible the interests of its members, as well as the interests of

upland cultures in general and of the district Malang in particular.

Once in three months general meetings are held, presided over

by the Committee under the Chairmanship of the President or Vice-

President, which meetings are as much as possible for the immediate

benefit of the members and upland cultures in particular.

(5) The culture which was conducted at the foundation was

exclusively COFFEE. It was only at the crisis of 1897 that a change

was made and other cultures introduced, viz. Cocoa, Pepper, Cinchona,

Coca, Nutmeg, Fibre, Tea, Kapok and last but not least various kinds

of Rubber. Consequently it can now confidently be stated that the

Society advances the interests of Mountain Cultures.

The altitude of the plantations varies from 1000 to 4000 feet above

sea level, with the exception of the plantation Gabes (Djoengo) on

the slopes of the Ardjoeno, where at an altitude of 5100 feet Cinchona

is cultivated. The nature of the ground varies from slightly ondulating

to more or less hilly. The soil formation consists on the Smeroe and

its slopes of volcanic ground (on the highest plantations chiefly of

volcanic sand) with a subsoil of dark brown clay. The southern moun-

tains consist more of neptunian formation. The soil is in these parts
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lighter in color and very much mixed with limestone. In general the

soil is very productive.

The rainfall is generally heavy, especially in the last seven years,

and varies from 2000 to 6500 m. M. per annum, with a few exceptions

of higher rainfall. On plantations on the slopes of the Smeroe, espe-

cially to the South East and from thence to the South, the rainfall

is greatest. The Western portion of the Southern range of hills has

a dryer climate and the difference between the East and West monsoons

is more marked.

Laying out & planting. As mentioned above the plantations

are chiefly and exclusively for coffee growing and generally for Coffee

arabica, which bears the name of Java Coffee. On sloping lands

terraces are laid out but not on ondulating land. As shade-tree the

„dadap" (species of Erythrina) was exclusively used, and gave most

satisfactory results. Later as the dadap was attacked by all kinds of

diseases, trials were made with various kinds of AlbiziiaMoluccana,

Deguelia microphylla, Solanum grandiflora, etc. but the Erythrina remained

the most satisfactory. A few years ago the Leucaena glauca was imported

as shade tree and proved to be a very tough tree and at the same time

a good collector of nitrogen and its cultivation has on that account

been greatly extended.

In later years Liberia Coffee, which had a long time previously

been imported into Java, was planted. This species of coffee at first

growing well, is now continually attacked by leaf-disease and mould

and is therefore condemned. In 1897 Hybrid Coffee (Coffea Liberica

X. C. arabica) was imported from the plantation Klein Getas in Mid

Java, grafted on the Liberia stem; the cultivation of this species of coffee

has gradually been extended, as it is immune from leaf disease.

Altogether two million trees of this variety have been planted.

In the years 1900 and 1901 the first new variety „Coffea Robusta"

was introduced, and its cultivation has now reached large proportions.

Up to and including 1910 a total of 24.5 million trees were planted.

In the last few years Robusta has been followed by new kinds, viz.

Quillou, Uganda, Canephora, Stenophylla, Excelsa and Congensis.

Of these kinds the first two have a good future.

Although formerly rubber was planted and especially Ficus elastica

and Castilloa, but on a moderate scale, in 1904/5 attention began to be

paid to the Hevea Brasiliensis, but it was only in 1909 and 1910 that

this variety began to be planted on a large scale, so that at the end

of 1910 about 2.285.000 Hevea trees had been planted. In that year

the other rubbersorts planted were Manihot Glaziovii (Ceara rubber)

822.000, Ficus elastica 65.000 and Castilloa 49.000. In preceding years

about 200.000 trees of different kinds were planted. Several plantations

were converted in 1910 into exclusively rubber plantations.

As catch-crops are used :— a little fibre (Musa textilis), Coca, a

variety of paddy and maize (the last two with tobacco on the planta-

tion Soember Mandjing) and also Hybrid Coffee, but the principal is

Robusta Coffee, which is planted on a large scale.

The upkeep is done by piece- and time-work, regulated by the

ruling rates of daily pay. A special point is made of „clean weeding"

Wages vary from 35 to 50 cents per diem, according to the greater

or lesser distance from the native villages. Everything is done by

free labour, without contracts or agreements.

In the eighties of the last century the harvest of Java coffee

amounted to 8, 10, even sometimes 20 piculs per bouw. After 1897

production dwindled very considerably and at the present time a harvest

of 4 piculs per bouw may be regarded as satisfactory. Particularly

during the last seven years, in which there was a specially heavy rainfall,

the harvest of a great many plantations failed, as the Java coffee when

in blossom cannot stand much rain.

The expectations from the Robusta Coffee are very great viz. 20

picols and more per bouw, and these have been justified by the

results in the extreme East of Java.

Java coffee is harvested from February up to and including August.

The other kinds of coffee are harvested during the whole year.

Preparation.

The coffee is prepared in the so-called West Indian method, that

is to say it is pulped by Lidgerwood & Walkers pulpers, then fermented

in cement tanks, washed, dried in the sun or drying sheds and then

hulled or shelled.

The packing of the coffee, as well as Cinchona, Cocoa, Pepper

and Fibre is done in gunny bags. Kapok and Tobacco are pressed in

mats. Tea is packed with tea-lead as inside packing and rubber in

chests. The chests for the packing of rubber are planed on the inside.

Coca is packed in ordinary gunny or waterproof bags.
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Transport from the plantations to the nearest tram- or railway

station is effected by means of pack-horses, only very few planters

being able to transport by means of oxwaggons. The produce is carried

by tram and Government Railway via Malang to the harbours of Soura-

baya or Pasoeroean.

Member of the Neth. Indian Commission

for the Rubberexhibition, London,

E. A. Andriesse.

SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF AGRI-

CULTURE AND INDUSTRY, DJEMBER.

Headquarters, Management & Organisation.

This Society has its Headquarters at Djeniber and was estab-

lished in January 1896 for a period of 25 years.

The title indicates sufficiently the aim of the Society, viz. the

advancement of Agriculture and Industry.

The Society meets to discuss all matters of importance relating

to agriculture, when questions are discussed and resolutions passed.

The Netherlands Indian Government and its officials also consult the

Association in matters affecting agricultural interests in general.

Its sphere of activity is limited to the Residency Besoeki. The

membership on 1st. January 1911 numbered 74, of which 20 belonged

to the Tobacco division and 54 to the division of upland-cultures.

The members are divided into groups, according to the nature

of their interests and the district in which they reside.

Each group elects one representative and these together form

the Committee of the Association. The Committee elects a Chairman

from amongst its members.

From the nature of the circumstances the groups at present

consist exclusively of Agricultural Divisions, viz.:

Tobacco Division at Djember.

id „ Bondowoso,

Upland Cultures Division (Coffee and rubber) for the entire

Residency of Besoeki.

The following are members of the present Committee:—
A. Tobacco D. Birnie, Chairman,

0. van Rees, Secretary.

B. Upland-Cultures T. Ottolander, Chairman,

H. A. J. Tobias,

C. A. Was,

E. van Vollenhoven, Secretary.

The managing Committee is composed of the following members:

D. Birnie, Chairman,

0. van Rees, Secretary,

T. Ottolander,

All members have the right to vote and resolutions at the Gene-
ral Meetings are passed by a majority of votes.

The Upland-Cultures Division has established the „Besoeki

Immigration Office" which office is supported by the estates bound

by a five years contract, and has for its object the importation of

labourers from Mid-Java and the drawing up of Labour Contracts

on behalf of the Estates.

The Bezoeki Experimental Station with experimental garden for

Tobacco, Rubber and Coffee was established by the two Divisions.
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Annual budget

The members pay an annual subcription of f, 15.— plus a fixed

sum for each bouw under cultivation.

The funds amount to f. 45000.— principally subcribed for the

purpose of establishing the Bezoeki Experimental Station.

The Society subcribes a sum of f. 30.— per member to the

Netherlands Indian Agricultural Syndicate.

Number and Area of Estates Connected

with the Association.

In the Tobacco Division 9 estates are connected, representing a

total area of:

90000 bouws hired from Natives,

& 15000 „ leasehold ground.

In the Upland-Cultures Division 51 Estates are connected, planted

with:

Coffee:

Java Coffee

Robusta Coffee

Liberia

Hybrid



6.7

soil

Jan. Febr. Mch. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

11.2 12.6 14.4 8.2 6.4 8.7 5.9 4.8 3.4 5.6 8.7 10.6 100.5

Average rainfall up to an altitude of 2000 feet (206 rain days)

:

Jan. Febr. Mch. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

24.6 15.7 15.7 10.8 14.8 15.4 9.9 13.8 5.8 9.5 9.0 12.9 157.9

Ceara Rubber grows in dry rehiong from 100 to 3000 feet.

Average rainfall in inches in regionp at 100 feet above sea level

(average rain days 61):

—

Jan. Febr. March Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

7.4 4.8 2.6 1.7 2.0 1.3 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.8 5.6 33.

Hevea Brasiliensis grows in moist regions from 100 to 3000 feet.

Manila Hemp in moist regions frorp sea level to 2000 feet.

The soil is mostly volcanic, rich in (lumus, changing to rich clayey

of a neptunic and tertiary formation in 'he low-lying regions of

the North- & South Coast.

Para Rubber is grown mostly in combination with Robusta Coffee,

by which means the estates are generally able to pay the expenses

of administration and development as well as cultivation of rubber

and even at times to make a profit.

It is necessary however to take c^re that the Robusta does not

retard the growth of the Rubber. This method has much to recommend
it, if carried out with care and attention.

Coffea arabica is less suitable for this method of planting and

this variety is only found interplanted with Hevea in old Coffee Gardens,

where Rubber cultivation is being substituted for Coffee. Experiments

with other catch-crops in combination with Hevea have not given good
results.

Better results are obtained by interplanting with leguminosae such

as Thephrosia, Leucaena, Crotolaria, cowpeas and kratok, especially

the two firstnamed plants.

Kratok is better suited for to Ficus.

Catch-crops are not generally planted with Ceara Rubber, but

maize, groundnuts and similar products are planted the first year; it

is however preferable to plant at once with Leucaena.

The Rubber gardens are still young and only a few estates are

beginning to produce.

Preparation & Packing.

After being plucked coffee Arabica and coffee Robusta are prepared

in two ways, the so-called wet or West-Indian preparation, and the

dry or Ordinary preparation.

In the first case after being plucked, the coffee is at once by

mechanical means divested of its outside pulp and afterwards fermented,

again dried and then hulled (divested of the insideshell) to be sorted

according to the requirements of the market.

For the dry preparation the coffee after being plucked is at once

dried and hereafter hulled and sorted.

The packing is done in gunnybags containing one picul.

Manila Hemp is cut, decorticated in the factory, dried on aecks

in the sun, afterwards tied up in knots, pressed into bales of 50 kilos

and shipped.

The produce is forwarded to the seaports of Panaroekan and

Banjoewangie, according to the situation of the estates.

The average cost of labour may be taken as being 40 cents for

men and 25 cents for women per day.

The various farmers and managers have made an agreement not

to crimp labourers from one another, while the Bezoeki Immigration

Office, founded by the Society, imports coolies from Mid-Java.
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NETHERLANDS INDIAN AGRICULTURAL SYNDI-

CATE, SOURABAYA.

Honorary Members:

V. C. Coster van Voorhout 's Gravenhage,

V. W. van Gogh (deceased) Haarlem,

H. H. T. van Lennep, Karang Redjo, Blitar.

Members of the Central Committee for 1910:

E. H. Andriesse Soember Telogo, Dampit,

J. J.
Benjamin Sourabaya,

Jhr. J. F. v. Benthem van den Bergh Molio Ardjo, Dampit,

D. Birnie Djember.

K. A. R. Bosscha Malabar, Pengalengan,

H. C. Dinet, Weltevreden,

Ch. Mac Gillavry Sr. Kalisarie, Gengaran,

C. M. Hamaker Kiara Pajoeng, Tjiandjoer,

Mr. C. W. Br. van Heecl<eren, Samarang,

P. Kraal Medini, Bodja,

K. J.
Krythe Rini, Wlingi,

G. F. Leibbrandt KedongWringin,Loemadjang,

T. Ottolander Tamansarie, Banjoewangi,

Mr. A. Pacts tot Gansoyen Sourabaya,

J. E. van Polanon Petel Goalpara, Soekaboemi,

J. A. van Riemsdyk Tjikapoendoeng, Bandoeng,

J. W. de Stoppelaar Moemboel, Djember,

Jhr. P.
J.

Teding van Berkhout Alas Kedawoeng, Blitar

0. van Vloten Pasir Nangka, Tjibeber,

J. C. Valette, Pondok Gedeh, Tjigombong,

G. J.
H. de Voogt Weltevreden,

A. Wattendorff Kali Djeroek, Randoe Agoeng,

Jhr. N. I. Westpalm v, Hoorn v. Burgh, Semplak, Buitenzorg

Special Members:
Dr. J. Bosscha Taloen, Pengalengan.

F. J. Gentis Sourabaya.

The Director of the Experimental Sta-

tion at Salatiga,

Secretary and Treasurer:

D. J. R. Putman Cramer Sourabaya.

Committee:

Mr. A. Paets tot Gansoyen President,

Jhr, J. F. van Benthem van den Bergh Vice-President,

T. Ottoiander Vice-President,

0. van Vloten do.

J. J. Benjamin Member,

F. J. Gentis do.

P. Kraai, do.

The Syndicate was formed on llth. October 1898, the Statutes

being sanctioned by Government Decree dated 10 th. March 1899,

the revised Statutes of December 1907 being sanctioned by decree

dated 17th. January 1908.

The estimate of receipts and expenditure lor the year 1911, (not

including that for the Fibre Congress and Exhibition to be held

during the year by the Syndicate) amounts to f. 15.115.—.

The aim of the Syndicate is the amalgamation and co-operation

of all existing and future local agricultural Associations (without loss

of individual independence) for the purpose of furthering in every

possible way the common interests of all branches of agriculture in

Netherlands India (except the Sugar Industry).

To detail the work already done by the Syndicate since its forerfore

mation would occupy too much space ; a few items only must thesuffice

:
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Applications and Memorials presented to Government

in such matters as:—
Personal and Industrial taxes, Ground rents, Export duties, Leasehold

rights, Sufficient supply of small money. Regulations for grants of

unoccupied lands;

Coolie labor ordinance, coolie recruiting, consumption of Quinine,

Improvement of emigration conditions for labourers;

Prevention of theft of rubber. Subsidy for experimental stations.

Applications and Memorials to Corporations

in connection with:—
Shipping freights for tobacco.

Railway freights for pepper and coffee,

„ „ „ traffic regulations.

Post Office Savings Banks.

Initiating or Assisting in such matters as:—
Building and reorganisation of Public Experimental stations;

Agreements with the Loemadjang and Bondowoso Tobacco Syndicates;

The Besoeki Immigration Office,

Relief and Pension funds for the personnel of agricultural Estates.

Schemes for the promotion of agricultural interests:—
Import of Camphor seed, Hevea seed, Liberia coffee seed;

Exhibitions at Medan, London 1908 and 1911, Brussels 1910;

Researches in connection with the cultivation of Manila hemp, fibre

and Rubber.

Subjects for Prize Competitions on:—

Liberia and Robusta Coffee-pulpers.

Congresses were held:—
6 at Malang, 2 at Sourabaya, 1 at Djokja and 1 at Bandoeng.

Discussions took place on the following subjects

:

—
Coffee:

fauna in the plantations and their environs,

pests and diseases, fungus, insects, etc.

its animal friends,

pruning and grafting,

the decrease of Liberia coffee.

Experimental plantation of coffees, hybrids, varieties and species,

selection, preparation, manuring, shading, upkeep of plantations, intensive

culture, degeneration, import of seeds, Sumatra and Java Coffee,

cultivation of the Robusta, and its power of resistance.

Rubber:

Culture of different kinds,

its preparation.

chemistry,

Hevea Brasiliensis.

Tea:

Its culture in East Java.

Cocoa :

Prospects in Java,

its preparation, varieties, diseases and pests.

Nutmeg :

Cultivation.

Cinchona :

Its culture, pruning, etc.

Coca:

Its culture, and extraction of the alkaloids.

Pepper:

Culture and preparation.

Cocospalm :

Culture.

General matters:

Various cultures, catch crops, financial remarks,

Stock-Cattle, Agricultural land, tilling the Soil,

Nitrogen dressing, nitrogen bacteria, nourishment.

Fungi, green manuring, theory, kinds of plants, methods of application,

diseases and pests, productiveness.
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Helopeltis in Tea, and Cocoa.

Economy :

The relative position in law of master and native servant in Java.

Natural history:

Researches, influence of light on the growth of plants.

RUBBER CULTIVATION ON THE
EASTCOAST OF SUMATRA.

In 1890, the results of tobacco cultivation which up to that time

was the only culture on Sumatra's Eastcoast worked by Europeans,

were very disappointing and many estates had to be closed. Owing

to this, a few planters in the district of „Serdang" opened coffee estates

on land less suitable for the cultivation of tobacco and soon after

these coffee-planters combined and formed the „Serdang Coffee-planters

Association", which however ceased to exist in 1911, as by that time

all coffee-planters had taken up rubber cultivation.

In 1901, adopting the methods which had given such favorable

results in Ceylon, some Planters had commenced interplanting their

coffee with ficus and para, so that in 1905 and 1906 the number of

Rubber trees had considerably increased and by 1907 all coffee-planters

had followed suit, rubber companies were floated and a number of

new land-concessions, were applied for all over the country.

The number of planted „Para" trees amounted by that time-viz.

the end of 1907- to about 2.000.000 while the „ficus" or Rambong var-

iety numbered over 300,000 trees. The figures in connection with

ficus, however, can refer only to plantation Rubber as the number of

trees planted by natives cannot be estimated.

As indicating the considerable increace of acreage under Para-

rubber, it might be mentioned that at the end of 1909 the number of

planted trees was nearly three times greater than in 1907, while by

the end of 1910 the total number of „para" trees amounted to over

9'/2 millions.

By the end of 1909 more than 45.000 acres were planted with

„para" and 7000 acres with „Ficus elastica" This latter kind is no

mote planted and has even on some estates been replaced by „Hevea"

In 1910 the planted area had increased by more than 30.000 acres.

_

Owing to bad prices realized for tobacco in 1910 many more
planters adopted rubber. Some ten estates stopped tobacco planting

and took up rubber as the only cultivation, others combined

Tobacco and Rubber Planting.

The number of companies planting Rubber in 1910 amounted to

96 with about 140 Estates. Among these there were a good many
tobacco companies, which commenced cultivating rubber on land un-

suitable for tobacco. By the end of 1910 over seven million Pounds

sterling had been invested in rubber culture on Sumatra's East Coast.

LABOUR. The Residency of Sumatra's Eastcoast, has a total

area of 1700 G. M. The native population is a comparatively small

one and large stretches of land have in fact little or no native popu-

lation at all. As far as labour is concerned, very little is done by

this native population, which is more or less incapable, indolent and

lazy.

From the beginning of 1865, when the land was first opened fOr

tobacco, it has always been customary to employ foreign labour,

principally Chinese, the procuring of which was very costly.— The

Chinese are mostly employed in the actual cultivation of tobacco,

other work connected with this culture being done by Javanese, Tamils,

Bandjarese and Boyans.

In 1877 and 1878 the planters combined to further their mutual

interests with regard to culture and the Immigration of Chinese labour.

In 1885 these combined planters decided that the China Agent's

Remuneration for a first class Immigrant should be limited to i5 50.

—

but a few members did not hold to this agreement and by 1887 this

item had risen to $. 120.—

.

From this date the associated planters tried to do their own
recruiting direct. This was very successful and in 1888 the first batch
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procured thus, arrived. In the same year the „Deli Planters Association"

was formed and shortly afterwards its attendant hnmigration Office

was established.

All obstacles, heavy expenses and other attendant difficulties were

finally overcome and to this day the „Deli Planters Association" gets

its labour direct from China.

The Chinese, who come here of their own free will, sign a three

years agreement when they arrive on the estates. By fulfilling certain

conditions this agreement may be terminated after one year's service^

in fact this is the general rule. The average number of immigrants

amounts to 8000 per annum.

That the Chinese coolies do very well in this country is proved

by the circumstance that yearly between £ 15000.— and £ 20000.

—

is remitted by them through the Immigration office to China, mostly

to their families.

In addition to the Chinese, Javanese labour is also employed. The

latter is obtained from Java, through Immigration Agencies. On the

tobacco Estates this Javanese labour is principally employed on building,

drainage and similar work. Previous to the increase of rubber culture,

the average number of immigrants amounted to about 10,000 yearly.

—

During 1910 the number of applications for concessions for land

suitable for the cultivation of rubber gradually increased; the number

of estates under cultivation amounted at the end 1910 to about 140.

More than 12000 Javanese arrived in Deli during that year and

as most of the Rubber Estates worl< entirely with Javanese, the demand

for this labour could only be met with considerable difficulty. Rates

to Java Agents soon reached a very high standard.

Another disturbing factor in the Java labour fields was the heavy

migration from there to the Straits, amounting to a yearly average

of 7000. Rates of wages were also upset by an undesirable tendency

towards „crimping" which had crept in as a result of some scarcity

of labour.

The above and other circumstances led to the formation on June

1st 1910 of the „General Rubber Planters Association of Sumatra's

Eastcoast".

All rubber planters, with few exceptions, joined this association.

By January 1911 the number of members amounted to 70, representing

105 estates.

The first committee consisted of Mr. V. RIS, chairman, Mr. H.
J.

WESTENBERG, Vice chairman. Mess. M. IMHOF, H, KETNER and

F. FREUDWEILER as members.

The Secretarial work was undertaken by the „Deli Planters Asso-

ciation" at a fixed nominal charge, upon condition that whenever

possible the two associations should combine upon questions of mutual

interest.

The annual demand for labour on the Eastcoast of Sumatra is

now roughly estimated at 40.000 and under favourable circumstances

this demand may be met by the immigration of 15,000 Chinese and

25,000 Javanese, viz

:

10000 Chinese for tobacco culture

5000 Chinese for rubber culture

20000 Javanese coming over for work to the East-Coast through

immigration Agencies

5000 Javanese coming over for work to the East-Coast through

friends and relations of reliable trustworthy estate coolies.

Coolie regulations and Labour Laws.

Before 1875 the administration of Justice and the policing of the

country were entirely in the hands of the Sultans. These Sultans

allowed the planters to settle minor differences themselves.

In that year all Chinese and Tamils became subjects of the go-

vernment, this of course putting an end to the rights given to the

Planters as just mentioned. Owing to the less satisfactory state of

affairs, the planters petitioned the Government to clearly define the

legal relations existing between employer and labourer.

In 1880 this led to the publication of the first labour ordinance.

Previous to this, the planters made agreements with the Chinese on

similar lines to those existing in the Straits. The first issued ordinance

was altered in 1889 and again in 1891.

Meanwhile the local officials and planters interchanged opinions,

the result being that the position of the labour again changed for the

better.

In 1904 labour inspectors were appointed by the Government for

the purpose of supervising the fulfilment of contracts between planter

and labourer, and to satisfy themselves that the labourer was enjoying

proper treatment, and that he fulfilled the agreement he had entered

into. As a result of many consultations between planters and officials,

various alterations in the original agreement forms were made from

time to time and the form existing now is the outcome of their mutual
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investigations combined witti tlie ideas of the Government's Labour

Inspection and tiie Planting community.

The form of agreement now in use is expected to be in accor-

dence with the stipulations of a newlabour ordinance at present under

consideration by the Government.

Hygiene. In this residency there are about 130.000 labourers

working under agreements. To ensure a proper attention to sickness

20 central hospitals under supervision of 22 European and 3 native

doctors assisted by a large and adequate staff, are run by the Planting

community.

Medan contains a well-equipped pathological and bacteriological

laboratory erected and maintained by some of the leading planting

Companies. There is also an up to date quarantine station with ac-

commodation for 1000 men which was erected by the Deli Planters

Association. This station will shortly be transferred to the Government.

—

The average yearly cost for medical treatment amounts to about

fls. 8.— per labourer employed. The total yearly expenditure for

this part of the country exceeds one million guilders paid entirely by

the Planters.

During the last 10 years the death rate has fallen from 60 to 15

per 1000.

Cultivation. Three kinds of rubber are planted on the East coast,

viz: „Hevea Brasiliensis" (Para). „Ficus elastica" (Rambong) and

„Manihot Glaziovii" (Ceara Rubber), but Hevea forms the bulk. Para-

Rubber is usually planted 18X18, 20X20 and 24X12, no „close planting"

being adopted in this country. Formerly all seeds were imported from

the Straits and Ceylon, but at present seeds are also obtained from

the older plantations of the East Coast.

Up till now a good many different methods of tapping have been

adopted, viz: half herringbone, full herringbone, half spiral and quarter

spiral etc.

The methods of preparation are not yet uniform; „sheet", „crepe"

and „block" all being in vogue.

With few exceptions, the packing is uniform, one cwt to the case.

^Liberia" coffee as a catch crop is now rare. During 1909—1910 and

1911 large areas were interplanted with Robusta coffee, but this variety

does not quite seem to justify expectation in this country.

Of late a number of estates are planting rubber with little or no

catchcrop.

The diseases, occasionally to be found on Para estates, are root

disease, „fomes", white ants and pink-disease (djamoer oepas) but

no disease or pest has anywhere spread beyond control. In the „Ficus

elastica" variety a boring—beetle which penetrates the trunk and pith

did considerable damage on many Estates.

Transport. A glance at a map shows us that the lines of the

„Deli Railway Company", first laid down in 1893, to serve that part

of the country under tobacco, have since been extended from „Loeboeq

Pakam" (District of Serdang) to „Tebing Tinggi" (District Padang

Bedagei), with a branchline to „Bangoen Poerba (Serdang) right through

that part of the country where rubber is the principal culture. In

1904 another line was laid down from „Bindjey" (Upper Langkat) to

„Pangkalan Brandan" (Lower „Langkat").

The length of rail open for traffic, is at present about 262. K. M.,

whilst a further 120 K.M. from Tebing Tinggi to „Asahan" is now
in course of construction, an extension which will cross many of the

leading Rubber-Estates.

From Medan the chief town of the country, there is a line to the

port of „Belawan", where the products are shipped by various

coaststeamers to Sabang, Penang and Singapore for transshipment to

Europe.

Telephonic Communication.

In addition to the Government telegraph, the residency is served

by a well developed and excellent telephone service run by a private

Company. There are 457 Subscribers, and their number is daily in-

creasing.

Medan 4tit April 1911.

R I S.

Chairman A. V. R. 0. S.
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THE RUBBER PLANTATIONS OF THE

FOREST SERVICE IfJ JAVA.

The Forest Service at present has under its care 19 rubber

plantations, scattered all over Java and all capable of considerable

extension. In the following statement are found the names of these

estates, their elevation, average rainfall, number of rainy days in the

year, number of months having less than 60 m.M. rainfall, total

acreage planted and total acreage available for rubber.



There is thus a total acreage planted of 5939 H, A. equal to

13250 acres, which could be extended to 13250 H. A. equal to 33580
acres, not counting plantations which may subsequently be established.

The Forest Service at present has charge of:

12738 acres of Ficus,

1846 „ „ Hevea.

71 „ „ Castilloa,

20 „ „ Manihot

14675 total acreage.

The Hevea plantations, as the foregoing statement indicates, are

all situated in districts having a regular rainfall during the whole year.

The Estates Moga, GoenoengBoentoe-Selok, Goenoeng Djampang
c. a., Soebah, Begal-Banjoebiroe, Poeloewajang and Ngalian, although

the climate is suitable for Hevea, are all planted with Ficus, partly

because the elevation is rather high and partly owing to the steep-

ness of the ground and the inferior quality of the soil.

At Par6e, with one exception the driest climate, the experimental

plantations for Manihot were etablished, but at Menampoe the trial

could not be continued, owing to the bad drainage during the rainy

season. On the other estates Ficus has been planted.

In 1911 preliminary experiments were made in the Hevea planta-

tions with Robusta Coffee as a catch-crop, with the idea of reducing

the cost of bringing the Hevea to the production stage.

The planting of Hevea and Ficus is being continued regularly;

the cultivation of Manihot will be extended, if the experimental plan-

tations give satisfactory results. The further cultivation of Castilloa

has been stopped.

During the year 1903/4 the Forest Service experimented with

Funtumia elastica, but as it proved very difficult to bring to maturity

owing to the attacks on the leaf by numerous insects, further planting

was abandoned.

The Ficus elastica therefore, which as has been said, is indige-

nous to Java, remains the principal cultivation of the Forest Servi-

ce. The yield of the Ficus cannot be compared with that of Hevea,

but the latter exacts far more from both climate and soil, and there

are comparatively few places in Java where it really thrives.

Though most planters have condemned the Ficus, the Forest

Service has not done so, being of opinion, that Ficus is one of the

most profitable tropical cultures.

Exploitation.

The first tappings of Ficus conducted by the Forest Service took

place in 1901, and the returns in the first years were very small, but

each year since 1908 double the quantity of the preceding year could

be harvested. The returns for the years 1901—1911 were as follows:

1901 82 K.G. 1906 1830 K.G.

1902 190 „ 1907 2489 „

1903 464 „ 1908 3091 „

1904 1448 „ 1909 7168 „

1905 1521 „ 1910 . . 12500 „

1911 30.000 K.G.

The crop for 1912 is estimated at not less than 70.000 K.G.

Ficus can be tapped in the sixth year and then produces on an

average 50 K.G. per year and per Hectare, the crop steadily increasing

with age. It is therefore estimated that the existing Ficus plantations

will give in 1916 a return of at least 258.000 K.G., the increase being

from 70.000 kilo in 1912 to 258.000 kilo in 1916.

The produce as put on the market, was until lately, entirely

handmade and in the form of the socalled Pamanoekan balls; not

until this year (1911) was a part of the crop passed through the

machine in the form of crgpe. In this process, however, no chemicals

were used and the rubber, although passed through a machine, may
still be considered as a natural product. Further experiments are being

made in compressing the hand-cleaned Ficus into blocks for the market.

The first shipment of these blocks arrived in Antwerp in February

1911 and its value was estimated to be equal to the above mentioned

Pamanoekan balls. The actual prices obtained are not yet known
here. That Ficus rubber is increasingly appreciated by buyers is

sufficiently proved by the fact, that while it was recently quoted at

20% below the highest quotation of Para rubber, this percentage has

now decreased at Amsterdam and Antwerp to 15% for the best quality

of Ficus marketed by the Forest Service.

As larger quantities of Ficus Rubber come on the market and

the manufacturers become better acquainted with the article, and the

methods of treatment (which are still in their infancy) are improved,

there is no doubt that this percentage will still further decrease.

The Hevea and Castilloa have not yet been tapped and no results

can be given of these.

As Hevea can also be tapped in the sixth year in Java and on
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an average the product per hectare per year is estimated at about

150 K.G., the year 1915 should produce a crop of at least 112.000 K.G.

The produce received by the Forest Service in 1916 will thus

amount to;

258 tons Ficus Rubber, and

112 „ Hevea „

370 Tons Total.

It must also be taken into consideration, that the statements above

mentioned are based on the lowest figures of production, and that

no allowance has been made for the increase of productiveness due

to age and growth. It is obvious, therefore, that 370 tons is the

absolute minimum production to be anticipated in 1916.

Scarcity of labour need not be feared by the Forest Service, as

the estates planted with Ficus are without exception situated in the

most thickly populated districts.

All the rubber plantations referred to are under the management

of the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture at Buitenzorg.

Buitenzorg, 12th. March 1911.

The Conservator of the Rubber Branch

of the Forest-Service,

VAN Hasselt.

THE GUTTAPERCHA PLANTATION of the NETHERLANDS
INDIAN GOVERNMENT af TJIPETIR, WEST JAVA, PREANGER RESIDENCY.

Dr. W. R. Tromp de Haas.

It was the extension of the system of submarine telegraph cables

which drew attention to the probability of a scarcity of guttapercha-

that most important factor in the manufacture of these cables-unless

means were adopted to stop the destructive native methods of col-

lecting which threatened to lead to the extermination of gutta yielding

trees. The enquiry which followed lead to the discovery that such

trees are confined to a limited area., viz. Borneo, Sumatra and Ma-
lacca and resulted in measures being taken on the initiative of the

late Professor Treub, the Director of the Botanical Gardens at Bui-

tenzorg, to prevent their extinction. With this end in view small

plantations were at first laid out in the Agricultural Garden at

Buitenzorg, and later on planting was done on a larger scale at

Tjipetir.

The results obtained at Tjipetir were sufficiently satisfactory, to

induce the Government in 1900 to establish a larger plantation at

that place and work was commenced the same year.

As there exist different kinds of India rubber, so is it the case

with Guttapercha. Thanks to the unremitting zeal of Dr. Burck,

who had brought a sufficient quantity of the best discriptions of seeds

and seedlings from Sumatra and Borneo to start the experimental

gardens at Buitenzorg and Tjipetir, there was no great difficulty in

procuring material for the new plantation.

Tjipetir is situated in the Preanger-Residency about 8 miles from

the Tjibadak station at an elevation of about 1700 feet, and has a

healthy and pleasant climate with a maximum temperature by day of

27.4" Celsius, and by night 19.7«. There is an abundant annual rain-

fall of about 3000 m.M. with 250 rainy days. The district is hilly

and the soil principally consists of a brown porous clay. The plan-
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ting lor tlic most part is im tlie scale of 12' 12' but latur results

showed that where the fresh leaves and the young and juicy stems
are used for the production of guttaperca, it was more profitable

to plant more closely, ; and a 4' 4' scale was adopted. Blocks
planted on the latter scale close up entirely in three years. If jt is

especially intended to make use of the leaf, pruning must be done

every year or every second year, according to the fertility of the

soil. The leaves and young stems can then be used for extraction

of guttapercha.

View at the old Gutta-percha trees at Tjipetir.
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li it is iiileiuk'd to tap tlio trcus latur nn, then tlicy imist he tlininod

uul after the tliird year. This is the systeirr whicli up In tjie present

time has been principally in use atTjipelir. Under the must lavnnrahle

conditions however the trees must lie at least HI years and under

unfavourable conditions 15 years before tliey are ready for tappiuf^--

As to the diseases and pests, the leaf devonrini;- caterpillar

(Rhodoneura myrtaca) does the most damage to the plantations. The

total acreage at present planted with i;rhtnpercha at Tjipetir is 2441).

The plantations star'ted by Dr, Burek are 26 years old, while the

yomie,'est pLnnts ;ire three years eild. Althou,!^h owing to the irregularity

of the grouiid, results are not always equally good and some blocks

have eveir proved a faihne, yet the majority may be said to have done

well. It must not be forL;otlen that the cultivation o( guttapercha is

far mure difficult than that of indiarubher.

Besides the 2440 acres of guttapercha, about 67 acres have been

planted with Pararubber since 1908. The cost was ttot great as the

natives helped in the work. The growth of the Hevea at that elevation

(ab(Uit 1700 feet) is not so luxuriant as at lower altitudes.
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In the past year (1910) the crop of leaves taken, amounted to about

1.250.000 K. G., part of which was treated in the experimental factory

and part sold.

The experiments made by the writer in extracting the guttapercha
from the leaves by mechanical process, were finally crowned with

success. Samples of the product extracted by this process from leaves

containing I'/z to 3% of gutfa percha and known as leaf-gutta, will

be found at this exhibition. It is brought to market under the mark
„Tjipetir" There seems to be every likelihood that this leaf-gutta

when it can be brought to market in sufficient quantity, can be utilised

for all the purposes for which balata is used.

GOVERNMENT RUBBER ESTATE „LANGSA".
BY

Dr. W. R. Tromp de Haas.

This the first European agricultural undertaking of importance

in Acheen was established by Government in 1907. Acheen which

for so many years had resiled the Netherlands Government, was

at last through the prudent measures of van Heutsz, peaceful. In

order that the country might profit from the pacification the Govern-

ment determined to set an example by establishing a rubber estate.

The province of Langsa was the most suitable for this purpose. The

land suited for the cultivation of Hevea lies in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the steamtram and harbour. The Langsa harbour is

accessible for steamers drawing about 15 feet of water, and has a

wharf for steamships, customoffice, warehouses, etc. The Acheen

steamtram connects the harbour of Langsa with the chief town Kota-

Radja. The town of Langsa lies about 15 minutes distant by rail

from the harbour, and is the seat of an Assistant-Resident. There are

a post- and telegraph-office, a permanent military garrison, hospital, etc

The example of the Government was soon followed by private

companies. In August 1907 operations began. These consisted in

cutting down the forest trees, burning, draining, erecting the neces-

sary buildings, etc. The planting out of nurseries had begun a year

previously. The ground about 25 feet above sea-level, is hilly, with

lowlying marshy lands, the latter after having been well-drained,

affording excellent soil for Hevea, which thrives there to a remark-

able degree. The higher lands have a clay soil, while the lower

ground is covered with layers of mould of varying thickness in some
cases to a depth of five feet. The rootgrowth of the trees growing

in the hills differs from that of the trees in tlie lower districts, the

roots of latter being more plentiful and lying nearer the surface of

the ground.

Although the trees are planted eighteen feet apart, the roots have

become interlaced, which has apparently prevented the trees (which

are rather more than three years old) from growing aslant, as it was
originally feared they would.

From topping and owing to the rank growth, it sometimes happened

that the trees, especially those growing in the lowest parts, were torn

and split by rain and wind, and on account of this topping was im-

mediately stopped. The difference in growth of trees on the hillside

and those in the valleys is most marked. On measuring the circum-

ference of the trunk at two feet from the ground, the average circum-

ference of 21 month old trees on the hills was found to be 23.2 c.M.,

as against 28.9 in the valleys.

The diseases and pests of which we hear most are the djamoer

oepas (Corticium javanicum), root disease (Fomus semitostus) and white

ant. This latter is not the most destructive kind which bores holes

in the trunk (Thermes gestroi). Disease and pests are fought in the
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usual ways. No great loss has occurred up to the present, but we are

on our guard to prevent them from spreading.

In the first half of 1908, 222 acres and in the second half 352

acres were planted at distances of 18 '18 feet. At the end of 1909

an additional 270 acres were planted at distances of 12. < 24 feet. In

all therefore, 844 acres have been planted with Hevea.

In 1908 an experiment was made with interplanting with Robusta

Coffee, but the results obtained were so unsatisfactory, that the idea

was abandoned.

The yearly rainfall amounts to about 2000 ni.M. with about 175

rainy days. The minimum and maximum temperature are respectively

21 and 33 degrees Celsius.

The state of health may be said to be very favourable. Up to

date no epidemics have appeared. Principally Achinese are employed

as labourers, all free labour, while about 70 Javanese males and females

(indenture labour) do special work.

The daily wage of an Achinese amounts to about 60 cents. Tree-

felling, ditching and weeding are generally done by contract.

The plantation is controlled by an administrator, with the help

of two European assistants and a European bookkeeper.

The medical treatment of the personnel Is provided for by the

Officer of Health at Langsa.
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Government rubberesfate Laqgsa in /\cheen (Sumatra).

Pararubber 18 months old, with Tephrosia for green manure.
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Government rubberestate Langsa in Acheen (Sumatra)

Pararubber nurseries 9 months old.
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THE AGROGEOLOGICAL SECTION OF THE
DEPy\RTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The work of this section is on the one hand purely scientific and

on the other more directly practical in its nature. The character of

both parts, may be traced in the history of the section. For some

years, investigations have been carried on in Netherlands India as in all

other parts of the world, to increase the Icnowledge of soil compositions,

for the benefit of the various branches of agriculture and these re-

searches have been conducted on the scientific lines originated in Europe.

They did not, however (apart from the absence of a proper basis

for comparison) produce the results anticipated, and it was again Prof.

Dr. Treub, who with his usual acumen perceived that a link was missing,

and realised the impossibility of obtaining practical results from such

researches in the tropics, without having first formed a basis in the

shape of a Tropical Agro-Geology.

He therefore created this new section to form the connecting link

between geology and agriculture, and the work of the section is either

more scientific or practical according as it has to deal more with the

one subject or the other.

As farthest from agriculture proper we would mention the re-

searches on weathering of rock. These are divided into

1) observations of natural formations, and /nvesfig'af/ons in laboratory

connected therewith.

2) weathering experiments made for the purpose of answering ques-

tions grown out of results from 1).

The material which Nature affords for observation includes

all formations in various stages of disintegration, from the perfect

intact foffn of fresh rock to the completely decayed and friable soil.

A special aim of this section is to search the Netherlands Indies for

places, if possible in close proximity to each other, where the originally

same material is to be found in these various stages of disintegration

and weathering; to collect samples of the material in each stage, and

to examine them in the laboratory.

a) As far as possible, and this is always the case the rock is in

the first stages of decay, the weathered specimens are studied petro-

graphically. A knowledge of what minerals are decayed and what
not, and what minerals have been newly formed, being of great impor-

tance in deciding as to the nature and progress of the form of weat-

hering.

b) The chemical investigation of the products of weathering

supplements the petrographical examination, the degree of is importance

depending on the extent to which the mineral has become disintegrated

and transformed into soil, as the mineral particles present in soil in

an advanced stage of decay are generally too minute for proper

identification by microscopic inspection.

c) When the products of weathering consist of loose particles,

and form what has been named by G. P. Merrill „rhegolith", their

mechanical analysis becomes an important mean of examination. The

method followed is for the most part the centrifugal method adopted

at the Bureau of Soils at Washington D. C, except that the lowest

fraction under their method is here sub-divided into three. WJoreover

the coarser particles (sand), are microscopically examined, to find out

the mineralogical composition.

d) Needless to say, this method of mechanical analysis has been

applied also to soils and has already yielded surprising results.

11. Two important experiments re weathering are at present being

carried out.

a) A sample of fresh sound rock is, finely pounded, exposed to

rain and wind, and as the rainwater filters through, it is regularly
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collected and analysed to ascertain exactly what has been washed out

and what is left.

b) A similar finely pounded sample of rock is enclosed in cylinders,

and treated with very weak chemical solutions, which are renewed

weekly, and the outflow analysed from time to time.

The results throw a remarkable light on all sorts of natural

processes of weathering.

Other experiments of a similar nature are in contemplation.

As it is beeoming more and more evident, that the different soils

are a product of the varying climates in the different parts of the

Netherlands Indian Archipelago, rather than of the kind of rock from

which they originated, it is obviously necessary to make a serious study

of the different climates, and of the various corresponding forms of

weathering. Special attention is being directed to the observation of

the formation of laterite, a product of weathering which is of the

greatest importance to the tropics, but a the same time presenting the

greatest difficulties to the observer.

Researches of a directly practical nature are at present being made
in the interests of the

a) Forest service

b) Irrigation and

c) Native agriculture.

The Forest-Service desires to know as much as possible regarding

the soil conditions of its teak and other forests, with a view to applying

this knowledge in deciding as to the best methods of thinning and

replanting, and adopting as far as possible the best treatments for new
cultures. With regard to the culture of teak and other forest trees

especially, it is not sufficient to be in a position to reply to enquiries

as to the nutritive elements present at the moment, but it is necessary

to know what may be expected in the near fulture, in other words

to be able to say whether the soil is improving or deteriorating, and

what has to be done to strengthen good and neutralise bad influepces.

The Irrigation Service has other demands to make. Here the

question is chiefly as to the determination of rate of percolation of

the soils under irrigation, for on this depends the quantity of irrigation

water required. It is also necessary to investigate carefully the other

physical properties of the soil irrigated, and to ascertain, what influence

the irrigating water has thereon, and especially the properties of the

sediment periodically deposited.

Finally the nutritive qualities of the soil, the water and the mud
form an important subject for chemical research and careful con-

sideration.

c) Native Agriculture has again other requirements. Of the

condition of the soils especially in the more distant islands of the

Netherlands Indian Archipelago so little is at present known that often

a rough statement of the striking characteristics of the soil will throw

light on dark places. It will readily be understood, that a definite

opinion as to whether certain soil is suitable or otherwise for rice,

tobacco, cotton etc., will be of much greater value.

Analyses desired concerning the amount of nitrogen, potassium

and phosphoric acid, in soil samples, to enable the applicant to draw

his own conclusions as to the most suitable kind of fertilisers, are not

executed at this laboratory, where the work is for the most part confined

to the solution of problems arising in, or originating from the section

itself.

Dr. E. C. j. MOHR.
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HOW TO OBTAIN LAND FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Agricultural undertakings conducted on European lines and situated

in territory under the direct administration of the Government of

Netherlands India, are worked:

a. On freeholds granted at the beginning of the 19th. century, the

so-called „private estates";

b. on lands given in leasehold by the Government for a period

not exceeding 75 years
;

c. on grounds leased from the native population.

The sale of land for agricultural purposes is now prohibited by
law, and the disadvantages from an economic and social point of

view arising from former sales on a large scale, particularly in West-

Java, have led to efforts on the part of the Government to reconvert

these lands to States domain, it being however by no means the

intention of the Government to withdraw those lands from the agri-

cultural industry.

These efforts resulted in the repurchase by amicable arrangement

of the estates Kandanghauer and Indramajoe West, situated in the

residency Cheribon.

The law enacted in 1910 with regard to this subject, authorizes

the Governor General, if in his opinion, public interest requires certain

private estates to become States domain, to take steps for the compul-

sory purchase thereof when no satisfactory agreement can be arrived

at with the owner, in which latter case the amount to be paid by

way of indemnification will be settled by the courts.

The issue of domain grounds in leasehold, excepting in the resi-

dencies Soerakarta and Djokjakarta, which belong to the indirectly

governed districts respectively of the Soesoehoenan of Soerakarta and

the Sultan of Djokjakarta, is possible in all residencies of Java and

Madura.

In the Outlying Islands such alienation is now possible in the

directly governed districts of all the possessions excepting Bali and

Lombok, and Timor and Dependencies.

Such alienation is only possible as regards uncultivated lands,

on which third parties have no claims.

In order to prevent the native agricultural population from being

ousted from their holdings by powerful European concerns, grounds

belonging to natives (even when these are desirous of surrending their

rights for a consideration) is not purchasable except under exceptional

circumstances, as for instance when small plots of native ground are

surrounded by land which may be lawfully alienated, when such small

plots may be included in the leasehold.

In some parts of Netherlands India, especially in Java, where

large tracts of land are taken up for agricultural or other purposes,

and where there are consequently few grounds available, applications

for leaseholds are sometimes refused on account of the necessity for

the reservation of grounds with a view to future extension of native

agriculture.

The alienation of grounds for said purposes is finally limited by

the necessity of reserving certain forest lands which, by reason of

climate or rainfall or for the purpose of ensuring supplies of timber

for Government or the native population, have to be protected from

deforestation, and furthermore by the appropriation of certain grounds

for Government Coffee Cultivation.

Domain grounds both in Java and the Outlying Islands can only

be granted in leasehold to:

a. Dutchmen,

b. Inhabitants of Netherland or of Netherlands India,

c. Commercial Associations established in Holland or in Netherlands

India.

Leasehold rights are granted for a maximum period of 75 years

and the rent payable to Government is fixed at time of issue for the

whole period, the amount depending on various circumstances, such

as nature of soil, situation, water and labour supply, means of trans-

port, etc. The rates ruling at present being for Java and Madura
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one to five guilders per bouw (about I'/z acres) and for tlie outlying

islands at the utmost one guilder per bouw.

The leasehold is obtained on making application, on stamped

paper, to the Governor General, accompanied by a sketch plan o*

the grounds applied for, excepting only in a few special cases, con-

fined to Java and Madura, where land is offered publicly by the

Government to the highest bidder.

As soon as an official inspection in loco proves that there is no

objection to the leasehold being granted, the leasehold is assigned-

This assignment however has for Java and Madura only a temporary

character, as according to the regulations in force the title confe-

red must be based upon a Surveyor's Diagram framed by the Offi-

cial Survey Office.

On receipt of such Diagram, for obtaning which at the issue

of the temporary lease a term of 6 months is allowed to the party

interested, the applicant may on production of such diagram obtain

an effectual Deed of Lease of the ground.

For the Outlying Islands it is only necessary for the applicant to

have the grounds surveyed and mapped, after the boundaries have

been properly defined and marked. On production of the map with

an exact description of the boundaries, after Government has signi-

fied its approval, and, as in Java, an effectual Deed of Lease has beeu

issued, the registration of the leasehold in the public registers can

be proceeded with.

Only after entry in the aforesaid registers, for which an exten-

sionable period of 6 months has been fixed for Java and one year

for the Outlying Islands, is the Leasehold Title obtained and are the

grounds at the Lessee's disposal.

In Java and Madura after the temporary assignment the Go-
vernment generally grants provisional permission, in urgent cases,

to begin with the exploitation of a portion of the ground.

The Lessee of Domain grounds is subject to the General Regu-

lations in force with regard to Leasehold Rights and furthermore to

the special stipulations made at the issue of the Lease.

He has the right of disposal of all the vegetation and plantations

existing on the grounds; if there are valuable trees on the ground,

an amount for compensation is generally fixed at the issue of the lease.

It is forbidden to use the grounds leased for poppy growing oj

for the production of salt and sometimes the cultivation of coffee

is also excluded in order to protect the Government Coffee Monopoly.

A special permission has to be obtained to construct waterworks

or to make use of intersecting rivers or aqueducts.

Unless the grounds leased were formerly held in leasehold by

others, in which case special terms can be agreed upon, the Lessee

is free of taxes (canon) during the year in which his title is registered

and the five subsequent years, whilst during the year in which his

title is registered and the ten following years he is not liable for

the so-called „verponding" or ground tax, amounting to 2/4% of the

estimated value.

For all grounds recently assigned and also for many of those lands

formerly granted, the Regulation moreover exists that renunciation of the

lease may not be effected without consent, as also transfer of the rights

under the Lease, unless the rent for the current year has been paid.

In case European enterprises situated in directly governed territories

should require grounds belonging to natives, they can lease these,

subject to the instructions relative thereto, which prescribe inter alia

the preceding registration of the leases and the advances on rentals,

and which furthermore stipulate that the maximum period of lease for

so-called agrarian proprietorship is 20 years, 12 years for individual or

communal possession, where the shares of those interested in the

communal property are defined once and for all, and 6'/2 years in the

case of communal ground, which is periodically divided among the

shareholders.

For tobacco growing in the residency Besoeki the maximum term

of lease in all the above cases in 5 years.

As far as concerns territories not directly governed, but left in the

enjoyment of self government, a difference must be made between

Java and the Outlying Islands.

In Java only the aforementioned residencies Soerakarta and Djokja-

karta enjoy self government. The territories of these two states are

not therefore Government Ground.

Agricultural enterprises can obtain the necessary grounds in these

territories by leasing, with the Rulers consent, the grounds from his

apanageholders.

In those domains only Dutchmen, Europeans and those on an equal

footing with tliem, settled in Holland or in Netherlands India, and

commercial associations established in Holland or Netherlands India,

provided they are constituted of, and directed by, Europeans or persons

of equal standing, and provided such associations by virtue of aspeciaj

license have been admitted by the Resident and are properly represen-
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ted on the spot, are accepted as Lessees. Chinese and other Asiatic

aliens are therefore excluded.

The Resident may authorize Lessees to make leasecontracts with
the apanageholders for a maximum period of 30 years, which however
must be approved of by the Government; after expiration of 4/5 of that

lease it can be extended for a further period not exceeding 30 years.

The consent of the Resident is required for transfer of estates

which must extend at least to 200 bouws.

On hiring the ground the Lessee is also entitled to certain services

which the resident population formerly performed for the apanageholder.

In the self governed states in the Outlying Islands, which exist

in Acheen and Dependencies, Celebes and Dependencies and in the

Residencies Eastcoast of Sumatra, Riouw and Dependencies, Wesfpart

of Borneo, South- and Eastpart of Borneo, Ternate and Dependencies

and Timor and Dependencies, so-called agricultural concessions are

granted for the benefit of the agricultural industry, either by the native

rulers subject to further approval of the Head of the District concerned,

or directly by the latter authority, according to the terms of the political

contracts made by the Government with the native rulers, viz.

whether the right to grant such concessions is reserved to these rulers

or wether it has been transferred to the Government.

Excepting in the Eastcoast of Sumatra, foreigners or companies

established abroad are excluded from obtaining agricultural concessions.

These concessions are granted for a maximum period of 75 years.

The concessionary has a right to a 50 years extension of the lease

as far as concerns those portions of the grounds on which he has

planted djati, caoutchouc or guttapercha trees which still yield, or where

he has built factories for working these products.

At the death of the concessionary these rights and obligations pass

on to his heirs. Within a year the concession boundaries must be
duly marked off; in case of boundary disputes occuring, the conces-

sionary has to submit to the final decision of the Head of the District.

The concessionary may not make use of the grounds of the po-

pulation living on his estate and must put the necessary grounds at

their disposal for extension of native cultures. Fruittrees and other

valuable shrubs more than a year old, to which the population is

entitled, may only be cut down with the owners consent and after

payment of compensation therefor.

In those parts of the concession which are not yet being exploited

the population must be allowed to gather forestproducts and wood,

necessary for their private use such as firewood and timber.

Trees in the immediate neighbourhood of springs and rivers

must be spared and grounds must be reserved as required for any

future Government buildings.

The concessionary is bound to keep in repair, and may not close

such intersecting roads which are public throughfares.

The expanses which are incurred in special regions to ensure

the safety of the plantation, are fore account of the concessionary,

on condition however that the sum spent for this purpose in any

one year will be deducted from the taxes paid by the concessionary.

The concessionary must pay the native rulers a yearly tax, sti-

pulated in the relative contract and generally amounting to one

guilder per hectare, it however being understood that in the first

four years successively only 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, and 4/5 of that amount

will be due.

Poppy culture is prohibited on these grounds.

In whatever way title to domain ground has been obtained, the

parly interested has in no case any right to the mineral substratum.
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RULES TO BE OBSERVED IN RECRUITING LABOURERS FOR AGRICUL-

TURAL ENTERPRISES IN NETHERLANDS-INDIA.

Managers of estates situated in Java and Madura can recruit labou-

rers for their plantations in these as well as the Outlying Islands in

Netherlands India without any special permission from the Government.

However, recruiting of hands in the Outlying Islands for estates

in Java and Madura does not occur because under ordinary circum"

stances a sufficient supply of labour is to be found in Java, whilst as

labourers Javanese are preferred to the other native races.

There is also in the other parts of Netherlands India a great

demand for Javanese, especially from Mid- and West-Java, as they are

above all good agricultural labourers. Nearly all Netherlands Indian

plantations outside of Java and Madura employ nativesfrom Java and

in recent years Javanese have been even employed for tobacco culture,

that is to say are now used for so called fieldwork, which was for-

merly exclusively done by Chinese. Indeed the demand for native

labour from Java by far exceed the supply.

Whilst therefore no special instructions exist for the recruiting of

natives in the other Islands of Netherlands India, for the recruiting

in Java and Madura of natives for commercial, agricultural or indus-

trial undertakings, or for public works in the Netherlands East-Indian

possessions outside of Java and Madura (in so far as the recruiting

does not take place through the intermediacy of the authorities in the

interests of the Government) special instructions are issued and certain

penalties imposed for the non-fulfilment of these.

According to these instructions native labour cannot be obtained

from Java and Madura otherwise than through the intermediacy of a

recruiting-office.

The manager of a recruiting-office, i. e. the recruiting agent must

have a permit to act as same from the Head of the Residency in Java,

in which said recruiting agent resides.

As a rule such a recruiting agent has some recruiters (Europeans)

and native assistants in his service, who must also obtain a license

from the Head of the District in which they live, for if is forbidden

to recruit natives from Java or Madura to do work for the above

mentioned undertakings without the consent of the Government.

Aforesaid license to act as recruiter or assistant is only granted

to people in the service of a recruiting agent. All these permissions

are given in writing and are in force till revoked.

The law imposes upon the recruiting agent certain obligations,

the principal being as follows:

a. to provide lodging for the people recruited, in establishments built

or fitted by him for this purpose and maintained at his expense

both in the chief towns of the Districts to which his work extends

as well as at the port of embarkation.

b. to see to proper treatment, feeding and clothing of the people housed

in these depots;

c. to have sick persons transported to special quarters or to a hospital

;

d. to have all the recruits submitted to a medical examination at

his expense, in order to ascertain if they are bodily fit for the

services which they will have to perform.

Before the recruits can be transported to the depot at port of

embarkation they must be in possession of a declaration issued by

the authority concerned in those places in the interior from which

they are recruited, as a proof that these authorities approve of the

main features of the contract to be signed in one of the three ports

Batavia, Samarang or Sourabaya.

The contract labourers may not be shipped from any other ports

than the above mentioned.

No labour contract can be made if, together with the above men-
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tioned declaration, a medical certificate is not produced stating that

the labourer is bodily fit for the services for which he was recruited.

Further rules to be observed are those concerning the treatment

of the deeds of contract, which are executed in the presence of the

appointed official, and concerning the embarkations and conveyance

of the contract coolies.

The conveyance, feeding and care of the contract coolies on

boardship are for account of the recruiting agent.

Anyone can obtain a permit to act as a recruiting agent, recruiter

or assistant, provided he possesses the necessary qualifications.

There are a fair number of recruiting offices in Java from which

it would seem that the profits to be earned are not inconsiderable.

Lately however some administrators of plantations in the Outlying

Islands have themselves taken the recruiting of natives from Java in

hand by establishing a private recruiting office in Java, not only so

as to enable them to accelerate matters and to obtain better labourers

than through the intermediacy of one of the existing recruiting offices,

which are generally overwhelmed with orders, but also for financial

reasons.

It stands to reason that all cost of recruiting and the profits to

be made have to be paid by the employer, sothat a coolie delivered

at the port of destination costs f 80.— to f 90.— and more, including

cost of conveyance and part of the advance.

To recruits who are neither skilled labourers nor mechanics, not

more than f 20.— may be advanced if they are accompanied by their

wives who do not wish to be recruited, and not more than f 15.— if

they leave without their wives or with wives who also wish to be

recruited. In the former case utmost f 5.—, in the latter f 2.50 of the

advance may be paid before the workcontract is made, a similar

amount at the time of embarkation and the rest at the port of desti-

nation.

Speaking generally the native population in the Outlying Islands does

not seem to be very suitable for the actual work of agricultural estates.

Moreover they are not always willing to bind themselves as coolies,

either because they have their private occupations or because they

can earn a livelihood in an easier way.

It however also occurs that here and there the native population

of the Outlying Islands move from one district to another and go into

service as coolies on plantations. On the East Coast of Sumatra for

instance there are many Bandjarese (population of the South- and

East part of Borneo) who are employed by the planters in said district

especially as, „building coolies" (to build cooliesheds, barns, etc.)

Besides the Bandjarese are useful for cutting the „bakau" (mangrove)

bark, (destined for „tannine" preparation). A concern established in

West Borneo employs many Bandjarese for this purpose.

Niassers also emigrate and one often meets these people, for

instance on plantations in Tapanoeli, Acheen, etc. etc.

In nearly all districts in places outside of Java and Madura regu-

lations have been issued, setting forth the mutual rights and obligations

of employed, which however exclude the native population of the

relative district, sothat no employer in a certain district can make a

contract in the sense of these regulations with the local native

population.
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SUR L'IMPORTANCE PHYSIOLOGIQUE DU LATEX.

Nous avons public, dans les Annales du Jardin botanique de

Buitenzorg ('), le r^sultat de nos recherches a ce sujet et nous avons

donni 4 ce propos un expose de la question. Nous rappellerons

seulement que la fonction du latex est depuis longtemps discut^e par

les physiologistes et que, au dSbut, on voulait voir dans cette substance

un produit de tous points comparable au sang des animaux, les latici-

fferes Stant done les homologues des veines et des arteres. Une reaction

s'est manifestSe ensuite centre cette tiiiorie un peu trop scti^matique,

et toute une sSrie d'auteurs ont voulu considSrer le latex tout simplement

comme un produit de rebut, inutile a la plante.

Nous ne r^peterons pas les arguments dans un sens et dans I'autre

SnoncSs par ces auteurs; a mesure que les mdthodes techniques font

des progres, de nouveaux arguments, basSs soit sur des observations

anatomiques, soit sur des experiences physiologiques, viennent fournir

de nouvelles donnSes au probleme, qui cependant ne peut pas encore

etre consider^ comme r^solu; les deux manieres de voir ont continue

a etre adoptees par les uns ou par les autres, et de nouvelles theories

encore se sont fait jour; d'un cote, Faivre, par des experiences

d'annellations, semble d^montrer que les elements constituants du latex

sont utilises par la plante; le fait que les latex sont riches en substances

nutritives conduit Sachs a admettre que I'importance des laticiferes

pour la conduction des substances plastiques ne peut etre mise en

doute; le fait, d^montr^ par Treub, que les laticiferes sont des

elements vivants, pourvus de nombreux noyaux, le fait que plusieurs

latex contiennent des ferments digestifs, etc., semblent venir appuyer

I'idSe que le latex joue un role actif dans I'economie de la plante;

on objecte a ces donnSes que les latex sont de compositions tres

differentes, que beaucoup d'entre eux contiennent des substances

v6neneuses, que certains de leurs constituants, comme le caoutchouc

par exemple, semblent ne pas avoir des propriety nutritives, et Ton

en conclut (Van Tieghem, etc.) que ces substances ne peuvent

etre que des produits de secretion non directement utiles a la plante.

De Vries pretend que le latex a pour principale fonction de

fermer les blessures; Stahl, Kniep, etc. lui attribuent un r61e dans

la protection des plantes contre leurs ennemis, et notamment contre les

escargots. Si nous ajoutons que Treub a vu I'amidon du latex

A'Euphorbe disparattre chez des plantes etiol^es, que Haberlandt
a vu les laticiferes en relation anatomique avec les elements des

faisceaux et que ces deux auteurs tirent de leurs observations des

arguments en faveur d'une fonction nutritive du latex, nous en aurons

fini avec cet expose tres sommaire de la question. II n'est pas besoin

d'insister sur I'importance que pourrait avoir, pour la pratique, une

connaissance exacte de la physiologie du latex et de ses divers consti-

tuants, et c'est dans le but de contribuera la solution de ce probleme

que nous avions entrepris quelques experiences; malheureusement
diverses circonstances nous ont oblige a abandonner nos recherches

alors qu'elles n'etaient que commencees, et nous n'avons pu apporter

qu'une tres faible contribution a cette etude si complexe.

Nous avons essaye d'abord de demontrer que le latex n'est point

une secretion inutile ou de peu d'importance, et le fait que ses consti-

tuants diminuent plus ou moins fortement ou disparaissent meme tout

a fait dans des organes vieux, des fruits arrives a maturite, des plantes

privees de nourriture, nous a semble I'argument le plus important pour

affirmer que ces substances sont utilisees, ou du moins utilisables

par la plante. Nous croyons egalement avoir demontre par des obser-

vations tirees des recherches des phytopathologues, que le latex ne

peut avoir comme fonction principale de proteger la plante contre les

animaux et qu'il n'a pas davantage un role important dans la fermeture

des blessures et dans la cicatrisation des plaies.

1). Quelques remarques A propos du role physiologique du latex.—Ann. du Jardin Botan.
de Buitenzorg, 2e si^rie, nie Supp!. 1909.
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Diverses observations par contre nous ont conduit a admettre

plutot ['opinion des auteurs qui attribuent au latex unefonction nutritive:

La pr&ence d'une grande quantity de substances hydrocarbon^es ou
azotfes et de ferments dans les latex viennent avant tout parler en faveur

de cette maniere de voir, d'autant plus que nous avons pu d^montrer

exp6rimentalement que, che,! des plantes StiolSes ou chez des fruits

mQrs, le latex est plus aqueux et contient une moins forte proportion

d'albuminoides et de substances liydrocarbon&s que le latex de plantes

vigOureuses ou de fruits en vole de d^veloppement. Nous avons pu

par example observer des cas de corrosion des grains d'amidon dans

le latex de plantules d'Euphorbes cultivSes a I'obscuritS ou dans une

atmosphere depourvue d'acide carbonique. De meme le latex est plus

aqueux dans les points vSg^tatifs, tandis qu'il devient plus Spais a une

certaine distance de ces regions tres jeunes, comme si les substances

nutritives apportees en grande abondance vers les organes en Stat de

vie tres active Staient utilisSes par eux. Outre des observations bashes

sur des experiences d'annellations et sur d'autres essais, nous avons

encore pu exposer certains arguments tirfe de la pratique, dont la

plupart nous ont iti communiques par M. TrompdeHaas, et qui

viennent encore appuyer notre manifere de voir; nous nous contenterons

de rappeler deux faits: 1" des arbres trop fortement saignfe s'Spuisent,

2" pour obtenir des fleurs et des fruits, il faut Sviter de rScolter le latex;

ces faits viennent soutenir I'ld^e que la vigueur des plantes diminue

par suite de la saign^e, et que, par consequent, le latex a son utility

directe dans I'economie du vegetal.

Nous devons ajouter que, a peu prSs a la meme Spoque oil notre

travail Stait public, M. Vernet faisait paraitre, dans le journal „Le

Caoutchouc et la Gutta percha", un article sur Hevea brasiliensis, oil

il traitait la question des fonctions du latex et oil il arrivait, en se basant

sur des donnSes experimentales et sur des observations faites dans la

pratique, a des conclusions sensiblement identiques aux notres.

Nous terminions notre travail en disant que, malgri I'insuffisance

de nos observations, nous croyions pouvoir admettre que le latex joue

un r6le important dans la nutrition de la plante, mais qu'il ne faudrait

point pretendre qu'il possede une fonction unique, dSterminSe et toujours

la meme; le latex est une substance fort complexe et ses constituants

si varife ont vraisemblablement des fonctions diffSrentes; mais le tres

grand dSveloppement du systeme laticifere de diverses plantes, et la

quantity de leur latex, I'importance des plantes a latex dans certaines

contrfes, la quantity de substances plastiques que I'on trouve dans certains

laticiferes, etc., permettent de prSsumer que la principale fonction du

latex est une fonction nutritive importante, sans qu'il soit possible

toutefois de trancher definitivement la question de savoir si ces substan-

ces sont des sues de formation destines a Stre immSdiatemet utilises

ou si ce sont plutot des produits de reserve.

Dr. Ch. Bernard.
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THE COMPOSITION OF FICUS-RUBBER,
BY

Dr. A. J. Ult6e.

There are now so many excellent methods in use for the pre-

paration of Ficus Rubber for the market, that the low average price

of the latter compared with that of Para Rubber, must be ascribed

to its less favourable components. While the proportion of resin in

Para Rubber varies but little, being generally from 1 to S'/o, there

are in the case of the Ficus several factors to be considered, which

greatly increase the percentage of the more serious impurities, i. e.

the resins. It is the presence of these compounds which causes the

difficulties experienced in vulcanising and which decrease the elasti-

city of the product. The percentage of resin depends on:

a) the elevation at which the trees are grown,

b) their age,

c) the distance from the ground at which tapping is done.

d) the depth of the incisions made.

Contrary to repeatedly expressed opinion, the choice of the

reagents for producing coagulation has no effect on the composition,

whilst nothing is known as to the result to be obtained by selection

and manuring. In my opinion only the appearance and not the qua-

lity will be improved by these reagents (although I have very few

details to go upon). A few words will suffice to explain the fore-

going conclusions.

The variations of the compositions of Ficus, caused by differen-

ce in the elevation at which the trees are grown, are of little conse-

quence in comparison with other factors. From 14 analytical experiments

made with trees of different age. Dr. Tromp de Haas came to the

conclusion that the elevation at which the Ficus grows seems to have

some influence on the composition of the rubber, in this respect.

that the proportion of resin in comparitively young trees, increases

with the elevation at which they grow. I am of opinion however

that there is no reason to suppose, that the rubber will not all later

on, be of about the same composition. This phenomenon can be

explained by the fact, that the growth of the ficus is less rapid at

the higher elevations. Probably therefore the difference in the per-

centage of resin, diminishes with increasing age.

Of more consequence is the age of the tree. The abovementioned

analytical experiments were made on trees aged, 3, 4, 9, 15, 19 and

35 years and showed a decline in the proportion of resin from 35.4 to 4,97o-

It is worth mentioning that by the present methods of tapping

(by which we get closer to the cambium) the proportion of resin is

far less than that stated in connection with the above mentioned

investigations. It is obvious that rubber taken from the same tree,

but from sections differing in age, will be of different compositions.

It will be observed that the latex from the twigs, young shoots or

rooting branches, is much more sticky than that taken from the trunk.

The writer found in a sample of rubber taken from lopped branches

of not quite one year old trees, more than SC/o resin. Care must

therefore be exercised not to take the latex from branches of too

small a circumference. As a rule branches having a circumference of

less than about 0.40 c.M. should not be tapped.

A most important point influencing the composition of Ficus

Rubber is the depth of the incisions made. We know that latex of

laticiferous vessels, situated in close vicinity to the cambium is of far

superior quality to that of the laticifers situated in the primary cortex.

Even before this fact was incontestably proved by an analysis by
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Dr. Tromp de Haas, the principle seems to liave been admitted as
shown by the practice of tapping by new incisions in the same place.

The importance of this factor will be apparent from a trial tapping
made by the writer on a tree 6 years of age.

The latex was collected and coagulated from a couple of superficial

incisions and '/j gram of dry rubber was produced giving 18.6% of resin.

A few moments later the secondary cortex was penetrated down
to the cambium, using a sharp knife and following the former incisions.

From this I'/a gramme of dry rubber was obtained, having only 11.2»/„

of resin. It is clear then, that the planter has it in his own power to

improve the quality of the product. When once the latex has been

collected, subsequent treatment will have no effect on its composition.

We may regard the latex, as consisting of colloidal solutions, while

the rubber globules contain the resin in solution.

During the process of coagulation both rubber and resin are sepa-

rated, although neither is soluble in the watery liquid which remains

after the coagulating medium has been added. The general opinion,

that by the selection of the proper coagulating reagents, rubbers of

different composition would be obtained from one and the same latex

may be traced to the misleading advertisements of new coagulating

reagents. For this reason I thought it desirable to make several expe-

riments with various coagulating fluids, the result of which proved the

correctness of my theory.

The results in Ficus were as follows:

—

Sample coagulated by stirring

„ „ „ alcohol

„ „ rubber coaguline

The experiment was repeated with another kind of rubber and

„Purub" another subtance for coagulation, being also used with the

same results.

ubber
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THE CASTILLOA-ELASTICA- CULTURE ON THE
PLANTATION „NGRANKAH." PAREE, RESIDENCY KEDIRIE,

BY

Fr. Gierlings.

One of the many rubber producing trees is the Castilloaelastica,

indigenous to Central and South America, where it is l<nown under

the name of „Hule" and the rubber obtained from it bears the name
of „Caucho"

Caucho rubber is not as highly prized as Para rubber. This

must partly be ascribed to the greater percentage of resin which is

contained in the first named.

The yield per tree is also not as large as that of Hevea Brasi-

liensis cultivated under favourable conditions. The Castilloa however

possesses some other peculiarities, which mal<e its cuhure preferable

to that of the Hevea in some regions and under certain conditions.

These conditions are:

1) That it will grow and yield succesfully at altitudes where

the success of Hevea is at least doubtful,

2) that Castilloa trees are moreover more suitable for growing

in conjunction with other plants, as they can stand pruning and even

fairly rough pruning, very much better than either Hevea or Ceara.

It is said that different kinds of Castilloa are met with here in

Java.

As however all the Castilloas cultivated here in Java originate

from a shipment brought over here in 1896 by Cross, it seems more

probable that the various Castilloas are varieties resulting from dif-

ferent conditions of growth.

From what I have observed in different parts of Java, the Cas-

tilloa grows best in loose porous soil up to an altitude of 2000 to

2200 feet above sea level. In low country under 1000 feet the growth

is more rapid than in high altitudes and the harvest can be commen-

ced one or two years earlier, so that there a five or six years tree

can be tapped with good results. Here on Ngrankah at an average

altitude of 1800 feet I start tapping when the trees have a circum-

ference of at least 60 c.M. at the height of at least 1 M. above the

ground and this is generally in the 7th. year, A peculiarity of the

Castilloa is that it forms two differents kinds of branches. In the

first year branches are formed which stand at an angle of about 45

degrees pointing upwards. Gradually the branches begin to assume

a more horizontal position, gradually droop and finally drop off.

These branches give an impression of having been loosely inserted

in the stem. They produce fruits but never secondary branches.

As late as in the 4th. of 5th. year the tree begins to form permanent

branches.

In America the Castilloa seems to lose its leaves during conti-

nuous droughts. At Ngrankah I cannot say that I have ever yet

observed this.

The culture of Castilloa is very easy if one has fresh seed at

his disposal.

The seed speedily loses its power of germinating and seed older

than three weeks comes up badly and irregularly.

I also fancy I have noticed that in wet years the Castilloa blos-

soms twice in this country. The first seed is ripe in August and

September, but gives extremely disappointing results when sown.

The second seed becomes ripe in December and later. This seed is

very much more suitable for obtaining plants.
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I have tried here various methods of planting.

The best results I obtained by sowing directly into the gardens
to be planted. In each planting hole a few seeds were placed. 1

must mention here at the same time that I always planted Castilloa

in existing Coffee gardens, so that the young Castilloa plants were
not altogether unprotected.

At the time of setting out in the Coffee gardens, I also lay out
nursery beds, so that later on 1 may have at hand material for supplying.

When the Castilloa is planted on open ground close planting is to be
recommended, for instance 10 by 10 feet. Owing to the close

planting the Castilloa grows slender and erect. This is the most
desirable condition for tapping. If it is desired to use the Castilloa

as a shade tree for coffee or cacao, they should be planted especially

wide apart in the direction North-South, and later on all branches

growing North and South should be removed, so that the sun can

shine well into the rows. Here at Ngrankah almost all Castilloa

trees were planted in closely grown coffee gardens and a planting

distance of 12 feet in the direction East West and 24 feet in the

direction North South was adopted. In this manner about 200 trees

were planted per bouw (P/^ acre). It is easily seen that the Castilloa

likes shade in its first growth. In the first two years the trees which

have been planted at the edge of the thickly grown coffee gardens

grow very much faster than the trees standing in the centre of the

plantation. But as soon as these have once risen above the 5 to 6

feet high coffee trees they make up the lost ground in a few years.

Although I do not by any means wish to state that the Castilloa

is an ideal shade tree, it would appear here however that it can do

good service as such.

While we hear a great many complaints from other parts con-

cerning diseases and insect plagues, here we are scarcely troubled

with them. In exceptional cases a larva of an insect is sometimes

found in young branches or trees, but that is all. Even in places

where in consequence of careless tapping the bark is rotting and fairly

large surfaces of wood are exposed, it is not attacked by insects.

The healing process in case of wounds of this kind always proceeds

quite naturaly. It is possible that here the colonies of black ants,

which immediately settle on such places and do not allow any other

insects to trespass, contribute much to this.

Tapping & Preparation of Castilloa Rubber.

Castilloa does not react on pricking the wounds as is the case

with Hevea. If an incision is made with a sharp knife at first a

juice exudes which however contains little rubber. The largest pro-

portion of the latex exudes as a pappy mass and remains in or around
the incisions. Consequently the latex must be taken out of the tapping

incisions by means of spoons or spatules.

In 1908 1 commenced making tapping experiments when Hollowed
the method used in tapping Hevea; only as the Castilloa does not

react on pricking the wounds, I returned once in 40 days and placed

the new incision directly below the old one. The distance of the

incisions was 20 c.M.. In this way each tree was tapped 6 or 7 times

each year, as I did not tap during the time of flowering. In this

manner I obtained in 1909 from about 25000 trees about 1400 kilos

dry rubber, which is not yet 60 grammes per tree. The tapping

incisions I only made 8 to 9 m.M. deep with an average bark thickness

of 12 to 13 m.M.

In 1910 I altered my system of tap-

ping and made successive incisions about

1 c.M. under each other. This was an

improvement and I obtained considerably

more latex. At the same time I tapped the

stem higher. In 1909 I did not go higher

than 6 feet, but in 1910 the stems were

tapped up to 10 feet. As I had noticed

that in places where I had recut with a

sharp knife almost info the wood, a new
bark formed more readily, I caused all in-

cisions to be recut to a depth of 11 to 12

m.M. In 1910 1 obtained in spite of the

generally unfavourable weather conditions

from about 30.000 trees fully 3225 kilo dry

rubber or fully 100 grammes per tree. 1

was not however entirely satisfied with this

method. 1 made new experiments which

gave better results. This method is as follows.

With a knife (as shown in the accompanying

drawing) easily to be made by a native smith,

horizontal incisions were made, commencing
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about one foot from the ground around one

fourth of the circumference of the stem

directly above each other and about 8 m.M.

deep and 8 c.M. apart. Every time as soon

as the tapper has made ten cuts he cuts

(with the other end of the knife which has

been sharpened) the incisions made down
to the cambium. Thus he continues until he

has completed 50 incisions one above the

other and has consequently attained a height

of fully 4 M. Then he operates in the same

way on a second quarter of the circumferen-

ce, immediately adjoining the first. The

incisions are now made beginning from the

top. The incisions of the two sections do

not quite join, but a strip of bark about 2

c.M. broad is left so that sap circulation is

not entirely broken. The accompanying

drawing illustrates the distribution of the

incisions.

After three months rest the other half

of the tree is taken in hand and three months

after that the operation is repeated on the

first half and so on. The new incisions

are made one c. M. below the first. During

the flowering season, that is during three months, the trees are

not tapped. Altogether the trees are tapped three times per an-

num. By this method of tapping from 8 to 9 years old trees 225

gram dry rubber per tree is obtained per annum. The latex as it

exudes remains in and about the tapping incisions in the form of a

pappy mass. Every tapper has a spoon and a small bamboo pot with

him. If at any time any one incision runs too fast he catches the

latex in the spoon and pours it into the pot which has been half

filled with water. There is however very little collected in this man-

ner.

With every tapper there is a woman to collect the latex. Every

woman has with her a large and small bamboo pot, a spoon and

some bamboo spatules.

The large bamboo pots have underneath a sharp point so that

they can be easily stuck into the ground. The large pot remains

below and the small one she takes with her on the ladder. With a

bamboo spatule she scrapes the latex from the tapping cut into the

spoon and pours it into the small bamboo pot which has been one

third filled with water. The women start at the top. In this manner
no latex remains behind in the incisions and there is no necessity

to return to collect scraps.

The contents of the large bamboo pots are from time to time

collected by men and taken to the factory. Here the latex

is first passed through a coarse sieve, thereafter diluted with water

and after having been well stirred it is passed through a finer sieve

into to the so-called washing vats. These are galvanized iron vats

(wooden vats can also be used) containing 100 to 300 liters, fitted

below with a spy glass, while underneath in the bottom there is an

outlet tap. After the liquid has settled the rubber globules come to

the top and the remainder of the liquid is drained off by means of

the outlet tap. Then fresh water is again poured into the vat, stirred,

allowed to settle, etc. This is repeated until the latex looks pure and

the washing water is tapped off uncoloured. This is generally the

case after three to four washings. At first when the water still con-

tains a great deal of dirt, the latex easily separates itself from

the water. Later on however it takes longer and some latex always

remains behind in the water used for washing, which is therefore

not thrown away but collected in a large tank. If the latex be

allowed sufficient time to separate itself, these scraps are also

recovered. I have divided the work here in such a manner, that all

the latex coming in before 12 o'clock is collected in one vat. Under

usual conditions the washing of the latex is completed by 5 p.m.

and it then stands till the following morning when it is coagulated. The
latex coming in after 12 o'clock is collected in a second washing

vat and washed once or twice on the same day to continue the

process on the following morning. This is usually completed by about

8 o'clock. It is then allowed to stand till the afternoon before being

coagulated, so that in ordinary circumstances all latex obtained is

converted into rubber within 24 hours.

For coagulation I use round enamelled pans, so called coagula-

lating pans. These pans are placed on a sloping table covered with zinc,

to the lower edge of which a gutter is fixed to catch the water as it runs

off. About half a littre of latex is poured into each pan. Thereafter

10 cubic c.M. formaline solution in the proportion of 2 to 5 is added

and well stirred into the latex with a glass rod. On one half litre
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pjgrangKah- Estate.

washed latex, equal to about 125 grammes dry rubber, about 3 cubic

c. M. formaline is used as sold by the trade (40«/„). In the meanwhile

a boiler of water has been heated, which wafer has been treated

with acetic acid. I generally take one gramme 98»/„ acetic acid per

litre water When the water is well on the boil, about '^U litre is

poured into each pan with the latex. In this way the latex is heated

Java coffee with Castilloa as shade tree planted in 1901.

to about 65 to 75" Celsius and coagulates immediately and floats as

a spungy cake on the top of the water. The cakes are pressed to-

gether with a round perforated plate, and thereafter the water is

poured out of the pans on the table.

This water as it runs away (containing as it always does some

uncoagulated latex and pieces of rubber) is caught and poured into
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the final washing water of the latex in the large tank. From this

tank the latex and rubber which continually rises to the surface, is

skimmed off and therefrom 1 obtain my second quality of rubber,

about 5 to 7% of the total production. In this way nothing is lost.

The round coagulated cakes are immediately rolled into thin

sheets and contain after rolling 8 to 10°/o water. Directly after rol-

ling the sheets are placed in wooden vats with clean water, to which

so much formaline has been added that the water smells faintly of

formaline and they remain in this water till evening. The sheets are

then taken into the smoking and drying shed, a building with a

perforated iron floor, and drying racks placed thereon. I have used

for this purpose up to the present my coffee drying shed but I have

now commenced to build a separate shed for it.

For the smoking shed the temperature is kept at about 40 to

45° Celsius and underneath smoke is continually developed by means

of burning damp grass etc. As there is no other way out for the

smoke it must go between the drying racks and passes at the same

time well over the rubber sheets. Generally the rubber is well smo-

ked after 2 or three days and half dry. The sheets are then pressed

with a powerful press into squares of about I'/z kilo. The blocks

are then again for a few hours placed in strong formaline solution

and thereafter for a few hours more in the smoking shed when they

are finished. I do not despatch rubber which is quite dry, as it has

been proved that rubber sent away from here containing about 5%
water is almost dry when it arrives in Europe and keeps very much

better. From the time that the rubber is coagulated it must be kept

as much as possible in dark places as it is otherwise very liable to

bteome sticky.

For packing rubber I use chests planed on the inside and well

covered with sacking outside. The measurement of the rubber blocks

is such that they fit exactly into the chests.

In the foregoing I have explained my method of working and

the manner in which it has been evolved. Of course in other parts

and in other circumstances it would have to be modified to suit the

particular case. 1 believe however that my method of tapping will

give satisfaction everywhere, and that by applying its principle, always

modified to suit local needs, everywhere good results will be obtained.

As regards my preparation, this I regard as to some extent an

imitation of the Para method. In Brasil the latex is coagulated in thin

layers over a smoking fire. The warmth causes coagulation while the

smoke provides the means of disinfection. I coagulate by means of

warmth and disinfect with formaline and subsequently again with

smoke. Through the addition of warm water to the latex I prevent

a too high temperature, which might have an ill effect on the quality

of the rubber, while a temperature of at the most 75 degrees Celsius

does not harm the rubber.

Regarding the cost price per kilo of rubber prepared in this manner

nothing definite can be said ; it depends on wages etc. In tapping

it may be assumed that one man and one woman can obtain about

1.5 kilo dry rubber per day. It depends however chiefly on the weather.

With rainy weather when the latex flows badly and the labourers can

only work half days it will become materially less per full working

day, while with bright sunny weather they can obtain much more.

The costs of preparation, including chemicals, packing, transport-

expenses to the ship, I calculate at about 24 guilder-cents per kilo.

In 1909 with a small yield per tree but with generally favourable

weather and low tapping rubber cost me f. 0.87 per kilo f.o.b. Sourabaya.

In 1910 with a larger yield per tree, with very unfavourable

weather and high tapping the cost fob. came to f. 1.27 per kilo, a

considerable difference.

Ngrankah, February 1911,
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JVgrangkah - Estate.

Old Java coffee garden with Castilloa as Shadetree. The Java coffee has been

removed and instead of it, Robusta coffee has been planted.
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Note on the Rubber Insects known in Java,

Dr. W. ROEPKE, Salatiga.

I. INTRODUCTORY.

The various species of Rubber plants cultivated in Java are, in com-
parison with other plants, subject in only a limited degree to insect

pests. The reasons for this are twofold. In the first place the plants

(with the one exception of Ficus elastica) are not indigenous and it

is only a very short time since they came to be imported. Now it is

recognized as a general rule that non-indigenous plants are not at-

tacked by insects at first or at any rate only slightly and it is generally

some time before the indigenous insects turn their attention to the

new foodplant. There are of course exceptions to this rule, as for

instance it sometimes occurs that an imported plant offers to a parti-

cular insect (which has hitherto appeared only sporadically or remained

unnoticed) a better means of existence than its original foodstuff,

with the result that in a very short time this particular insect becomes

a most serious danger to the new cultivation. We shall read of such

a case further down, namely: GLYPHODES UNIONAUS Hubn.

(No. 54, page 74). It is a Pyralid moth which has rendered planting

experiments of Funtumia (Kickxia) elastica in Java practically impossible.

For the rest it will be understood in conjunction with the above,

that the indigenous Ficus elastica gives shelter to the majority of the

insects to be mentioned, and no single insect is known of which it

can be said, that it is regularly found on Hevea, Manihot orCastilloa.

Further the latex tubes form a powerful defence against many
insect, even if not always sufficient. The latex which flows out at

the wounding of each healthy leaf, twig or particle of bark, closes

up the mouth of the insect, or if the latter is of a very small species,

coats the whole animal so that it is suffocated. In this sense Dr.

Wurth writes about his experiments for infecting Hevea and Funtu-

mia with XYLEBORUS COFFEE as follows (vide Cultuurgids 1908,

Part II, page 73):

„The infection of the upper, green half of a Hevea twig gave

..interesting results. Most of the beetles began boring at once, but

..the hole was scarcely half a millimeter deep before a drop of latex

..appeared, which coagulated and thereby stuck the beetle fast and

..killed it. In a short time there were more than 30 beetles fast and

„it looked as though they had been caught on a limed stick. At a

„place where formerly a leaf had been cut off, one of the beetles

„managed to get a little deeper in. but he could barely reach the

..wood. Some of the beetles which were transferred to the stem of

,.a leaf also remained stuck in the latex drop which appeared, and

..also on a Funtumia elastica twig a few beetles were caught fast".

Only large species of insects with strongly formed mandibles find

little appreciable obstacle in the latex. There are some big insects

found on Ficus elastica. including a large Locustid (CLEANDRUS
GRANIGER Serv. No. 27 page 72) and two large Cerambycid beatles

(BATOCERA ALBOFASCIATA and BATOCERA HECTOR No. 33

& 34. page 72) which prefer the leaves and terminal buds.
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other smaller leaf-eating insects, as for example GLYPHODES
UNIONALIS No. 54, page 74, try to help themselves by first of all

biting through the main nerve of the leaf; while others, for instance

HYPSA EGENS No. 57 page 75, „pnck" the edge of the leaf, before

they begin to eat, with a view to reducing the flow of latex.

Other evidence that also bears out the contention that it is only

the latex which prevents some insects from attacking rubber trees, is

that dying twigs and branches of Ficus and Hevea are sought for by

quantities of Scolytid beetles, and it seems as if the little animals wait

just for the minute when the latex flow ceases, to begin immediately

to attack the trees. There is no other plant on which it is possible

to find so many Scolytids of al kinds as on dying rubber frees.

The fact that rubber trees are so often inhabited by these beetles

even before they are actually dead, has led to the hypothesis that the

Scolytids are the cause of the death of the trees or branches. This

assumption is however incorrect and in every case investigated to date

it has appeared that the presence of the Scolytids is a secondary

symptom and that the primary cause of sickness must be sought

elsewhere.

II. BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The following publications contain reference to the Rubber insects

of Java:

1). Bernard, ch.,

Notes de pathologic vSg^ale I. Sur quelques maladies

de Thea assamica, de Kickxia elastica et de Hevea Brasi-

liensis.

Bull. D6p. Agr. Ind. Werl. No. IV. 1907.(PhytopathologieI).

2). id. Notes de pathologic v^g^ale 111. Sur quelques maladies

des plantes a caoutchouc.

Bull. D^p. Agr. Ind.-Nterl. No. XII, 1907 (Phytopatho-

logie III).

3). Kerbert, h. j.

Rupsenbeschadiging in den aanplant van Funtumia (Kick-

xia) elastica in het Bosch Regaloh, Afdeeling Rati, Resi-

dentie Samarang.

Cultuurgids VIII, 1906.

4). KONINQSBEROER, J. C.

Ziekten van Rijst, Tabak, Thee en andere Cultuurgewassen,

die door insecten worden veroorzaakt.

Mededeelingen 's Lands Plantentuin LXIV, 1903.

5). KONINGSBERGER, J. C.

Nieuwe en minder bekende schadelijke insecten, gedurende

1907 ontvangen of waargenomen.

Teysm. XIX, 1908.

6). do. Short notes on economical entomology,

Bull. D6p. Agr. Ind. NSerl. No. XX, 1908. (Zoologie III).

7). do. Tweede overzicht der schadelijke en nuttige insecten

van Java.

Mededeelingen uitg. Dep. Landbouw No. 6 1908.

8). KOORDERS en Zehntner.

Over eenige ziekten en plagen van Ficus elastica Roxb.

Cultuurgids VII, 1905 (Bull. No. 3).

9). Zimmerman, a.

Over boktorren uit Ficus elastica.

Teysm. XII, 1901.

10). do. Uber einige durch Tiere verursachte Blattflecken.

Ann. Jard. Bot. Buitenzorg, (Vol. XVII) Ser. 2., Vol. 2., 1901.

11). do. Die thierischen und pflanzlichen Feinde der Kautschuk-

und Guttaperchapflanzen.

Bull. Inst. Bot. Buitenzorg No. X 1901.

III. SYSTEMATIC CLASSIFICATION.

A. ACARINA, Mites.

1) Acaride, species I.

Bibliography 1 (51), 2 (48). *)

Once found by Dr. BERNARD in large numbers on the

leaves of young Heveas. The mites are white, at most 2 to 3 of a

*). The heavily printed figures refer to tlie corresponding numbers of tlie books

mentioned above, and the figures in brackets refer to the pages of tliose books.
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millimeter long, and live on the back-side of young leaves. The

latter curl up and cannot develop properly.

2). Acaride, species 2.

Bibliography 2 (49).

Found in the botanical gardens of Tjikeumeuh near

Buitenzorg on 8 years old Heveas, but only the eggs and young larvae

were observed. (Dr. Bernard).

3). Acaride, species 3.

Bibliography U (13).

According to Dr. Zimmermann a small mite is to be

found on the back-side of Castilloa leaves. The affected leaves show

yellow to orange spots on the upper side and in some cases this

insect appears in such great numbers that the trees obviously suffer

to a certain extent.

4). Acaride, species 4.

Bibliography 10 (120), 11 (20).

According to Dr. Zimmermann the leaves of Manihot

Glaziovii are attacked by a yellowish green mite, which causes brown

patches. In the garden at Buitenzorg this insect is present in such

great numbers in some places, that the trees decidely suffer.

5). Acaride, species 5.

A black mite regularly inhabits the „domatia" on the

back-side of Funtumia leaves, especially onolderones.lt

does not do damage.

B. RHYNCHOTA.
6). Aphidide, species?

Bibliography 2 (54).

Described by Dr. Bernard as a parasite of Hevea Bra-

siliensis. These plantlice live on the leaves, where they cause larger

or smaller yellow patches. Damage insignificant.

7). Lecanium viride, Green.

Bibliography 11 (25).

This scale insect, known and feared by coffee planters

under the name of Green Scale Bug also appears on rubber plants.

Dr. Zimmermann found it in the Buitenzorg gardens on Palaquium treubii,

and the writer on an estate near Solo (Mid -Java) on Ficus elasfica,

where they infested the leaves, especially near the main nerve, and

caused the presence of the so-called „black dew". They are also

visited by numbers of red ants, the so- called „rangrangs" or „ngang-

rangs", i. e. Oecopfiylla Smaragdina. The damage is of no moment,

though the red ants attracted by them are a nuisance in the garden

owing to their bites.

8) Lecanium, species I.

Bibliography 1 (34), 2 (76).

Dr. Bernard reports a Lecanium species as living on the

back - side of Kickxia leaves. The insects are protected by a large

scale. On their secretions a black mycelium develops, Capnodium

Indicum Bern, which covers the leaves as with a layer of soot.

9) Lecanium, species 2.

Bibliography 11 (25).

Found by Dr. Zimmermann in the Buitenzorg gardens on

Palaquium treubii.

10) Lecanium nova species.

Bibliography 11 (19).

Found by Dr. Zimmermann

on Hevea Brasiliensis.

11)

12)

13)

14)

in the Buitenzorg gardens

Aspidiotus ficus Ashm. var. nov.

Bibliography 11 (19).

As above. Dr. Zimmermann says of this and oftheCoc-

cids mentioned under 12, 14, and 15:—

„None of these insects was present in sufficient numbers

„to cause appreciable damage".

Asphidiotus transparens, Green.

Bibliography 11 (19).

As above.

Asphidiotus species.

Bibliography 11 (25).

Observed by Dr. Zimmermann on Palaquium treubii in

the Buitenzorg gardens.

Tachardia species.

Bibliography 11 (25).
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Lives as No's 9 and 13. „An appreciable damage not
„yet caused by any of tiiese bugs" (Dr. Zimmermann).

15) Parlatoria proteus Curtis.

Bibliography U (19).

As no's 10, 11 and 12.

16) Chionaspis dilatata. Green.

Bibliography 11 (19).

As No's 10, n, 12 and 15.

17) Chionaspis sp. (aspidistras?)

Bibliography 2 (61).

According to Dr. Bernard these bugs appeared in a young
Ficus plantation near Bandoeng. The leaves curled up, some very

badly, and became yellovif. Badly attacked plants had a sickly ap-

pearence.

18). Dactylopius species.

Bibliography 8 (443, 459).

Found by Koorders & Zehntner on Ficus elastica. The

affected branches had short gnarled joints and misformed curled leaves

at the top of the branches and some of the axillary buds began to

develop abnormously.

19). Dactylopius Amygdali Tryon.

Bibliography 11 (12).

Lives on Castilloa. „These coccids are found especially

on the trunk and back side of the lateral branches of young plants.

They are often present in very igreat numbers and cause effective

damage to the plant" (Dr. Zimmermann)

20) Diaspide sp.

Bibliography 8 (443, 459).

„Dr. Koorders collected in the forest district of Bagelen

near Loano a number of Ficus elastica leaves, which, especially on

their upperside, were riddled by a small species of scale bug. The affected

leaves appeared more or less withered and curled upwards, presumably

as a result of the withdrawal of sap by the innumerable Coccids.

According to Koorders the latex in the leaves badly attacked by this

parasite had almost disappeared; at least little or no sap appeared when

the leaves were wounded. This pest was only observed on some

Ficus trees and this small spread is presumptively due to the fact

that the insects were exterminated by the larvae of a small species of Lady
Bird and by a parasitic wasp." (Koorders <S Zehntner).

21) Ieerya sp.

Bibliography 11 (12).

A presumptively new Icerya sp. was found by Dr. Zim-
mermann on Castilloa elastica in the Buitenzorg Gardens. The insects

lived in fair numbers especially on the back side of the leaves and
were also found on a young Ficus plant while the same blight often

appears on Eriodendron anfractuosum (Kapok). On the secretions of

these coccids there comes a heavy black dew.

22). Psylla sp.

Bibliography 4 (80)

Causes galls on the leaves of a Palaquium sp. in the

Riouw Archipelago. Collected by Dr. van Romburgh.

23) Psyllide sp.

Bibliography 11 (11).

Dr. Zimmermann observed numerous specimen of a Psyl-

lid on young Castilloa elastica plants; they were found in very great

numbers especially on the back side of young leaves. He however

could not determine that the plants suffered appreciably.

24) Helopeltis sp.

Bibliography 8 (442), 11 (10, 25).

Discovered by Dr. Zimmermann on young Ficus elastica

plants, the young leaves and branches of which were attacked. The

result was fairly large reddish brown spots.

25) Eusthenes Robusta Lep. et Serv.

Bibliography 7 (16).

„lt is thought that this insect causes the same sickness

in Ficus elastica as Dalpada in coffee, but this has not yet been de-

cided with certainty" (Koningsberger)

C. ORTHOPTERA.

26) Gryllacris sp.

Bibliography 2 (66), 7 (62), 8 (443, 457).

Found by Koorders and Zehntner on Ficus elastica. The

insects „cut up the leaves and curl them so that a shelter is formed
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from which they watch for their prey i.e. other insects. The damage

is very slight". (Koorders and Zehntner.)

27) Cleandrus graniger Serv.

Bibliography 2 (66), 7 (62), 8 (443, 456).

These large Locusfid belongs to the few insects which

are regularly found on Ficus elastica. From February to April they

are in the greatest numbers and cause by their glutonous eating a

considerable amount of damage to the leaves and buds. They also

lay their eggs in the young twigs, which for this purpose they cut

open lengthways with their ovipositor.

Cleandrus graniger also lives on other Ficus varieties,

especially the waringin (Ficus Benjamina).

Dr. Zimmermann reports this species under the name of

Pseudophyllus sp.

D. ISOPTERA. (Termites, White Ants)

Bibliography 2 (52, 66, 75), 8 (443), 11 (13).

Termites in Java play no very important role in rubber

cultivation as they in no case attack perfectly healthy trees, though

they show a preference for these trees as soon as the latter become
sickly or dying. Therefore it may happen that sick rubber frees, which

might perhaps have been recovered, are entirely destroyed by Termites.

Also it is not seldom that Ficus suckers which do not immediately

shoot, are eaten by Termites, but it still remains a question whether

these suckers would have developed even without the termite attack.

It often happens that the Bark at the foot of Hevea trees

is eaten off by termites, but so superficially, that as Dr. Bernard rightly

remarks, the trees do not suffer from it. „They protect themselves against

a more serious attack by forming a thin layer of corky substance,

which causes no trouble even in tapping." (Bernard).

The species of White ants which cause these unimportant attacks

and moveover are very numerous in Java are:

28 Termes fatalis Kon.

29 „ gilvus Hag.

and some other not yet determined;

30 Termes sp. div.

(N. B. Termes gestroi, which cause damage to Hevea trees in the

Straits, apparently does not occur in Java, though it is reported from

Borneo and Sumatra).

E. PHYSAPODA.

31). Thrips sp. div.

Bibliography 7 (66).

With regard to these insects which to date have been of

little importance for rubber in Java, Dr. Koningsberger says :— „Further

various other species of physapods have been observed on other

plants, such as tea, Hevea and Ficus species, but further investigations

are required."

F. COLEOPTERA.
32). Abirus picipes Baly.

Bibliography 2 (65), 7 (73), 8 (442), 11 (7,24).

This Chrysoraelid beetle, which is easily recognised by

its dark green metallic lustre is according to Dr. Koningsberger

„very common in Ficus elastica plantations, where the beetles nibble

the edges of the leaves and often cause a not unimportant loss of latex"

According to Dr. Zimmermann they are also fairly common on

young Palaquium plants, where they eat the edges of the leaves in the

same way. This beetle also appears on numbers of other plants as well.

33). Batocera albofasciata, de Geer.

Bibliography 2 (74), 4 (77,80), 7 (74), 8 (443), 9 (310).

This Cerambycid beetle is the greatest enemy of Ficus

plants in Java.

Its big larvae, which are commonly known in Java as „borers"

bore under the bark and into the wood of the Ficus trunk. Sometimes

they live in a single stem in such numbers that the tree suffers very

seriously. Trunks which have been badly atta:ked by these insects are

less easy to tap, the surface of the bark baing uneven owing to the

large holes and passages made, which also provide an opening for rot.

The beetle is often found in the foliage of Ficus trees,

where it vigorously eats the leaves and buds. The larvae of Batocera

albofasciata occur in Castilloa trunks also and perhaps in Hevea's.

They also live in a number of other trees.

34) Batocera tiector Dej.

The beetle not seldom in company with the former on

Ficus elastica, where if devours the leaves and buds in the same way.

Whether the larvae of this species also occur in Rubber trees is not

yet determined, and it will be difficult to determine, since there is

little or nothing to distinguish them from the larvae of the former.
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There is a certain difference as to size but it is only visible when
the larvae are ful grown. The special foodplants of the larvae of

Batocera hector are Dapap (Erythrina), Albizzia, Kapok (Eriodendron),

etc.

35) Monohammus lateralis Guer. (Epicedia sp. ?)

Bibliography 4(78), 8(442), 9(312), 11(4).

This Cerambycid beetle was first investigated by Dr.

Zimraermann and described under the name of Epicedia sp.? This

diagnosis was afterwards changed by Dr. Koningsberger to Mono-
hammus lateralis Guer.

The material for Dr. Zimmermanns investigation was

received from an estate in East Java where about 90"/o of their 3900

Ficus trees were attacl<ed by this beetle. The larvae bored into the

stems and branches and the beetle eat the leaves and buds. Dr.

Zimmermann succeeded in breeding this beetle in captivity and obser-

ving the laying of its eggs.

36) Epepeotes luscus Fabr.

Bibliography 1 (48), 2 (75), 4 (80), 7 (75) 11 (6).

This Cerambycid beetle seems to live especially in

Castilloa elastica. Dr. Bernard describes how a whole Castilloa planta-

tion in the Buitenzorg gardens was attacl<ed by the larvae of this

beetle. The trees died bacl< at about a meter above the ground, the

stump forming a new side branch, which however could not develop

into a main stem because in a short time it also was attacked and

killed by this insect.

According to Dr. Koningsberger the larvae of Epepeotes

luscus also lives in the trunks of Mangga, Cacao and probably of

Kickxia elastica.

37) Cerambycide sp. (?)

Bibliography 1 (46), 2 (50, 64).

In the Buitenzorg gardens Dr. Bernard found a 7 year

old Hevea killed by an unknown boring grub, probably a Cerambycid

larva. The stem was riddled by many holes and channels lengthways,

in which numerous other secondary insects were nestling.

38) Scolytidae spec. div.

Bibliography 2(50), 11 (19).

Numerous Scolytids of various genera such as Xyleborus,

Scolytoplatypus, Platypus etc. live in dying bits of Ficus and Hevea,

vide what is written on this point in the introduction, page 2. Seeing

however that all these species are of little economical value for rubber

cultivation, they have been little investigated to date.

Xyleborus Coffeae Apatide, Wurth, an insect that is very dangerous

to coffee planting in Java.

39) Apatide sp. (?)

In some dry Hevea branches which I obtained from the residency

Krawang was a small number of a 7 millimeter long Apatid beetle. It is

undoubtedly secondary and therefore not responsible for the death of

the Hevea branches.

40) Phytoscapha triangularis Oliv.

Bibliography 5 (188), 6 (5), 7 (80).

41) Hypomeces squamosus Fabr.

Bibliography 5 (189), 6 (5), 7 (80).

With reference to both these weevils Dr. Koningsberger

writes;

„Both are Curculionid beetles of rather omnivorous habits, so that

„their occurence in Hevea plantations (whence they were reported

„as doing some damage to the leaves by eating the margins) is not

„to be considered of serious import. 1 observed these weevils also

„in plantations of Cinchona, Palaquium, tea, etc. but in none of these

„they could be said to be really noxious."

42). Episomus chlorostigma var. albostigma Faust.

43). Paipalephorus mucoreus, Jekel.

I once found these two weevils in fair numbers in a young

Ficus plantation South of Soekaboemi. They devoured the leaves

but caused no considerable damage.

G. LEPIDOPTERA, Butterflies.

44). Bombyx waringi Teysm.

Bibliography 4 (78).

45). Ocinara signifera Wlk.

46). Ocinara dilectula Wlk.

Bibliography 4 (80), 7 (54), 8 (442), 11 (9).
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These three Bombycid moths, closely related to the genuine

silk spinner Bombyx mori live on different species of Ficus and some-

times occur in great numbers, especially on Ficus Benjamina (Waringin).

The caterpillars of Bombyx Waringi also feed on Ficus elastica and

their number occasionally increases so badly that the trees become
destitute of foliage. Ocinara diledula and signifera on the contrary

have been observed only sporadically on Ficus elastica.

47). Orygna postica Wlk.

Bibliography 5 (189), 6 (6).

The caterpillars of this Liparid moth were found by Dr.

Bernard on young Hevea plants, which they stripped. Notwithstanding

they are not however a danger to Hevea cultivation, because the cater-

pillars certainly prefer numerous other plants.

48). Porthesia Xanthorrhoea Koll.

Bibliography 11 (8).

Dr. Zimmermann found the caterpillars of this species in

fair numbers on Ficus elastica, where they probably eat the leaves.

49) Dasychira sp. (?)

Bibliography 11 (8).

As above.

50). Ophiusa serva, Fabr.

Bibliography 4 (83), 7 (39).

„The caterpillars of this Noctuid moth not seldom occur

in very large numbers in Palaquium gardens. They strip the trees".

(Dr. Koningsberger)

51). Ophiusa melicerte Dry.

Bibliography 7 (39).

„These caterpillars also seem to be fond of latex producing

„plants. Once they were found amongst those mentioned above on

„Palaquium, but generally they feed on Djarak (Ricinus communis)".

(Dr. Koningsberger)

52) Glyphodes bivitralis Guen.

Bibliography 8 (442, 458), 10 (9).

The caterpillars of this fine Pyralid moth belong to the

few insects which are typical in Ficus elastica. They twist upwards
part of the margin live of the leaf, fasten it by silken strings, and

live under the shelter so constructed. Also pupation takes place here.

For feeding the caterpillars use the curled leaf margin and as soon

as the latter affords no more protection, they begin to build another

shelter in the same way.

Glyphodes bivitralis is commonly found on Ficus elastica,

but not yet in sufficient numbers to cause any considerable damage.

53) Glyphodes spectandalis Sn.

Bibliography 11 (10).

Observed by Dr. Zimmermann in the Buitenzorg gardens

in fairiy large numbers on Ficus Vogelii.

54) Glyphodes unionalis Hb.

Bibliography 2 (76), 3 (825), 5 (188), 6 (5), 7 (36).

This Pyralid moth lives in extraordinarily large numbers

on Kickxia elastica and cause's that each year several times this plant

becomes destitute of its leaves. The young caterpillar makes itself

a sort of hiding place out of the leaf in the same manner as the

Glyphodes bivitralis in the Ficus. The full grown catterpillars occupy

a whole leaf which they roll lengthways and upwards, binding the

sides together by silken strings after having first of all bitten through

the main nerve in one or more places near the base, probably to

reduce the flow of latex. The leaf-pulp is first gnawed off in small

strips so as to facilitate the rolling process; strips are gene-

rally of equal width, two on each side of the main nerve. Subse-

quently the leafpulp is graduelly eaten away more and more towards

the top, so that finally the leaf dies. In these entirely dry or half

dry leaves pupae are often found.

The increase of Glyphodes unionalis is considerable and does

not stop until all the leaves are dried up, when the caterpillars are

driven by hunger to eat the eyes out of the fork of the former leaves

and the bark of the young twigs.

Despite the serious attack the Kickxia trees, which apparently

have great powers of resistance, always recover, but it is not to be

denied that the continuous successsion of these attacks seriously

hinders the growth and for this reason Kickxia cultivation in Java is

not to be recommended.

56) Hypsa complana Wlk.

The caterpillars of this species ordinarily live in commu-
nities on the wild growing Ficus leucantatoma Poir (,,Awar-Awar"),
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some times in large numbers. Probably they occur now and then on
Ficus elastica also.

57) Hypsa egens Wlk.

Bibliography U (8).

This caterpillar is commonly but sporadically found on
Ficus elastica. It eats the margins of the leaves after first ..pricking"

them. Probably it succeeds thus in reducing the latex flow.

58) Hypsa sp. 1

This species characterized by its plain gray wings with

white border and bright white veins, occurs sporadically as a cater-

pillar on Ficus elastica.

59). Hypsa sp. 2.

This is a fourth species of //vpsa found on Ficus elastica.

The butterfly is distinguished by its grey wings, the inside part of which

is marked, in the direction of the veins by a fairly broad unparallel

white stripe. The caterpillars of the three last named Hypsa's are

more or less the same in manner of life and appearance. It is noticeable

that they are very like some stinging caterpillars of the genus Euproctis,

such as the caterpillar of the Euproctis Varia Moore, etc., although

they are quite harmless. They are of little interest to Ficus cultivation

as they only occur sporadically.

60). Rhodoneura myrtaea Dry

Bibliography 4 (82), 7 (50).

„The caterpillars of this little butterfly are a most serious pest for gutta-

„percha trees (Palaquium sp. div). The young animals betake themselves

„by preference to the youngest small leaves which they weave together

„with the neighbouring old ones into a sort of dwelling, where they

„live until full grown. The actual quantity of leaf consumed is small,

„but the growth of the young leaf is entirely hindered and finally

„the woven mass drops off. Owing to these continuous attacks the

„trees do not shoot up and obtain finally a mal-formed appearance,

„with shapes that now and then recall a witch's brush. This pest

„is the most stubborn that I have so far observed". ,.(Dr. Koningsberger)

61). Setora nitens Wlk.

Bibliography 11 (24).

According to Dr. Zimmermann the caterpillar of this

Limacodid moth occurs very sporadically on Palaquium treubii in the

Buitenzorg gardens.

62). Psychides sp. div.

Bibliography 8 (442), 11 (7).

Dr. Zimmermann frequently found two species of Psychidid

caterpillars on Ficus elastica in the Buitenzorg gardens; no damage

was observed.

63). Lepidopterous larva (?)

Bibliography 2 (53).

A caterpillar not yet fully studied has been found by

Dr. Bernard on young Heveas, eating the leaves. It is however not

common.

IV. CONCLUSION.

In the above list are included all insects found in literature or obser-

ved by the writer as enemies of rubber or guttapercha-plants injava.

That the number already exceeds 60 does not in any way show that

rubber culture in Java is subject to any extent to insect pests, but

on the contrary as was shown in the introduction, (page 68) rubber

cultivation is actually less exposed to the ravages of injurious in-

sects than all the other cultivations in Java, so that this long list

must not cause any apprehension amongst those interested in rubber.

The fact that so many insects have been observed on rubber trees

must be credited to the activity of the phyteopathologists working

in Java, who are continually devoting their attention to the appea-

rance of injurious insects and taking pains that every new insect

that is observed may be speedily identified. The planter is thus

warned and put in a position to judge at any time from which side

danger may threaten. Happily it can be said that far and away the

the largest proportion of the insects enumerated will apparently never

constitute a serious danger to rubber cultivation, and there are in

Java only very few insects which are of any disadvantage to this

cultivation.
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THE LATICIFEROUS VESSELS OF HEVEA BRASILIEN-

SIS AND MANIHOT GLAZlOVll.

In the vegetable kingdom two kinds of laticiferous vessels are

met witli. The first originate from a few cells which may be detec-

ted in the embryo itself. In proportion as the young plant develops

they also grow in length, and are thus distributed over the whole

plant. These laticiferous vessels are termed inarticulate. Each con-

sists of only one cell, and they are therefore, considering their length,

the largest cells known in the vegetable kingdom. The other kind of

laticiferous vessels originates from a whole series of cells, superim-

posed one above the other, divided only by transverse walls which

disappear in the course of the development of the plant. During

this process channels are formed which hold the latex and are said

to be articulated. They are often connected by lateral offshoots,

the connection being known as anastomosis.

The inarticulated vessels are generally found in special families

of plants, the articulated in others. To the first category belong, e.g.

the Moraceae (Ficus, Castilloa), Euphorbiaceae, Urticaceae, Apocyneae

(Funtumia)
I
and the Asclepiadaceae; to the second the Papaveraceae,

Compositaceae and Campanulaceae.

The literature treating of the laticiferous vessels is extensive, but

any reference to it in this place is unnecessary, as it seldom contains

anything bearing on the rubber producing plants. Moreover Chimani

(„Untersuchungen Uber Bau und Anordnung der Milchrohren" Bot.

Centrbl. 1895 Bd. 61) has carefully collected and published all the

articles published, up to the year 1895. Since that date very little

has been written about the laticiferous vessels. It will therefore be

sufficient to note here the discoveries to date only in so far as these

refer to the two rubber bearing plants, which have been selected as

the subject of this article.

Heyea Brasiliensis.

As the Hevea also belongs to the Euphorbiaceae, it might be

supposed that it would contain inarticulated laticiferous vessels, but

Scott has shown that this is not the case. After firstly demonstrating,

that the laticiferous vessels of Hevea Spruceana (Quarterly Journal

of Mkroscopial Science Vol. XXIV, 1884) might probably originate

from the blending of rows of cells, he found on further investigation

that this is also the case with seedlings of Hevea Brasiliensis, (Scott,

D. H. on the Occurence of Articulated Laticiferous Vessels in Hevea.

Linnean Society's Journal Vat. Vol. XXI p. 568—573). He discoverep

that immediately after germination sets in, the cotyledons (seedleaves)

contain a multitude of well developed laticiferous vessels, forming a

complete network. It is not difficult to discover at this stage the

remains of cellwalls, which become absorbed during the process of

tube-formation. The laticiferous vessels are always found in close

vicinity to the sieve tubes. In the hypocotyl also, which is the part

of the seedling between the cotyledon and the radicle, the laticiferous

vessels are found fairiy developed and connected by a large number

of anastomoses. Here again we find the remains of the old transverse

walls. Between the cortex of the stem and the pith a ring of em-

bryonal cells will be found, called the cambium. Scott found lati-

ciferous vessels only on the outside of this ring and therefore in the

cortex. In older seedlings these vessels can be traced upwards into

the leafbud until the youngest leaf is reached.

Subsequently Miss Calvert ') made the discovery that the pith

of the Hevea also contains a system of laticiferous vessels built up

1) Calvert. Agnes, The laticiferous tissue

Bot. Vol. I p. 75—77).

in ttie stem of Hevea Brasiliensis (Ann. of
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however of only a very small number of vessels. She further dis-

covered that sometimes in the case of young nodes the laticiferous

tubes pass from the pith into the cortex. She also found numerous
anastomoses between the laticiferous vessels.

Chimani ') found most of the laticifers in the cortex. According
to this authority they are distinguished by curious excrescences, but

no anastomoses are met with. Those excrescences often developed
into long branches.

Fitting 2) agrees with the statements of Miss Calvert. He also

discovered that in Hevea trees from one to three years old, the peripheral

part of the pith contained several laticifers, which were mutually

connected.. Most of the laticifers are found in the secondary cortex.

They all run in a parallel direction with the axis of the stem, and
are correlated by numerous anastomoses. Communication between

the laticifers of the cortex and those in the pith is often observed

in the shoots while still green, especially at the points from which
the young leaves sprout.

In the primary cortex also laticifers are found, but in far smaller

numbers.

In the case of older trees we find that the laticiferous tubes in

the pith become disorganised, sometimes by the pressing together of

neighbouring cells, and that there are no communications with the

laticifers outside the cambium. The laticifers in the secondary cortex

originate in rows from the cambium. If we sum up all that is at

present known regarding the laticiferous vessels of Hevea we find

that with the exception of Fitting, all the above mentioned botanists

have limited their researches to the seedlings. It is evident therefore

that we cannot without further investigation accept their conclusions

as covering the case of the tappable tree.

Fitting pursued his investigations into the anatomy of the laticifers

of older trees only so far as was necessary for his physiological

researches. His conclusions therefore on anatomical points are natu-

rally incomplete and do not give us a sufficiently strong basis for a

complete theory of the distribution of the laticifers in Hevea. It is

therefore necessary to ascertain by the examination of older trees

whether this system of laticiferous tubes appearing in Hevea seedlings

coincides with that of the older trees, and if not, the nature and

extent of the variations observed. In the course of my own personal

observations, I noted that in younger branches which are still green,

the greatest number of laticifers are found in that part of the cortex

between the pericycle and the cambium. Outside the pericycle lati-

cifers are found in certain peripheral parts of the pith. Photo No. 11

shows this distribution, the laticifers appearing therein as small dark

spots. This photo actually represents a section of Manihot, but the

latter is similar to Hevea in this respect. The laticifers existing in

the primary cortex disappear during the further development of the

tree, through the formation of cork on the surface of the tree, and

as they are thus of no importance in connection with tapping no

further notice will be taken of them in this article.

The laticifers in the pith are of no importance to planters, but

as 1 differ to some extent from Fitting in his conclusions with regard

to those vessels I should like to say something more about them.

Fitting states that this system can only be traced in younger trees,

entirely disappearing in older trees of tappable age, but 1 succeeded

in finding laticifers perfectly intact in the pith of a six years old tree,

which had a circumference of about 24 inches at three feet from the

ground. These vesels however cannot be of any importance in con-

nections with the transmissions of nutritious matter through the pith

as their number is too trifling. Only 13 to 20 laticifers were found

in the pith of the above mentioned tree. They were not evenly

distributed over the whole periphery of the pith but were in groups

of from two to four. Photo No. 4 shows us couple of such laticiferous

vessels. In longitudinal sections (see photo's 5 and 6) we perceive,

that the laticifers of each group are individually connected by anasto-

moses, and we notice further that the vessels for the most part run

parallel with the longitudinal axis of the stem. No anastomoses could

be detected between the laticifers of different groups. 1 have found

undoubted instances in young plants of correlation between the lati-

cifers of pith and cortex.

We now proceed to investigate that part of the bark which is

of special interest to the planter, namely the secondary cortex. At

that period when the tree is old enough to be tapped, everything

pertaining to the earliest stages of growth, has been expelled by the

cork formation. For this reason the planter cuts into the secondary

bark formation. If we inspect under the microscope a cross section

of the cortex of a tree ready to be tapped, we quickly perceive the

great difference between the outer part of the cortex and that close

I). Chimani I.e. p. 454.

2). Fitting, H. Pliysiologische Grundlagen zur Bewertung der Zapfmettioden bei Kaiitscliult-

baumen (Beihcfte zum Tropenpflanzer 13 Jatirg. 1909 No. 2p. 13 [f.
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to the cambium. In the former we observe a great number of stone

cells; these are cortical cells of which the walls have been thickened

to such a degree that scarcely anything is left of the actual cell,

while the protoplasm is in process of decay. Those cortical cells

really surround the secondary cortex with armour, protecting by this

formation both the important sieve-tubes and the cambium from

injury. A very few laticifers will be found between these groups of

stone cells.

Quite different is the aspect of the inner part of the cortex,

where we find no formation of stone cells, but laticiferous vessels

in large numbers. These latter are arranged in parallel rows at equal

distances from each other.

It appears that the cambium forms at regular intervals over the

whole circumference of the tree cells which subsequently become

laticiferous. Photo No. I will give us an idea of this process.

The large dark spots to the left are groups of stone cells, between

which we perceive occasional small black points, which are the la-

ticifers cut diagonally.

To the right we clearly see these vessels appearing as concentric

rows of black points. The formation of the bark as seen through

the microscope explains in the most natural manner what we have

previously experienced in the course of practical tapping operations.

Anybody who has had experience in tapping Hevea, making suc-

cessively deeper and deeper incisions, will know, that after removal

of the bark, a layer is struck which resists the knife and which

gives no latex. After cutting deeper the resistance to the knife di-

minishes and the latex commences to flow more freely, until at last we
reach the layer which is easily penetrated, and which contains the

most latex.

When the tree reaches larger dimensions, the small scales for-

ming the outer side of the bark-covering drop off, together with the

protective stone cells. To replace the latter a new series is formed in

the more deeply situated layers of the inner cortex. In this condition

and while the groups of stone cells are still small and infrequent,

we observe that with the thickening of the cortex a disorganisation

of the laticiferous vessels, takes place. The old division (in rows) is

still partly visible, but is not so regular as it was, while the latici-

fers themselves are at greater distances than before. The last-

named fact is easily explained by the activity of the cambium, which

continually creates new layers of cells, the pressure of which forces

outward those already existing. With each extension the circumfe-

rence of each row steadily increases, and thus again the distance

between the laticifers becomes greater. This extension of the cir-

cumference is not the result of the increasing volume of the existing

cells, but arises from the fact that some of these divide, thus increasing

their number. As it seems new laticifers are not created by this

process, for making this possible the presence would be required of

a great number of embryonal cells which would unite to form chan-

nels, a process which could be possible only in the close vicinity of

the cambium.

Let us now observe a tangential section of Hevea (photos Nos. 3

and 7) which shows that the laticifers, as a rule, run parallel with the

stem and that they are mutually connected by a number of branches

(anastomoses). As already stated Chimani was of opinion that such

anastomoses could not be detected in Hevea, but before he had come
to this conclusion their presence had already been observed by Scott

and Miss Calvert, and later on by Fitting. The laticiferous vessels

of Hevea are connected in a tangential direction by numerous anasto-

moses thereby forming a complete network.

(Photo No. 2) From a radial longitudinal section (— ) we distinctly

see that the laticifers have a vertical direction with the stem, but

collateral connection cannot be detected. If we notice again across

section more especially with a view to tracing these connections, we
distinctly observe there the presence of certain anastomoses, which

run in tangential direction between the laticifers, the latter belonging

to the same series of cells, but no connection exists between the

laticifers of the different rows.

We must therefore suppose that the laticifers of Hevea are regularly

spread over the surface of a number of cylinders, fitting one into the

other, beginning at the cambium and keeping fixed relative distances.

On the surface of such a cylinder, we observe that the laticifers run

vertically and are connected by anastomoses, thus forming a complete

network, the different cylinders however being separated one from the

other. This fact which has never before been mentioned in any publi-

cation is of great importance in connection with tapping operations.

If such a cylindrical surface is cut open at a certain part of its circum-

ference, the latex of the whole cylinder will be able to flow to this point,

while the latex of a cylindrical surface, which has not been reached

by the incision, will not flow at all, and is therefore lost for that crop.

From the presence of anastomoses between the laticifers of the
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same cylindrical surface and between cells, which have originated at

the same period from the cambium, and their absence between the

laticifers of different cylinders (laficifers therefore which differ in age)
we can draw the conclusion, that laticiferous vessels can only originate

where there are in existence a large number of embryonal cells.

Manihot Glaziovii.

Scott has shown (Quarterly Journal of Micropscopic Science Vol.

XXIV 1884 pp. 194—204) that Manihot Glaziovii, although belonging

to the family of the Euphorbiaceae possesses not inarticulate but arti-

culate laticiferous vessels. He also discovered in seedlings two different

systems of tubes, the former in the external cortex, and the latter in

the secondary bark.

The laticifers are mutually connected by many anastomoses, but

only in a tangential direction. Shortly afterwards Miss. Calvert and

L. Boodle (On laticiferous tissue in the pith of Manihot Glaziovii,

Annals of Botany Vol. 1 1887 pp. 55—62) discovered by experimenting

on seedlings, that there is still a third system of laticiferous tubes in

the pith. This system is connected in the nodes with the system of

laticifers in the cortex; the laticifers in the pith are united in groups

and the vessels in each group are connected by anastomoses. Between

the different groups no anastomoses are found with the exception of

those in the buds. The laticifers in the cortex are on the contrary

mutually connected. In the buds we can also trace the anastomoses

spreading in radial directions.

Chimani could not find any anastomoses, and he therefore considers

it likely that they are of rare occurence.

In the foregoing remarks on the subject of the distribution of the

laticifers in Hevea Brasiliensis 1 pointed out the similarity in construction

of this plant with Manihot Glaziovii and a further investigation of the

laticifers of the latter demonstrates this similarity even more strongly.

What has been said about Hevea can therefore also be taken as

referring equally to the other. Photo No. 10 shows us a cross section

containing several laticifers in the outer layers of the cortex, these being

less protected by stone cells than is the case with Hevea. The greater

number are deposited in the inner layer of the bark, being created in

rows by the cambium during the development of the secondary cortex.

Photo No. 8 shows us numerous anastomoses in tangential direc-

tion and we can distinctly see the vertical extension of the tubes in

the cortex. From photo No. 9 we perceive, that as in the case of Hevea in

radial longitudinal sections nothing can be seen of anastomoses spreading

in radial direction or between the different layers of laticiferous

tissue. In the case of Manihot also the laticifers in the pith are of

no importance for the conveyance of nourishing matter or the flow

of latex. We shall therefore say no more about them, especially as

they have also been fully and accurately described by Miss Calvert

and Boodle.

Summing up we come to the following conclusions:

1) The systems of the laticiferous vessels of Hevea and Manihot

are exactly alike.

2) In young plants three systems of laticifers are to be found, the

first in the primary cortex, the second between the pericycle and

the cambium and the third in the pith. Of those the first and

last are of little importance.

3) In the case of older trees no trace of any system is to be found

in the primary cortex and the number of laticifers present in the

pith is trifling.

4) In the secondary development of the thickness of the plant the

cambium creates at regular intervals a series of cylindrically

formed layers of cells, which for the greater part are transformed

into laticifers.

5) Laticifers of the same cylinder are connected tangentically by

numerous anastomoses.

6) Anastomoses spreading in radial directions between the laticifers

of the different cylinders are only found in the primary cortex

and there only in the nodes of young shoots.

7) New laticifers can only be formed in the vicinity of the cambium

as long as there is a sufficient number of embryonal cells present.
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Explanation of the Different Photos.

The photos 1. 2. 7 and 8 are all taken with a Zeiss objective a,

all the others with Zeiss A, The ocular 4 of Huygens is used with

4, 8, 9 and 11, with the others ocular 2.

1 to 7 Hevea Brasiliensis: Enlargement

1) Cross section of the cortex of an old tree 8 times

2) Longitudinal section of same 6 „

3) Tangential section of same 40 „

4) Cross section of the pith of a 6 years old tree ... 56

5) 6) Longitudinal sections of same 33/38 „

80

7) Tangential section of the cortex of an old tree in

the layer where the stone cells are formed .... 7 „

8 to 11, Manihot Glaziovii:

—

8) Tangential section through a tappable cortex. ... 18 times

9) Longitudinal section of same 18 „

10) Cross section of same 39 „

11) Cross section through a young branch 18 „

Dr Pedro Arens.

Botanist of tfie Experimental Station

at Malang (East-Java).
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Reprinted from Teysmannia No. 2, 1898, by 0. Kolff and Co at Bafavia.

THE WHITE ANT
BY

Dr. J. C. Koningsberger.

Although the direct influence of these insects is of less importance

to the agricultural industry of Java than might be expected on

account of their universal distribution throughout the island still I feel

entitled to the necessary space in this publication, were it only to make

an attempt to remove the vague or erroneous ideas held by so many

regarding this interesting entomological group and to substitute a more

exact understanding of the subject. The numerous tales, scarcely more

than fables, which have originated in the home of the White Ant,

(for such the Tropics generally may be considered) have reached (not

seldom exaggerated in the telling), the ears of people in Europe, and

after finding their way back to the tropics in subsequent generations,

have continued to flourish even amongst those who have the opportunity

of acquainting themselves by daily observation of the real facts of

the case.

We need not be surprised that some of the erroneous ideas, which

exist regarding the Natural History of White Ant, originated with the

natives; for, although the latter are reliable in their simple observation

of natural life, they are far too much inclined to allow their imagination

full play, as soon as the smallest difficulty arises in the course of

observation. We cannot, however, think less of them than of many

a Dutch farmer, who, misled by a similarity In mode of flight, seriously

assures us that a kestrel during its development passes through one

stage of existence as a cuckoo.

Although the name „White Ant" has obtained burgher-rights

amongst us here, I should like to point out at once that it is a misnomer,

and that the insect at present under discussion, has nothing in common

with the ant proper, except that both are classified as insects, while

to judge from their frequent battles, they appear to consider this more

than sufficient.

A better, because more scientific, name is „Termite"; it is true

that the derivation of the scientific nomenclature of the order „Termes"

as introduced by Linnaeus is obscure, still this fact scarcely renders

„Termites" a less appropriate collective name for a group of insects,

distributed over a great portion of the globe in numerous varieties.

While the true Ants, as regards intellectual development, stand

in the forefront of insect life, where they form with wasps and bees

the order „Hymenoptera"—to Termites a lower place has to be

assigned, in the order of „Neuroptera" while they are regarded by

many as a separate order „Pseudoneuroptera". This difference of

opinion as to the order to which they have to be assigned in the

classification of insects, is in itself an indication that they are somewhat

out of the common ; they have something antediluvian about them.

Let us permit ourselves a digression for ^ further inquiry into

this peculiarity.

When the palaeontologists, who are engaged in the study of the

fossils of the flora and fauna of prehistoric days, tell us that the legions

of insects, which at present exist on the earth, date from comparatively

recent times, they do not calculate this vague approximation in years

or centuries, but in periods which can scarcely be expressed in those

units of time which we employ to-day. During these periods, which

cannot as a general rule be sharply defined one from the other, the

various formations of which the earth is composed, sprung into existence,

while the fossils which are found in great number and variety show

how the plant and animal existence of each period exhibited peculiar
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characteristics which allow them to be differentiated fairly easily from

those of other periods. The Industries e.g. stoke their machinery

with the remnants of the Coal Period, when the earth was covered

with forests of giant Ferns, Lycopodia and Equiseta which neither

before nor after that period attained an equal pitch of development.

From about the same period date the oldest existing traces of

insect life, and these are the very fossils which point to a great affinity

between the Termites of to day, and the predecessors of that class of

insect which is now the largest and richest in variety. At the same

time it should not be overlooked here that the order „Orthoptera"

possesses some species (e. g. locusts, and cockroaches) which can

trace their descent equally far back, but the Termites have the peculiarity

that they have always remained true to their old characteristics of the

coal period. But to return from the dim past to the present, we shall

now consider the Termites as a class of insects from a closer point of

view; we shall not however concern ourselves with the numerous

varieties which exist, nor with the greater or smaller differences which

these kinds exhibit either in appearance or manner of existence. I will

rather attempt to construct a typical White Ant—colony and to give

a short sketch thereof, which the reader will please understand to be

true and accurate for a considerable number of species, while at the

same time no one species has been taken as an example.

We have to imagine the colony as living in a dwelling ingeniously

formed from clay and other materials into a kind of nest, greatly differing

in size but with a centrum from which numerous passages radiate in

all directions. At about the middle point of the centre, often a little

beneath it, is the „holiest of holies" of the colony, having a diameter

of a few centimetres and a height of not much more than one centi-

metre. This space in enclosed by two strong earthen walls, the ceiling

being especially compact, and cannot be approached except through

extremely narrow gangways. If we open this holiest of holies, the first

thing that attracts our attention is the curious insect, concerning which

even in the present day so many fabulous tales are current, the Termite

Queen or queen of the White Ants. This insect, however little of

royalty there may be about it, is indeed worthy in all respects of closer

observation; we can scarcely recognise as an insect the white soft fleshy

mass of which for the most part it consists. Unable to move, it lies

continually in the same spot, slightly convulsive, the head and thorax

with the six now useless legs alone allowing us to conceive its origin.

On seeing it for the first time one gets the impression of a small insect.

escaping from the white mass; closer observation brings one to the

conclusion that we have to deal with an insect having the after part

of its body enormously distended. It is nevertheless difficult to identify

this creature with the „laron" which flies every evening about our ears.

Six brown chitin scales, somewhat darker at the top than underneath

indicate, what we may suppose to have been its origin. These scales

are united in the laron that is flying around, and enclose the hindmost

part (abdomen) of its body, but not having the capacity of further

growth, they become widely separated, through the swelling of the

abdomen. This swelling is the result of the formation of eggs, which

have been estimated at millions. As a general rule they can be perceived

issuing as small semi-transparent elliptical bodies from the abdomen

of the Termite Queen, whose repose has been disturbed.

The existence of the eggs presupposes that of a royal husband; we
need not search long to find him although at the least sign of danger

he endeavours to conceal himself under the body of his spouse. Pro-

moted from a modest laron to be the chief of a numerous nation, of

which it may be remarked in passing, he sees no more than his immediate

surroundings, he has adhered to the simplicity of former days when
he left at dusk the nest where he was born and flew about for a short

time „a la recherche d'une femme". In fact he has degenerated; after

finding the lady of his fancy he very rapidly lays his wings before her

in respectful adoration, whereupon the adored one cannot think of

anything better to do than to discard her wings also and thus both go

in a fairly helpless condition into the wide, wide world. But to this

we will refer later.

The royal quarters in the Termite nest show further a number of

armed insects, who attack our fingers or our instruments in their furious

desire to ward off impending evil from the royal pair.

With the powerful, pincerlike jaws of the huge brown head widely

opened they attack the disturber and in some kinds the rage is so fierce,

that when they have once seized anything, they would sooner allow

their head to be torn from their body than to let go.

To these insects, which are distributed throughout the whole of

the nest, the very appropriate name of soldiers has been given; those

who act as lifeguards to the king and queen, exhibit no difference from

their comrades in arms who are entrusted with a more modest sphere

of work, and if is not impossible that they relieve each other from

time to time.

The fourth kind with which we meet is the common rajap or
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white Ant of ordinary life, tlie labour element of the Ant community,
which so often gives us unpleasant surprises. The task of the wor-
kers, which we saw in the immediate vicinity of the royal pair is a
very peaceful one; that they supply them with food is very probable,

but not quite certain, as on any disturbance of the nest they carry

more important affairs in their Termite brains: they have in fact to

take care of the eggs and young larvae. Just see how busy they are

bringing the spes patriae into safety. In ordinary circumstances it is pro-

bably done in the shadows of the nest in a calmer manner. As soon as the

eggs are produced by the Queen, they are conveyed by the workers
to numerous small cavities which have been made around the royal

abode, some even in its walls. When the extremely small, milk-white

larvae have been hatched they are fed for a long time by the female

workers; when they are older they may wander a little way from

the centre and when they are almost full-grown they distribute

themselves throughout the passages of the labyrinth which an Ants'nest

shows.

We have now come to the peripherous portions of the nest,

which consist in their simplest form of numerous divisions separated

by thin walls and having communication by means of small openings.

These gradually change into the plunder-routes and trenches which

extend in all directions around the nest, by means of which the white

ants exhibit their industry to the outside world.

Being blind and afraid of light, they avoid daylight; they bore

their way through objects the composition of which makes this pos-

sible if they meet with stone or other material, which resists the

efforts of their jaws, they make their way round them and if in so

doing they cannot but come to the surface they make the earth fun-

nels, familiar to everyone, in which they are safe from harmful in-

fluences from outside. If such a tunnel is opened it can be seen

how the workers, under the supervision of a number of soldiers,

close up the broken part.

There is one category of insects which up to the present has not

been under discussion viz: that of the future winged insects (larons).

But this will only arise as a subject for discussion when we come

to consider how a termite colony is founded and the signification

of the different sorts of insects which we find in it.

The origin of a termite colony has been obscure for a long time.

We see how the fully grown sexually developed insects, the so cal-

led larons, fly away, and we understand of course, that a certain

percentage are able to escape the manifold dangers to which they

are exposed, from bats, birds and all kinds of reptiles, but what
happens further to these animals we never observe in the ordinary

course of events. Even if at night near our dwelling a great swarm
of larons flies out, some of which enter uninvited and disturb our

evening repose the remainder being wiser remaining outside, still as

a general rule we do not the next morning see more of them than

the discarded wings and it is rarely that in the early morning a so-

litary specimen is noticed wandering helplessly around followed by

numerous ants who will presently carry it away in triumph.

In this connection various possibilities have been suggested, and in

the first place attempts were made to find analogies with what takes

place in the case of other insects such as ants and bees, also living

in communities. We find sometimes the supposition brought forward

that the female insect after fertilisation is led or dragged by the wor-

kers and soldiers back to the nest, to find herself shortly afterwards

crowned and honoured as sovereign. Here arices however the objec-

tion how can the soldiers and workers, which live in the nest or in

their passages and tunnels, find the female insect, which had flown

away before pairing?

Others have thought that the young pair after their elopement,

recruit a number of soldiers and workers, either out of the nest from

which they came or from another and that with their assistance

they found a new colony.

Observation made recently in the South of Europe as well as in

the tropics, however, have revealed that the exact state of affairs

is as simple as possible, viz. that this young couple pass their ho-

neymoon in quiet seclusion, and are left undisturbed, until their own
offspring comes to enliven the quiet abode.

When we remarked above, that the male and female, having

discarded their wings, go into the wide, wide world in a fairly help-

less condition, we merely meant to say that they try to avoid all

dangers by finding as quickly as possible a hidden corner, the en-

trance to which the male insect closes up with mould.

In this condition they seem to remain for a considerable time,

at least, several pairs which 1 observed in boxes of earth, and partly

examined each week, were after fully three months, still normal.

With a few females, the abdomen began to swell slightly, but in the

abnormal circumstances of their imprisonment they did not lay eggs,

and before the fourth month was out, the insects died, probably
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through want of proper food. As a result of natural observations

made here and at other places it may be thought probable, that the

first abode of the young pair is the origin of a new nest, and this

is only extended when the soldiers and workers have been developed

as the offspring of the female. It is true that a few points remain

obscure, but everything indicates that the foundation of a new Ter-

mite colony takes place in this simple manner.

The Queen now continues laying eggs, under the colossal swel-

ling of the abdomen as has already been mentioned, while the abode

in which she lives, is extended as required by the workers. The

entrances to this portion of the nest however remain so narrow that

neither she nor the male insect can go out of the room, and until

a suitable kind of light-rays is discovered what happens therein will

remain unknown.

Although different kinds of individuals are developed from the

eggs, all have the same appearance, neither can the young larvae be

differentiated one from the other. At a later period distinct diffe-

rences are noticed, and we see then how three sorts of insects are

found in the continually enlarging nest. The first form is that of the

future sexual insects (larons), on whose thorax are gradually developed

the wings which will enable them afterwards to fly out; the second

is that of the soldiers and the third is that of the workers.

The future larons pass their time for the most part in the vi-

cinity of the centre of the nest, the soldiers and workers are distri-

buted every where; the latter dig passages in all directions to places

often far distant, and cause the destruction to which the termites

largely owe their fame.

In spite of the smartness and perseverance with which the soldiers

and workers go about their work they are incomplete animals, as they

lack the power to procreate ; the development of the organs destined

for that purpose only reaches a certain stage and then ceases.

It will surprise no one who has observed the habits of ants that

the part played by termites in natural economy is of considerable

importance.

Although they are to be found here in almost every spot Java is

not the country where their influence is most strongly felt; other

countries have the doubtful privilege of supremacy in this respect.

We are thinking of Ceylon where the cultivation of at least a third

part of the lowlands is not to be thought of, as it is so thickly inhabited

by Ants, whose nests (hills) are raised above the level of the soil in

countless numbers. We may recall the tales of travellers, in the

hottest parts of America, and Africa, who mention Termite hills 4

metres or more high and Termite swarms that rise therefrom in thick

clouds.

If we confine ourselves to Java we cannot dispute that Termites

also exercise an undeniably beneficial influence; they perform in the

plant world the huge work of clearing off the dead elements, even as

do the true ants in the animal world. Considered from this point of

view the work of Termites in the tropical forests may be called be-

neficial. Supposing that in the damp atmosphere of a virgin forest

the dead wood remained without being touched year in year out, there

would arise an agglomeration of rotting vegetation which in the

process of decay would infect the air and soil so to speak with pesti-

lence. This danger does not now exist; the dead wood is removed

by the Termites and is for the greater part chewed up into its smallest

components.

Living plants are only in exceptional cases attacked by Termites;

if this indeed be the case it will as a general rule be observed that

the plant had been attacked by some disease or other or for some

other reason was not normal. Such exceptions are plants which, as

the sugar cane, have particularly attractive constituents, but even in

this case only a few of the numerous termite varieties regale them-

selves on the living plants.

Again, do the parts of plants attacked, whether living or dead

really compose the food of Termites? Any one who is at all acquain-

ted with the biological discoveries of recent times and which have

been discussed in so many popular magazines, will at once think of

the results brought to light through the observation of the mode of

life of some varieties of ants in South America.

The German naturalist Alfred JVloller—to give a short note on the

subject—succeeded in tracing the famous leaf-cutting ants in their

hidden ways and discovered that the numerous pieces of leaf taken

by the animals to their nests were not immediately used as food, but

were chewed into small balls and brought together in certain apart-

ments of the nest.

On these little balls there develops a kind of fungus and that

serves as food for the ants.

Now we also find in the nests of some kinds of Termites a

mould vegetation. This was known more than a century ago to an

English naturalist sojourning in British India, but little attention seems
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to have been paid to his communication; the matter was at any rate

forgotten until it attracted renewed attention about fifteen years ago.

Considered in the light of Moller's discovery it led to the conclusion

that these peculiar white balls of mould formed in great numbers on

the materials of the nest, serve as food for the termites and further

observation has certainly confirmed this.

A closer investigation of this important matter has still to be under-

taken. Still, this at least seems to be certain that the growth of mould
only occurs in the nest of certain varieties, whereas in others no

trace thereof can be found. Its presence seems to depend on the

materials of which the nest is composed.

The reader will have drawn from the pages which we have here

devoted to the white ant the conclusion that our knowledge of these

very interesting animals is far from complete. The difficulties wich

retard investigation are both great and peculiar, being caused by the

secrecy of the life of the insects which on the least disturbance of their

peaceful abode do not act normally. A few kinds live less obscurely

but they cannot be considered as the typical termites. In Java for

instance a black termite is found which lives on trees and constructs a

fairly primitive nest out of pieces of gnawed bark and other vegetable

matter. 1 mention this variety purposely as some one or other meeting

with them would not easily recognise them as termites.

This recognition will not however be difficult if at the same time

mention is made of the peculiar appearance of the soldiers. Instead

of the powerful, huge jaws which we find in typical varieties, these

are armed with a sharp spine in the middle of the head which cau-

ses the well known Wallace to make a comparison with the German

„Pickelhaube". At the approach of real or supposed danger they

thrust in every direction with this weapon as if possessed, but with-

out accomplishing much more than a fall to the ground through

their impetuous movements.
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Review of the Exhibits from the

Netherlands Indies.

In bringing together a collection of Exhibits from the Netherlands

Indies for the International Rubber and Allied Trades Exhibition it has

been considered that as few plantations are as yet producing on a

large scale, it is better to try to give an idea of the growing importance

of rubber cultivation in this colony, and of what may be expected of

it, than to bring together a large number of samples of rubber prepared

in various ways. Nor indeed could such samples be of any great

interest to the market, seeing that in most instances the plantations

from which they are taken could not undertake to supply large quantities.

The Netherlands India Committee, therefore, which includes offi-

cials of the Department of Agriculture and Representatives of the

various Agricultural Associations, decided to send a collective exhibit

of its own, and further to give the Rubber plantations individually

an opportunity to contribute exhibits for the Netherlands Colonial

Section, hoping that in this way greater attention would be drawn

to the special products of these plantations.

Below is given a short description of the exhibits contributed in

the Netherlands Indies section, the numbers of each corresponding

with those given in this Catalogue.

COLLECTIVE EXHIBITS.

Department of Agriculture.

1. Map of Java and Madura, indicating the grounds occupied by

rubberplantations (green spots for Government plantations

and red for private or Companies' estates; the figures on the

red spots refer to the private estates, the names of which

are included in the statistics printed below.

On this map are clearly marked the several existing or

projected rail and tram lines.

2. Map of the Neth. East Indies, showing the regular steamship

services throughout the Archipelago provided by the steamers

of the Royal Steam Packet Company.

3. Map of the World, showing the principal steamship connections

between Netherlands East India and other parts of the world.

4. Herbarium of rubber-producing trees and plants, which are used

for green manure in the Neth. East Indies.

5. Wood (small beam & planks) taken from a 10 year old Pararubber

tree.

6. White ant (termites) that do great damage both in the houses

and in the fields.

a. nest of white ant;

b. queen's cell;

c. Queens;

d. males and females;

e. soldiers;

f. young males and females;

g. males and females winged.

7. Piece of wood destroyed by white ants;

8. Cross section of Hevea trunks;

9. Para trunks of about 12 years old from the Experimental Garden

at Buitenzorg;

a. tapped with the pricker;

b. badly tapped 6 years ago, thus causing excrescences;

c. badly tapped ten years ago; cambium layer damaged;

d. tapped with pricker; cambium layer damaged.
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10. Sketch of the laticiterous system of the Para tree, by Dr. Simons:
11. Root fungus (Fomes semitostus) on roots oi Hevea brasiliensis.

12. „Djamoer oepas" or bark-canker (Corticium javankum) on the
stem of Hevea brasiliensis.

13. Cobweb-disease (fungus not yet determined) on branch and
leaves of Ficus elastica.

Division of Forestry.

14. Ficus rubber in so-called Pamanoekan balls, each weighing
1/4 kilo, handmade product obtained from latex, without
chemicals;

15. Ficus rubber hand made in blocks made from scrap;

16. Ficus rubber in bloks hand made from latex, without chemicals;

17. Ficus rubber crepe, produced by machinery, without chemicals;

Government Guttapercha and Rubber Plantations

at Tjipetir (Preanger Regencies).

18. Pamphlet on the guttapercha plantations at Tjipetir;

Photographs of the guttapercha plantations at Tjipetir;

19. Young gutta percha trees (Palaquium Dychopsis);

20. Young rubber trees;

a. Hevea Brasiliensis;

b. Ficus elastica;

c. Castilloa elastica;

d. Manihot Glaziovii;

21. Seeds of the following plants;

a. Hevea Brasiliensis;

b. Ficus elastica;

c. Castilloa elastica;

d. Manihot Glaziovii (Ceara);

22. Guttapercha made from fresh leaves;

23. Guttapercha collected from the stem by incision;

24. Gauge for measuring the bark;

25. Plant diseases.

a. Four year old Para tree attacked by bark-canker (Cor-

ticium javanicum); after treatment the bark is restored;

b. Young guttapercha tree of which the bark has been

damaged by wild pig; these animals sharpen their

teeth on the bark.

General Experimental Station at Salatiga.

26. Collection of moths and insects found on rubber trees.

Royal Magnetic and Meteorological Observatory at Balavia.

21. Collection of Publications.

Rubber Planters' Association at Bandoeng (West-Java).

28. 5 KG marked A Tick blanket of scrap-rubber from trees of

3'/2 to 41/2 years old;

29. 2 KG „ B Yellow sheets from trees 4 years old; no
coagulent used;

Blanket crepe from trees 4 years old;

K Hand made sheets from trees 4 years old;

Pale yellow crepe from trees 6 years old;

Brownish sheets from trees 6 years old;

Crepe from scrap rubber from trees 6 years
old;

35. 1 KG „ I Pale crepe obtained by ceogulation (by
means of acetic acid) of the residue in the

coagulation pan after the non-acidulated

bulk has been taken out;

36. 3 KG „ G Hand made brownish sheets from trees 31/2

years old;

37. 3 KG „ H Hand made scrap from trees 3V2 years old.

Except sample B. all these rubbers are coagulated with acetic

acid.
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Association of Leaseholders in Djocja and Solo.

41. Sample of 5 KG- latex crepe of Ficus elastica;

42. Sample of 5 KG. scrap crepe of Ficus elastica;

43. Sample of 5 KG. latex crepe of Hevea Brasiliensis (Para rubber);

44. Sample of 5 KG. scrap crepe of Hevea Brasiliensis (Para

rubber);

4 photos of plantations.

Malan^ As;ricuUural Society.

45. Soil samples.

a. Surface soil from an elevated plantation (3500 feet above

sealevel) on the volcano Smeroe;

b. sub soil of same;

c. Surface soil of plantation situated at the foot (1300 feet

above the sea-level) of Smeroe;

d. Sub soil of same;

e. Surface-soil of a plantation (1500 feet above the sea-

level) situated on the Southern mountain range;

f. Sub-soil of same;

46. a block Ficus elastica scrap in original packing 3 KG.

47. a block Ficus elastica scrap 0.65 KG.

48. a block Ficus elastica sheet 3.15 KG.

49. a block Ficus elastica crepe 2.50 KG.

50. a block Castilloa crepe 2.40 KG.

51. a block Castilloa sheet 9.20 KG.

52. a block Castilloa Tunu sheet 0.70 KG.

53. 2 fin cases coca (catch crop) 3 KG.

54. 1 small bag Java coffee (catch crop) 2 KG.

55. 1 small bag Robusta coffee (catchrop) 2 KG.

56. 1 small bag Hybride-graft coffee (green bean) 2 KG.

57. 1 small bag Hybride-graft coffee (yellow bean) 2 KG.

Collection of photos, giving an idea of the conversion of a

coffee plantation into rubber.

Association for the Advancement of Agriculture and
Industry at Djember.

58. Sample of I picul (61.5 K.G.) Robusta coffee W. I. B. or wet

preparation marked K. L, in original packing, ready for sale;

grown with Hevea Brasiliensis (see photo no. 35);

49. Sample of 1 picul (61.5 K.G.). Robusta coffee W. I. B. or wet

preparation marked P. G. D. in original packing, ready for

sale, grown with Ficus elastica (see photo no. 38);

60. Bale Manilla hemp in original packing, grown with Hevea (see

photos nos 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 20);

61. Sample of '/j pi^ul Coffee arabica W. I. B. or wet preparation,

grown with Hevea Brasiliensis (no. 34);

62. Sample of '/4 P'cul Coffee liberica W. I. B. or wet preparation

grown with Ficus elastica.

63. Seeds of Leguminous plants, used for green manuring.

a. Leucaena glauca;

b. Tephrosia purpurea;

c. Crotolaria;

d. Clitoria cajanaefolia;

e. Phaseolus lunatus;

f. Vigna sinensis (Cow pea);

g. kratok;

h. kressek;

Photos of rubber plantations and buildings;

Photos of Banjoewangi harbour; used for shipping by the

members of the above Agricultural Society;

Photos of the harbour of Panaroekan, the most important for

exports from these plantations.

64. Soil samples.

I. a. Surface soil from the Djamboe plantation, height abo-

ve sea-level 2000 feet

;

b. sub soil from the Djamboe plantation, height above

sea-level 2000 feet;

II. a. Surface soil from the Kail Kempit plantation height

above sea-level 1000 feet;

b. sub soil from the Kali Kempit plantation, height above

sea-level 1000 feet;

III. a. surface soil of the plantation Kendeng Lemboe, height

above sea-level 500 feet;

b. sub soil of the plantation K. Lemboe, height above

sea-level 500 feet;

IV. a. surface soil of the plantation Kedaton, height above

sea-level 1500 feet;

b. sub soil of the plantation Kedaton, height above sea-

level 1500 feet;
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V. a. surface soil of the plantation Klatakan, height above
sea-level 200 feet;

b. sub soil of the plantation Klatakan height above sea-

level 200 feet;

65. sample rubber of Castilloa elastica 5 K.G.

66. sample rubber of Hevea Brasiliensis 10 K.G.

General Union of rubber-planters of the EasI Coast of
Sumatra at Medan (Deli).

67. Model of an Assistent's house on a plantation on the East

Coast of Sumatra;

68. Model of a coolie hut on a plantation on the East coast;

69. Model of a coolie hospital;

Collection of photos;

70. Map of the East Coast of Sumatra, showing the Rubber plan-

tations;

71. Publication of Dr. Schuffner and Dr. Kuenen on the State of

Health of coolies under the Senembah company; typical of

the whole East Coast;

72. Example of the existing coolie contract and of the coolie

Ordinance;

73. Album of views of the East Coast of Sumatra.

INDIVIDUAL EXHIBITS.

Pamanoekan and Tjiassem land exploitation

Company. Batavia Residency, Java.

74. Sample light smoked Hevea sheets from latex;

75. Sample dark smoked Hevea sheets from latex;

76. Sample unsmoked Hevea sheets from latex;

77. Sample Hevea sheet from scrap (crepe);

78. Sample Hevea sheets from skimmings;

79. Sample Hevea sheet from shavings;

80. Sample Ficus sheets from latex;

81. Sample Ficus sheets from scrap;

82. Sample Ficus balls from scrap;

83. Ribbon from which Ficus balls are prepared;

84. Sample Castilloa sheet from scraps;

85. Small sample bags Robusta coffee no 1;

86. Small sample bags Liberia coffee no 1;

87. Small sample chests Kasomalang tea;

88. Small sample chests Boekanegara tea;

89. Small sample chests rice;

90. Small chests rice husks no 11;

91. 2 bundles paddy of normal growth;

92. Various samples of paddy in bundles on a small scale of the

best quality of different kinds of paddy grown;

93. Various samples Cinchona bark (ledger);

94. Various Cinchona bark samples (hybrid);

95. Sample small bags Cinchona bark;

96. Sample black pepper;

collection of photos;

97. Map of the Pamanoekan and Tjiassem lands;

various statics.

„Ngrangkah" Cullivaiion Co (Kediri Residency, Java).

98. Specimens of the trunk of the Castilloa elastica, 2'/2 feet long.

From trees of 1 to 8 years; showing the growth in circumference;

99. Specimen of the trunk of Castilloa elastica, indicating the method

of tapping and the healing of the wound.

100. Ripe and unripe fruit of the Castilloa elastica (in spirits of wine);

101. Sample of the seed of Castilloa elastica;

102. Larvae of beetles which attack the trunks and branches of young

trees (in spirits of wine);

103. Branch damaged by the beetle mentioned under no 102;

104. Tools used for tapping Castilloa elastica;

105. Chest, as used for shipment of Castilloa rubber;

106. Chest containing different kinds of Castilloa rubber;

Collection of photos.

The „Koelon Bambang" Plantation (Manager Mr. Nic

van Delden): Kediri Residency, Java.

107. Sample of rubber from the Ficus elastica crepe;

108. Sample of rubber from the Ficus elastica sheet;

109. Sample of rubber from the Ficus elastica block (smoked);

110. Sample of rubber from the Manihot Glaziovii (Ceara) crepe;

111. Sample of rubber from the Manihot Glaziovii (Ceara) sheet;

112. Sample of rubber from the Manihot Glaziovii (Ceara) block

(smoked);



113. Sample of rubber from the Castilloa crepe;

114. Sample of rubber from the CastiUoa elastica sheet;

115. Sample of rubber from the Castilloa elastica block (smoked);

116. Tub used in the preparation of rubber;

117. Tapping knives;

118. Board with sheets of the above mentioned varieties of rubber, for

advertising purposes;

119. Sample of coffee grown as catch crop;

120. Sample of coca grown as catch crop;

121. Seeds of the Manihot Glaziovii.

The „Pasir Ajoenan" Planiation (Manager Mr. E. Gruene-

wald) Bantam Residency, Java.

122. Chest of Para rubber weighing 60 Kg, sheet, from 4 year old

trees, prepared wit fluoric hydrogen, in wooden coagulation

tubs of 100 L. capacity, rolled in a hand mangle, and slightly

smoked; estate situated 120 M. above sea-level; harvested in

January 1911. Half fish-bone method, tappers usual '/4 gauge,

distance between the incisions 16 to 18 c. M.

Langkapoera Rubber Estate Ltd. (Manager Mr. A. Paul-

mann. Lampong Districts Residency, Sumatra).

123. Chest with one large and a number of small balls of rubber,

formed from the scrap of Ficus elastica, in all 35 KG.

Large ball composed of rubber (from the third tapping in

the same year) of 25 9 year old Ficus trees, also 2'/2KG

„Tropf" rubber. These 25 trees were planted at wide

distances apart in good soil 150 M. above sea-level. The

trees appear to be very healthy.

Three or four tappings per year have given since 1909

750 to 1000 grammes of dry rubber per year and per tree.

Ttie „ Tjirandji" Plantation, (Manager Mr. H.F.F. Stennelces)

Preanger Regencies, Java.

124. Sample Para rubber 1st grade crepe (3 rolls) 2. 5 KG;

125. Sample Para rubber 2nd grade crepe (1 roll) 1 KG;

126. Sample Para rubber 3nd grade crepe (1 roll) 1/2 KG;

127. Sample Para rubber sheet;

128. Sample Para rubber biscuit;

Tlte „ Tjoeroeg" Plantation ; (Manager Mr. L. G. de Vos van

Nederveen Cappel) Batavia Residency, Java.

129. Sample Para rubber 10 sheets from 51/2 year old trees, total 3 KG;

Collection photos.

The „Pasir Oeijing" Planiation (Manager Mr. W. Volz;

Preanger Regencies, Java).

130. Chest with 20 pound sheets of Para rubber;

131. Chest with 20 pound crepe 1st grade of Para rubber;

132. Chest with 20 pound crepe 2nd grade of Para rubber;

133. Chest with 20 pound crepe 3nd grade of Para rubber;

134. Chest with 20 pound crepe 4th grade of Para rubber;

135. Case of tapping implements;

136. Pamphlet on the plantation.
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AREA PLANTED WITH RUBBER
IN

JAVA AND MADURA.

The following Statement gives the area planted with Rubber

by the various Estates in each year. In the figures for the year 1904

are also included the areas planted previous to that year.

As regards the totals, the figures at the foot of the colums having

reference to planted areas give the aggregates in bouws, whilst the

figures in the next column give total number of trees planted on

those Estates which supplied particulars of trees only, giving no in-

formation as to area.

The figure in the first column is a reference to the corresponding

number on the Map of Java and Madoera exhibited, showing the

situation of the Estates.

1 bouw = 1,75 acre
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HEVEA-PLANTATIONS.

35
36
37
38
39
40

43

46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53

54

56
57
58
59
60
61

62
63
64
65

66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75

76

Names of

Provinces and Estates.

1904

bouws trees

Tjikasintoe

Tjibintaro

Pangleseran
Tjilentab (Goenoeng Ronda)
Panjindangan en Giri-Awas
Soewarna

Cheribon.

Land Kandanghauer

Semarang.

Nobo
Klein Getas
Soekamangli
Selokaton
Sido-Redjo
Geboegan
Assinan
Getas

Soerabaja.

Pengadjaran

Pasoeroean.

Telogoredjo
Wonolopo
Pantjoersari

Tlogosari
Soember Manggis Kidoel

Soember Doeren
Bandoeroto
Oeneng Lebak Roto
Kali Klepoe
Soember Mandjing
Limbang Landen
Soember Soeko Tangkep
Soember Tjoeling

Soember Singkaring

Pefoeng Omboh
Gledagan Pantjoer

Poerboio
Ngredjo
Sonowangi
Soember Telogo
Kali Telle

219
19

494
330

25

1905

bouws trees

1906

bouws trees

1907

bouws trees

494 71

3000



HEVEA-PLANTATIONS.

Names of

Provinces and Estates.

Soember Bokor
Soember Rowo
Soeko Rame
Goenoeng Ringgit etc.

Kali Bakar
Wonokoio en Ampelgading

Estates Ltd.

Wonokerto
Soember Aroem
Soember Nongko
Molio Ardjo en Soember

Remis
Tempoor-Sewoe

Besoeki.

Kendang Lemboe
Aengsono I. 11. 111.

Garahan Kidoel
Soember Tenggoelon
Bajoelor

Kedaton Badean
Tjorah Mas
Baru (Java) Estate

Kali Mrawan
Kali Djompo
Kali Kadjar Lor
Gerengredjo 1 t/m IV
Goenoeng Majang
Petoengredjo
Soeko Koelon
Widodaren
Moemboel
Goenoeng Goemitir
Bandjarsari I t/m V
Raijap

Taman Gloegoeh
Soember Wadoeng
Pantjoer Angkrek
Pesoetjfen

Banjoemas.

Meloewoeng
Tjiseroe & Tjiparie

Tjiseroe

1904 1905 1906 1907

bouws trees
I
bouws trees bouws

,
trees

,
bouws trees bouws trees bouws trees

1908 1909

9'

1000

75

25

50

50

500 692

2000
4262

168 21 V2

1320

59

16

16

140

25 7689

3950
28279

3658
15980
500

70000
2700

28444

22, 10000

130
130

55
44
120

91

90
120

19

40

70

300 ,
48500

50: 13000
1400

13595

107: 32972

56000
31000

22694
22000
28210
16150
4500

38303
35520

106! 26500
1696

4845

450 125000

203

10678! 738 176554

59
118
40
160

14854
21240
15000
54000

60 25534

70
142

9V2
28

200

63'/2

30

17437
50854
20000

1535

3806
50000
10300
10700
6750

160 35000

1945

175
1 50000

160' 180000

!
8708

306 ! 74000
70' 20000

85,
100

9000
16575
25000

1910

bouws

580

450
200

278 36140

161

10,

60

511

700;
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FICUS-PLANTATIONS.

Names of

Provinces and Estates.

1904

bouws trees

Getas

Soerabaja.

Segoenoeng
Pengadjaran

Pasoeroean.

Telogo Redjo
Wonolopo
Tlogosari

Soember Manggis Kidoel

Soember Doeren
Bandoeroto
Geneng Lebak Roto
Soember Mandjing
Limburg Landen
Soember Soeko Tangkep
Soember Tjoeling

Petoeng Omboh
Gledagan Pantjoor

Ngredjo
Soember Telogo
Kali Tello

Soember Bokor
Soeko Rame
Goenoeng Ringgit

Kali Bakar
Wonokoio en Ampelgading

Estates Ltd

Wonokerto
Soember Aroem
Soember Nongko
Molio Ardjo en Soember Remis

Besoeki.

Soember Tenggoelon
Bajoelor

Tjorah Mas
Kali Mrawan
Kali Djompo
Gerengredjo I t/m IV

Widodaren
Moemboel
Bandjarsari I t/m V

25

25

1000

2022

744

1000
200
300

10.000

800
1289

6000
946

5000
300

3635

5000

420

1905

bouws trees

1906

308

2000
200

4200
1598

85 26000
1642

29

25

3630
841

bouws trees

500

170

1229
6000
2000

300
2000

24

2'l:

70

1907

bouws trees

1000
700

150

22000
2681

33

340
700

40

202

90

1908

bouws trees

5500

4716

1754
50515
5000

1000
1129

3000

29000
2751

5935
6323

4000

275

1500

150

70

465

16

99'/;

22000

2300
4624

2473
116242
3000

1000
8599
3349

150
3000

331

931

1909

bouws trees

1500

400

30

1910

bouws ' trees

10

336

25

6000

6317
3000
1520

86150
4000
100

3125

2000
1361

1200

9000

20

105

12310

5147
2657

2200

400

3000

2316
1627

2000
24477
1000

1300

3413

15 1853

325
803

1237
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CEARA-PLANTATI0N8.

Bantam.

Lebak Bolang

Batavia.

Tjoeroeg

Preanger Regentschappen.

Boenisari

Goenoeng Soesoeroeh
Pasir Pogor Estate

Panoembangan
Tjilentab (Goenoeng Ronda)

Semarang.

Nobo
Getas

Soerabaja.

Segoenoeng
Pengadjaran

Pasoeroean.

Telogo Redjo
Wonolopo
Pantjoer-sari

Soember Manggis Kidoel

Goenoeng Lebak Roto
Kali Klepoe
Soember Mandjing
Soember Singkaring

Gledagan Pantjoer

Ngredjo
Soember Telogo
Soember Bokor
Soeko Rame
Kali Bakar
Wonokoio en Ampelgading

Estates Ltd.

Wonokerto
Soember Nongko
Molio Ardjo en Soember Re-

mis

1904

bouws trees

1905

bouws trees

1906 1907

bouws trees I bouws trees

1908 1909

bouws trees ' bouws ; trees

1910

bouws trees

100

120

297
50

500

26
i

9300

104 10400

250

20

14

100

250
3'

2

10

570

100

4120

1000
15000

6572
128000

25000
40000

625
1000

30000
2000
1880
1700
2701
500

951

2652

10 10000
800

13
1 5712

75 1
75000
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CA8T1LL0A-PLANTATI0NS.



CA8TILL0A-PLANTATI0NS.



Area Planted With Rubber in Netherlands India.

(excluding JAVA and MADURA).

This Statement is fairly complete only as regards the EAST
COAST OF SUMATRA; from the other Provinces particulars recei-

ved were insufficient.



HEVEA-PLANTATIONS.

Names of



FIGUS-PLANTATIONS.

Names of



Value of Imports info Java, Madoera and the other islands of Netherlands

India by merchants and the Government.

Year



Value of Exports from Java, JVIadoera and the other islands of J^etherlands

India by merchants and the Government.

Year

1884

1885

1886

1887

1888

1890

1891

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

1902

1903

1904

1905

1906

1907

1908

Java and Madoera
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„PASS1R OETJING" Estate, Preanger Regency, JAVA.

The FIRST Complete Rubber Installation erected in JAVA.

Supplied and erected by The FEDERATED ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,

BANDOENG, BATAVIA and SOERABAYA.



„BAJABANG" Estate, Preanger Regency, JAVA.
The Fourth Complete Rubber Installation erected in JAVA.

Supplied and erected by The FEDERATED ENGINEERING Co. LTD.,

BANDOENG, BATAVIA and SOERABAYA.



„TJIRANDJI" Estate, Preanger Regency, JAVA.

The SECOND Complete Rubber Installation erected in JAVA.
Supplied and erected by The FEDERATED ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,

BANDOENG, BATAVIA and SOERABAYA.



„NIEUW"TJ!SALAK" Estate, Bantam, JAVA.
The THIRD Complete Rubber Installation erected in JAVA.

Supplied'and erected by Ttie FEDERATED ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,

BANDOENG, BATAVIA and SOERABAYA.



OUTSIDE VIEW of the FEDERATED ENOiNEERlNO Go's

Standard Type of Rubber Curing FACTORY, as erected throughout the

F. M. S., JAVA and SUMATRA.

The FEDERATED ENOiNEERlNO Co. LTD., BANDOENO,

BATAVIA & SOERABAYA.




















